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MME. CHAMINADE, on “How to Play My Best Known Piano Pieces”
EMIL SAUER, on “The Training of the Concert Pianist”

THE

ETUDE

TO OUR READERS
ing of subscriptions to
special offers that are
A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE
MUSIC STUDENT, AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS.
Edited by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Subscription, »1.50 per year. Single Copies, 15 Cents.
CmimllnnPQMuge, 25 cents. Foreign Postage, 72 cents.

Remittances should be made by post-office or express
. money orders, bank check or draft, or registered
letter. United States postage stamps are always
received for cash. Money sent In letters Is dan¬
gerous, and we are not responsible for Its safe
DISCONTINUANCE.—If you wl
ted a
liald
scrlption expires. E Illicit directions will be
pil'ntion.
RENEWAL.—No receipt 1 sent for renewals.
tlon Is pnlll up, wliieli serves ns a receipt for
your subscription.
MANUSCRIPTS.—All manuscripts Intended for publica¬
tion should be addressed to TIIE ETUDE, 1712
Chestnut Street, and should be written on one side
of the sheet only. Contributions on topics con¬
nected with music-teaching and music-study are
solicited. Those that are not available will be reADVERTISING RATES. will be sent on application.
Forms close on 10th of each month for the suc¬
ceeding month’s Issue.
THEODORE PRESSER,
1713 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter.
Copyright. 1908, by Theodore Presser.
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“THE ETUDE” AS A CHRISTMAS GIFT
An excellent habit has been growing on peo¬
ple of late years, .that of giving for Christmas
gifts something of a lasting and practical value.
To a musical person where can more value be
gotten for $1.50 than a year’s subscription to
The Etude, and in order to add a little our*
selves we will send this Christmas issue free
with a holiday card, timed so that both will
arrive on Christmas morning. Thirteen issues
in all—December, 1908 to December, 1909, in¬
clusive. See the editor’s note in the next
column.
_
MAGAZINES AT LOW PRICES.
The magazine publishers this -year seem to
be outdoing themselves in the matter of price
where a number of magazines are taken to¬
gether. We have thought the matter of such
great value to our subscribers that we have
given this year an entire page to those offers,
explaining the more important magazines and
combining them in attractive groups with The
Etude. Take advantage of these offers, have
an abundance of reading matter next year, and
send your orders to The Etude.
1909 CALENDARS FREE.
To every one of our subscribers sending in
a subscription during the month of December,
enclosing the subscription price, $1.50, we will
send free one of our 1909 calendars, an adver¬
tisement of which will be found on page 814
of this issue. This applies to every subscrip¬
tion sent to us at $1.50, whether your own re¬
newal or a subscription for a pu'pil or friend,
but you must ask for the calendar in sending
your order. ’
_
JULY, ’08, TO DECEMBER, ’09.
The notice that we printed in the November
issue about the work that The Etude was do¬
ing, and the value that the paper was giving,
has brought such a hearty response that we
have decided to continue the substantial part
of that notice. The announcement gave in
detail some of the valuable articles that
had been given during the previous four
months and the fact that they had contained
fifty-seven pieces of music and that the year
1909 promises even greater value.
We have a few of those copies still on hand,
and so long as they last we will send The
Etude from July, 1908, to December, 1909,
eighteen months, for $2.00, and treat every
such order exactly as if the full price had been
paid for a one year’s subscription; that is in
connection with clubbing arrangements, pre¬
miums, cash deductions, etc.
PREMIUM GIFTS.
On the third page of the cover of this issue
will be found a partial list of the premiums
offered by The Etude to persons securing sub¬
scriptions to the paper. 'The club rates and
the premiums will be found to be given upon
a very liberal basis. We have given more than
10,000 in one year and we cannot recollect one
dissatisfied person.
The immense subscription list of The Etude
has been built up almost entirely by the inter¬
est shown by its own subscribers in recommend¬
ing the paper to others, and in a great many cases
with no idea of remuneration of any kind. We
nevertheless desire most earnestly to, in a
small way, show our appreciation by giving
the. very best gift for the getting of those sub¬
scriptions that the small price which we ask
for The Etude will allow. Small price not
only in fact, but considering that in this one
issue there are several articles worth more
than a year’s subscription price; nineteen
pieces of music and a supplement made by an
expensive process never before offered without
additional 1
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THE EDITOR’S COLUMN
A MENDELSSOHN CENTENNIAL ISSUE.
The January issue of The Etude will be a
Mendelssohn issue in celebration of the one
hundredth anniversary of the,composer’s birth.
The issue will be illustrated, and will be filled
with articles by representative writers. Like
all of the special issues hitherto published, it
will be worthy of preservation, as so many
phases of the composer’s work will be pre¬
sented that no book or collection of books
could take the place of this issue as a source
of reference. Be sure not to miss this Men¬
delssohn issue.

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING.
We have come to the season of Christmas
puddings, and it is well to remember the old ■
English adage, “The proof of the pudding is
in the eating.” We thought that it might be
timely to make an announcement of the good
things we Have in store for you for 1909, but
why should we do this when you have the
future of The Etude guaranteed by the past?
Each issue of The Etude represents weeks
of preparation, hard work and thought.
In
this issue there are many features, any one of
which would have been sufficient to have been
made a leading feature of a first-class musical
magazine.

Thousands of teachers and parents give a
year’s subscription to The Etude as a Christ¬
mas gift. If you des're to give a less expen¬
sive gift to some of your friends or pupils
enclose your card or a note with the words
“A Musical Merry Christmas” in a copy of the
Christmas Etude and mail it to them so that
they will get it on Christmas morning. They
will appreciate the gift, as they will receive
one of the most valuable issues of a musical
magazine ever presented. It contains:
Four large photogravures of the great com¬
posers done in the finest manner known to the
printer’s art.
An Article by Chaminade.
The most famous of woman composers
writes upon a subject of greatest interest to
all of our readers, “How to Play My Best
Known Compositions.”
Emil Sauer on “The Training of a Concert Pianist.”
One of the greatest virtuosos of our day
gives The Etude in this Christmas issue ad¬
vice which is the result of a lifetime of obser¬
vation.
Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler on “Public Appearance."
Acclaimed throughout the world as one of
the. most artistic as well as the most extra¬
ordinary pianists of our times, gives The
Etude her opinions upon a very important
subject.
There are nineteen pieces in this issue—the
cover portrait of Franz Liszt is the most at¬
tractive we have ever had. The additional
articles, in many ways as attractive as the
few we have announced above by writers of
international reputation upon subjects of great
interest to all music students and music-lovers,
make this issue a Christmas gift anyone may
be proud to give.

No musical magazine has ever boasted of a
larger list of famous contributors than that
mentioned on page 814 of this issue. These
are only, a few of those who will make the
coming issues memorable.

THE
WATCH THIS SPACE
Brehm’s Monthly Bargain
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CHRISTMAS JOYS

BRIGHTEST : GRANDEST : SWEETEST

The Prince Divine

By Dr. ALFRED BEIRLY
ANew Christmas Concert Exercise (or Sunday
Schools. Best ever,
chest Melody Grandest Harmon
24 pades-8 pades larder than us
CSOAL PRICES. Per 100 Copies $4.45, pre. .
-or $4.00 not prepaid; PerDoz.
65 Cents; Single Copies 6 Cents.
The "Popular Choir Serial” - 10c Per Copy,
ristmas Number contains 32‘pages of bright
iging Anthems. Order a FREE Sar-1"

NEW POPULAR TEACHING MATERIAL

HENRY E. KREHBIEL’S
CHAPTERS OF OPERA
With about 70 Portraits. Ready
November 28th. Probable Price

ANOELO NEUMANN’S
RECOLLECTIONS “WAGNER
AnX„^er„diH,\0i.oonU POSTPAID
BREHM

‘Star of My Dreams’

a

BROS.

This NEW 3-STEP

t' f|r.M

8

K'ffiK.SS; c
"A-**

3

T"

SBfjSSjft

"J

ft-SchoolSong Books-Q
G. F. WURTELE MUSIC CO.,

44

N. 9th St., Phila., I

HAVE YOU HEARD

SUNBURST
PIANO

SOLO

AN ODDITY, BY
JOHN FRANCIS GILDER

PIANO TEACHERS
SPECIAL

9 PIECES, $1.00

NOTTURNO
THE BELL MUSIC CO.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR

1193 Broadway

New York

Every Music Teacher and Student
should possess a copy. Order of
Theodore Presser
or direct from the author

John a. Seidt

ws%.

’'Etude” Music Club Buttons

CARSE TECHNIC FOR PIANOFORTE

one inch in diameter, each containing a por¬
trait of Beethoven. Mozart, Mendelwohn,
Chopin, Schumann or Liszt. A pin on the
back in order to fasten on the child’s dress or
coat lapel.

By Herbert E. Carse
An authority and text-book for students and teachers.
Finger, hand and arm positions and strokes
AE^dors'd PHOTOGRAPHS and accurately
pi;inists^ Price $2.00 postpaid to any address

246 HANCOCK ST., BROOKLYN
A Perfect Holiday Book

X11I.V. iitLJJLIY, PHILADELPHIA. PA

FREE TO
TEACHERS

A Handy Pocket Ledger

ANOTHER

BARGAIN

For Keeping Correct Accounts With Pupils;
Reverie,* by KXyn°f BayieyTAmLka^

“DAWN 0F L0VE-”

THE DYING SHEPHERD
By the famous EDUARD HOLST

“^“ugkratnaarpaeP^,*6„

pH5S£SS:Zt7

DEPT T

M. WITMARK & SONS

I

^TTpl-,

j|=|

KONINSKY MUSIC CO.
ept- E

TROY, NEW YORK

THE
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SPECIALLY DESIRABLE
GIFTS FOR MUSIC LOVERS
perry

METRONOMES
O
UR METRONOMES are of the
finest quality made, and are guar¬
anteed for one year against any defect
i manufacture.
Holiday Prices. Good till January 1st only

Descriptive Analyses of Piano
Works^

(J.T.L.) 3.00

(J.T.U4.25

Ideal Holiday Gifts

FOUR NEW SACRED

FOR

Piano Students and Teachers
Special Holiday Editions
of Important Volumes in

••EDITION WOOD”

LIFT THY HEART
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SONGS

▲ THE WAY TO HEAVEN

Music by .
FRANCES ALLITSEN

■

O LOVING FATHER

I

Music by
’AUVERGNE BARNARD
D’A

A

Music by
Teresa delriego

CROWN FOR EACH CROSS
CR
PAUL A. RUBENS

Beautiful Editions
PERMANENT

VALUE

* #
FILLING MANY PURPOSES FOR THE
MUSICIAN, STUDENT or DILETTANTE
* *

Very Desirable Gift Books

w™||pt
CHAPPELL

CO., Ltd., 37 W. 17th St„ NEW YORK

DECORATE YOUR STUDIO
BEETHOVEN

GRADES

ONE, TWO AND

HHP

A SHORT CHRISTMAS CANTATA
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

smcumw

Pictures from the lives of
Great Composers

“^Catalogue Free.

JEWELRY FOR MUSIC LOVERS
-GIFTS AT SMALL PRICES -

For Children

Louis f7g'otts(

Price, cloth, SI.25

The B. F. Wood Music Co.

m

volume, complete, $1.00

TEACHERS:

Dictionary of Music and

Anecdotes of Great Musicians
By W. FRANCIS CATES
Price SI.50. Cloth and Gilt

•*JSS="
fiilHS

izz

Pupil’s Year Book

tetsss^nsgrat^szssi

CHRISTMAS MUSIC

"i

A VFirst Studies ^Muslc*"*
ByTBiograpJjpER

Merry’'Songs for Littie Folks

lf|li
BOXED SETS OF BOOKS AT VERY LOW PRICES

The Petite Library

1

The Musician

mam
PriM* duHti0nD°THE ETUDE at $l,5° * Ch

in

il

MUSIC TRADE MERCANTILE AGENCY

Prices: 8 to. Sorts., 12

Thfio. Presser,--phuILelphia1_1

sul'o'S..™;• (iVWj; t: a.ii

stropA.

when addressing our advertisers!

!

™Please mention THE ETUDE when ad

THE

THE

ETUDE

CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS

NEW
CHRI
MUSIC

PUBLICATIONS OF G. SCHIRMER: NEWYORK
Holiday Gifts In Music
LARGE VARIETY OF MUSIC AND BOOKS IN CLOTH AND LEATHER BINDINGS

LIBRARY SETS OF MUSIC

(WOMEN’S VOICES)

CHRISTMAS DUETS

(PIANO, VOCAL, VIOLIN, OPERAS, ETC.)
BINDINGS;

CLOTH

OR

HALF

MOROCCO

Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schubert,
Schumann, Weber
AND ALSO

CHRISTMAS SONGS

THE FOLLOWING :

Bellini, Bizet, Brahms, Cornelius, Dvorak, Debussy, Delibes, Donizetti, Faure,
Franz, Gluck, Gounod, Gottschalk, Grieg, Guilmant, Henselt, Jensen, Liszt, MacDowell, Massenet, Merkel, Meyerbeer, Moszkowski, Nevin, Offenbach, Paderewski,
Rheinberger, Rossini, Saint Saens, Sgambati, Johann Strauss, Richard Strauss,
=Sullivan, Tschaikowsky, Verdi, Widor, Hugo Wolf, etc.--DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
__ „ ^
FREE ON APPLICATION

Jits.
Ml)
™

(MALE VOICES)

CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS

The Collected Musical Works of Old and Modern Composers

*

i

Send also for our GENERAL CATALOGUE of English, German and
French Musical Literature and Theoretical Works, 171 i
over 3000 titles

•

-COTerley

jUC

-5°

PIANO and ORGAN
COLLECTIONS

Music of the better class, although popular. Not one
dry, uninteresting piece in any volume.
ATTRACTIVE

CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS

Sent
SWWSi&Q-: : : : : S3 5
on
Approval rtgp-*:: :.r :

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

IN UNIFORM

.12
.12
.12
.15
.12
.16

Good Tidings.Geibel .12
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear . Geibel .10

IN CLOTH, HALF MOROCCO AND FULL MOROCCO (For the Home Musical Library)

Comprising THE CLASSICS:

rA

(MIXED VOICES)
Sing, O Daughter of Zion .... Lansing
Rejoice Greatly.Maitland
Hark, from the Midnight Hills . . . Stone
There Were Shepherds.Hamer
To Us a Promised Child is Born
Chelius
Hail to the Lord’s Anointed . . Schnecker
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SUBSTANTIAL

FIEST PAELOE PIECES FOE THE
PIANO
A collection of thirty-four pieces.
Not a poor selection in the work. All
intended for use in the first and second

jf§§§
2ligg

USEFUL

more advanced than Mr. Spaulding’s very
popular “Tunes and Ehymes for the PlayHANDEL ALBUM
Selected and Edited by Theo. Presser

fhfo3€“HlP1!"

gSSSM

WHITE-SMITH MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

sirs
ssrs-By A.

K. VIRGIL:

' Bs Virgil Method—Foundation Exercises

PIANO
COLLECTIONS

NOVELLO PUBLICATIONS
CHRISTMAS CANTATAS
THE LOGOS (The word is flesh become)

STEP BY

.STEP—A

The mu.ic JFor .oprano^tenor and

Text Book in Piano Playing for Tea

EDUCATION IN MUSIC

A Book for Teachers.

bass

soli, chorus and organ, com-

THE SHEPHERDS’ VISION

Price 25 cts.
TRANQUIL HOURS
Piano Music of a Quiet Character.
MOD^^^LtotheC:aSsie3

YOUTHFUL DIVERSION
Offer

of Musical Gift:

Found on Page 822

Le^cS. (vXlananpdopCu,ar*,Cal)

II be
:

^Mathews) GRADED ™CES

;

FOR THE PIANO (W. S. R

MIfEsas£n-second and thw—“

SEE “THE ETUDE”
PREMIUM LIST ON
THIRD COVER PAGE

HARMONY TEXT BOOKS

Tby^h

ATCI

“UkSS?

Blair

’

1

MAS MORN, by Henry Leslie
S EVE, by Neils IV. Cade
SORATORlotTyBach S>, by Thos. Adams F THE KING, by M. B. Foster
TRUMPET IN ZION, by C. W. .

CHILDHOOD DAYS

THOU ART MY SON, by Thomas Adams
CHRIST’S INCARNATION, by Myles B. Foster
SING, O DAUGHTER OF ZION, by H. W. Wareing
A SONG OF JOY, by John E. West
NATAL HYMN (Rest, Gentle Jesus), by David Stanley Smith
ANGELS FROM THE REALMS OF GLORY, by Samuel A. Bo

HARMONY BLANK BOOKS

S SALVATOR NATUS EST l
by J. S. I
wnan CHRIST WAS BORN (Carol), fry L. Stokovski

.

mi
.

5c

Send for full selection of Christmas Anthems on Examination

THE H. W. GRAY CO., 21 East 17th St., NEW YORK

and

A. G. COMINGS, 1

if, OBERLIN, O.

ij§g
iSli
iSISSs

FOR DECEMBER ONI

V. Holiday Price, 50 cents each,

NOVELLO & CoTud.,

-

London

vlnLltTe text'aid1is aC/oVSe

to ^

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher Z^SI7,'

the
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KINDERGARTEN METHOD OF MUSIC
By CHARLES W. LANDON and DANIEL BATCHELLOR
A COMPLETE, CONCISE TREATISE ON THE TEACHING OP MUSIC TO YOUNG CHILDREN

PRACTICAL

The result of years of actual experience in
the daily teaching of little folks

^
| |

I T I
j~^ L I

I* U 1—<

PREPARED ESPECIALLY FOR

AND-THE MOTHER

THE TEACHER
This is the first work published with which the music teacher can do
kindergarten work; the first published book where kindergarten princi¬
ples have been scientifically applied to music for the use of the young

child.
«c
This method is a great work, far in advance of the
Songs and
Games’’ in vogue. All methods have been carefully investigated and
this work is the result of an experience of twenty-five years of music
and kindergarten teaching. This book will place in the hands of the
intelligent music teacher a method whereby the child may receive as
solid a foundation musically as in any other fundamental branch. The
work is eminently practical, abounding in ingenious devices and games
for stimulating the interest of children.
No teacher can afford to be without this book. It will make her serv¬
ices more valuable, it will increase the breadth of her work and thus
increase her earning power. It will start a beginners class much earlier
than is now possible. The result will be in every way to the music
teacher’s advantage.

Mothers will find in this work what they have often desired-a way
of inculcating correct musical ideas in the develop.ng mind of her young
child. In the impressionable age, before seven years the ch.ld easily
learns a foreign language. Why should he not as eastly learn to know
good music, yes, and to read and produce it?
This method will put into a mother’s hands a system with whtch this
may be accomplished and without danger to the most delicate young
organisms. “Forcing" is always injurious, possibly more so than allow¬
ing the child mind to acquire its impressions at random. This system
eliminates both these dangers and secures to the child a correct knowl¬
edge of the principles of music, acquired without effort.
In fact, so
interesting is the system that the child eagerly anticipates each lesson.
No mother with her child’s interest at heart can afford to be without
this book.

*

_

The work will be out in the early Winter. It is an expensive book to produce and necessarily voluminous. But, in accordance with our reg¬
ular practice, we now offer it at the low introductory rate of $1.00. When the book is out, double this amount will not buy it, so order now.

THEODORE PRESSER,

1712 Chestnut Street,

Standard

Books on

First Year Harmony

Modern Harmony in Its
Theory and Practice

By THOMAS TAPPED
Price, $1.00
1. A text book for use in the firs: presen¬
tation of the subject.
2. It is so arranged as to be available either ■
for private study or for use in classes
3. Each chapter presents a single principle.
4. A sufficient amount of work is required
to familiarize the student with the principle
itself and with what precedes and follows.
5. There is an abundance of review work
required.
6. Lessons in Analysis, Dictation and
Melody writing are included.

Send for descriptive circular

By ARTHUR FOOTE, A.M.

PHILADELPHIA

Harmony
OVER 74,000

COPIES SOLD

Stephen Emery’s
Elements of Harmony

WALTER R. SPALDING, A.M.

Price, $1.00

Price, $1.50

Used by the Leading Conservatories and Teachers
The very extensive popularity of this work proves
its qualities as an eminently practical text book for
schools and colleges as well as for private study.
The author's chief aim in writing the book was to
plan out a concise course of study, which would
simplify the interesting study of Harmony and pre¬
pare the student to analyze and understand any
harmonies that occur in standard music.

"It ingeniously g

d the whole book breathes an enlightspirit.” JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT,
American Conservatory of Music.
I applies
ally two or three books are required.”'
lPROF. CARL V. LACHMUND,

“The method of using both melodies for harmonization, and
figured basses as well, appeals to me very strongly.”
WALTER C. GALE,
>f the ‘Harmony’ I have deIt I \Y
cided that it
Wesleyan Universi
it that I have adopted if as my text book in pref
nany
others.”
AUGUST_
IT GEIGEr!17
Brenan College.

A Key to 501 Exercises in Modern
Harmony, 75 cfs.

Selections for Teachers and Schools Given Special Attention

Supplementary Exercises to
Elements of Harmony
By STEPHEN A. EMERY

Price, 50 cts.
'hants, and Chorals approp
sed as a sequence to any harmc__

A Key to Emery’s Elements of Harmony
By FRANK LYNES

Price, 60 cts.

New Accounts Opened Upon Receipt of Customary References

Sent Free —Novelty List and Complete Catalogues containing Portraits of American and f«

,

No. I,Piano; No.2, Vocal; No. 3a, Anthems and Part-songs for Mixed Voices; No. 33 Women’s Voices; No. 3c, Men’s Voices* N

BOSTON
120 Boylston St.

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
LEIPZIG

n
^

°o

NEW YORK
11 W. 36th St.

S

URELY, Christmas, with its wholesome optim¬
ism and its hearty good cheer, was never
more welcome than it is this season. There
is something bracing about the Yuletide festival.
Charles Dickens caught it splendidly in his “Christ¬
mas Carol.” No matter how blue you have been,
no matter how badly you have fared in your battle
with fortune, no matter how many friends have
apparently deserted you, you cannot read “The
Christmas Carol” without feeling that after all this
is a very good sort of a world to live in and that
thp people with whom we rub elbows have good
hearts and kind thoughts, if we can only penetrate
the artificial crust of severity, harshness and petty
meanness that the chemistry of our business and
social life has plated them with.
This is one of the benefactions of Christmas.
Irrespective of the religious significance of the cele¬
bration of the nativity of the gentle, loving Jesus,
the season brings with it to all people, of whatever
creed, in our land a feeling of good cheer, a resolu¬
tion to forget the hardships of a severe financial
depression and a willingness to start anew and fight
a winning fight. This is what Christmas should
bring to every one of our readers this year.
One of the delightful aspects of our work is that
we are brought into a very intimate relation with
our readers. We prize this highly and we appreciate
your loyalty through the past year more than we
can tell. Some of you are separated from us by
the diameter of our planet, but we think just as
much of the readers way off there in Africa, in
Australia, in the Philipines, in South America, or in
China, as we do of those right at our doors. Every
letter that comes in to us receives careful, thoughtful
editorial attention, irrespective of the writer’s posi¬
tion or place of residence. We can not hope to
personally meet more than a very few of our many
readers, but we do desire to give them herewith the
heartiest kind of an editorial handshake and wish
them a very Merry Christmas and a. Happy New
Year!
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N December 22, 1808, the Fifth Symphony of
Beethoven was performed for the first time.
Since then the whole world has been torn
time and again with great wars. Governments have
come and gone. Father Time has changed the map
of Europe with the same complacency that a good
housekeeper changes the wall papering in her home.
Great poets, statesmen, scientists and soldiers have
come upon earth, played their little parts and made
their exits. The wonders of science and invention
have revolutionized the methods of living and the
world of 1908 is an entirely different kind of a world
from that of one hundred years ago. Yet the Fifth
Symphony, notwithstanding its venerable centenary
birthday, is as full of strength, power and splendor
as it was when Beethoven wrote it. It is not un¬
likely that a thousand years hence, amid conditions
that are beyond our conception and in a world which
shall display but a few crumbling vestiges of the
civilization we prize so highly, audiences will still
be listening eagerly to the wondrous beauty of tone
painting in the Fifth Symphony. Such is the immu¬
table greatness of a real masterpiece.
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T is somewhat amusing to note in one of the
leading English papers a complaint headed
“Why We Get No Operatic Novelties.” The
list of desired novelties includes works well known
to American opera-goers. In fact it not infrequently
occurs that operatic works become popular in our
country long before they are produced in some of
the European music centres. It would be impossi¬
ble for the student to find anywhere in the world
more or better opportunities to hear great singers
in great operas than he can obtain in New York.
The admission prices may be a' trifle higher, but
when the cost of European and ocean travel is con¬
sidered the student can study more effectively and
economically in his home country. It is a fine thing
for him to hear great European performances if his
means permit, but let him hear the greatest first.
European singers are continually complaining that
American singers are given- the preference in the
royal opera houses of Europe. This is surely a re¬
markable condition. A great European pianist told
the writer only a short time ago that he considered
America in many ways in advance of Europe in
musical culture. He begged the writer not to
mention his name, as it might be construed as an in¬
sincere attempt to curry American favor. Let us
commence to hold up our heads a little. There is
much for us to accomplish and if we have made
noteworthy progress let us wisely use what we
have already achieved for the foundation of a greater
future.
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HILDREN are often blamed for their failure to
succeed in music when they should be pitied.
Sometimes the failure is due solely to some
physical disability that the parent has failed to recog¬
nize. This is very frequently the case. Dr. Char¬
lotte C. West in a recent article in the New Idea
Woman’s Magazine write:
“Many children are physically. unfit to attend
school; their defects are unrecognized, and their
lack of progress is attributed to stupidity. This
stupidity, or mental dulness, is almost always due
to some eye or ear, or nose trouble. Many chil¬
dren are tortured with reprimands and punishments
for inattention, when, as a matter of fact, they hear
poorly or see badly or breathe insufficiently. There¬
fore, before starting upon its school life, the child’s
general condition should be carefully looked into.
“Eye-strain is the cause of more headache and
stomach trouble than any other one factor; a child
may suffer for years, and. its mental development
be seriously retarded, because this fact is overlooked.
Correction with proper spectacles will often clear up
a train of symptoms which have been attributed to
weak’ stomach, indigestion and what not.
“Deafness is often due to nothing more than an
accumulation of hardened wax. in the ear passage,
and an amazing change occurs upon its removal.
Often serious ear trouble, resulting from scarlet
fever, or one of the other infectious diseases, goes
unheeded. Pain in the ear, or a discharge, should
immediately warn the parents to consult a physician.
Another frequent cause of inability on the child’s
part to remain mentally alert is mouth-breathing.
Whenever this - is observed there is some trouble
which must be removed before a bright, quick
healthy child can be hoped for.”
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T sometimes happens that even the most con¬
scientious hard-working and capable people
meet with misfortunes that bring them to a posi¬
tion where their more fortunate fellows should turn
around and show their appreciation for past services
to art and humanity. In all lines of human en¬
deavor “hard luck” and its train of dismal attendants
seem to enter now and then. For the most part we.
are all blessed with grand good fortunq. In music,
its followers and devotees have many compensations.
They are no more unfortunate than those who are
engaged in other arts and professions. But when
the tables do turn and the faithful worker is forced
by circumstances to falter in the fight for mainte¬
nance it is a splendid thing to knoyv that provision
has been made to assist her and that, this provision is
not so much a charity as a just recognition and re¬
ward for past., devotion and labor in her work. Such
an institution is provided for music teachers in the
Home for Aged Musicians, at 236 South Third street,
Philadelphia. Here is a haven in which the teacher
may have the comforting knowledge that provision
is being made for her needs in appreciation of her
faithfulness in the past. In other words, she has
earned the right to the hospitality of the home.
We have frequently described this home in the
past. The building and its equipment are those of
the fine modern private residence. There is nothing
suggesting, the “institution” about it. It is located
in a desirable part of Philadelphia, only a stone’s
throw from the cradle of American independence.
Every possible provision has been made for the com¬
fort of those who enter the home.

Unusual to hear of professors of the tonal art callei
‘a drunken lot.” This came to our American father
partly by tradition and partly through the indiscre
tions of some American students who had fallen inti
disreputable company while studying in some Euro
pean music center.
They had .taken out thei
naturalization papers “In Bohemia,” that mysteriou
country of conviviality and blasted hopes. Thei
national emblem was the stein and the fass, and th
patriotism 'with which they worshipped it was amus
Things have changed, and to-day our best musi¬
cians are steady-going, clean-minded, decent Ameri¬
can citizens, who have made themselves respected
by being respectable. But now we have a professor
of Harvard University who in. a recent article in
McClure’s Magazine tells us that we are all wrong—
that alcohol is the brother of civilization, and that
temperate drinking is necessary, especially necessary
for those who depend upon inspiration for success.
His article is so full of obviously illogical compari¬
sons and statements that it seems strange that a man
with a scientific training could be induced to permit
such a work to come from his pen. Among his
fears is one that abstinence from alcohol will lead
to a kind of puritanism, but he forgets that the
excise laws of our Puritan forefathers were ridiculmi«;lv liKorol
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If we are to have a hew school of music in
America, or an advance of existing methods, it will
come from men and women with cleaii minds,- clear
intellects, healthy bodies, and not from the unfortu¬
nate few who by falling victims to a vice that burns
the hearts and souls out of men who hope to present
the world with masterpieces.
There is an impression that the beer drinking of
the Germans in the fatherland is harmless because
it does not lead inevitably to drunkenness. Do not
forget the fatal Munieh “beer heart” which kills so
niany each year. Incidentally,, we never knew of a
prohibition movement that started in a jail, and it
seems somewhat odd to have an alcohol movement
start in an American university.
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EUROPEAN, MUSICAL TOPICS.
by yurPiJX’R ELSON.
Mr. Joseph HaJ&fc hOtf"who uses sueli^com¬
plicated discords in fei^scpres, and who
to substitute moving /pictures Q«*a screen
P
programs of orchestral works, has g^n G^somc
frank ideas on musical subjects in an English
paper—interview. He strikes out from the shoulder
as follows: “I should most unhesitatingly say that
the advance is in technique. The great preponder-
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OW that the Presidential election is over and
the business uncertainty and the lack of
enterprise and commercial activity which
always precedes a National election has passed, we
may all take a firm, confident grip upon our work
and forge ahead to success. The day after election
stocks went up with a bound and orders poured into
the great mills and commercial centers of the land.
This means prosperity for the teacher, and also that
hundreds of young students will be enabled to take
up their musical work.
The new lady of our White House, Mrs. W. H.
Taft, is a highly trained amateur musician and has
made music a study all her lifetime. President
Roosevelt has done everything possible to encourage
visiting artists by means of many recitals at the
White House. The encouragement of art in high
official circles has always been beneficial. Witness
the effect of the famous houses of Esterhazy,
Weimar and Lichnowsky.
What would Haydn,
Liszt or Beethoven have done without the assistance
4 of these great benefactors? Official recognition of
‘ an art in a republican country like ours may mean
much to all musicians. Mrs. Taft has a splendid
opportunity to promote her favorite avocation and
we are confident that this will mean additional
interest in music and general prosperity for all
musicians. Start in to-day and compel success to
come your 'way by hard work, confidence and good
but optimistic judgment.
TSCHAIKOWSKI’S APPRECIATION OF
GRIEG.
Grieg is often under-appreciated. He was really
one of the most finished workmen of all of our
greater masters. It is interesting to note the warm
and sympathetic appreciation of his great Russian
contemporary, Tsc' aikowski: ‘
“in his music- there prevails that fascinating
melancholy which seems to reflect in itself all the
beauty of Norwegian scenery, now grandiose and
sublime in its vast expanse, now dull and gray, but
always full of charm to the hearts of Northmen,
and having something akin to ourselves, quickly
finding its way into our hearts, evoking a warm and
sympathetic response. Grieg is probably net by any
means so great a master as Brahms; his range is
not so extensive, his aims and tendencies are not so
wide, and apparently in Grieg the inclination
towards obscurity is entirely absent; nevertheless he
stands nearer to us, he seems more, approachable
and intelligible because of his deep humanity.
Hearing the music of Grieg we instinctively recog¬
nize that it was written by a man impelled by an
irresistible impulse to give vent by means of sounds
to a flood of poetical emotion, which obeys no
theory or principle, is stamped with no impress but
that of a vigorous and sincere artistic feeling. Per¬
fection of form, strict and irreproachable logic in
the development of his themes, are not perseveringly
sought after by the celebrated Norwegian. But
what charm, what inimitable and rich musical
imagery! What warmth and passion in his melodic
phrases, what teeming vitality in his harmony, what
originality and beauty in the turn of his piquant
and ingenious modulations and rhythms, and in all
the rest what interest, novelty and independence!
If we add te> all this that rarest of qualities, a per¬
fect simplicity, far removed from affectation and
pretense to obscurity and far-fetched novelty, it is
not surprising that everyone should delight in
Grieg."
‘Tf an artistic career is of all careers the most
attractive, the one that fascinates most powerfully all
ardent imaginations aspiring to the ideal, it is also
the one that has in reserve the largest measure of
disappointment, bitterness and despair.”—Cicile
Chaminade.

tional.... Candidly, I believe that ideas are scarce
In commenting on this statement, Mr Arthur
Symons gives it decided endorsement
Strauss is
science, he says, and wholly devoid of emotion, or
passion, or any of the deeper, qualities of sugges¬
tion. Elgar too, and Cesar Franck, are open to
the same reproach of the coldness that is born of
mere technique. Much of this seems true, not only
in music, but in literature. Where are the writers
of warm feeling? Who has inherited the tender¬
ness of Dickens, the sympathetic insight ot
Thackeray, the passionate expressiveness of Tenny¬
son? And in music,, how few are the new works
that charms us, that carry us off our feet with direct
enthusiasm! We hear compositions of ample pro¬
portions, all the way fropi Mahler’s symphonies to
Holbrooke’s own symphonic poems.; we admire their
greatness, of study their, .intricacy, but not often
do we feel the genuine; jthriH qf ^surprised pleasure.
Yet the men are not Yhfllly^nblaine; conditions
are somewhat responjsi{fi£,,>.fov! classical times a
smaller orchestra, . with,. jfe-ffgr, parts to write for
and a simpler harmojw;., sty,leti gave the composer
a better grasp on his resources of expression. But
the kaleidoscopic harmonies of Liszt, and above
all the soul-compelling tonal pictures of Wagner,
have given us an orchestra that almost demands a
musical genius for its mere handling. It is little
wonder then that too much emphasis has been
placed on technique, and too little on the musical
material.
Among exceptions to .this musical sterility, De¬
bussy and Dukas are quoted in France; Delius in
England; and in Russia the “stupendous” Moussorgsky. The list might be extended. The Strauss
of “Aus Italien” and “Death and Transfiguration”
is not to be despised. Goldmark has handled large
orchestras with sumptuous beauty.
Hausegger’s
symphonic poems, if long-drawn-out, are at least
full of the “linked sweetness” of rich melody and
harmony. The departed Dvorak, too, showed us
how to handle our national material in a way that
none of our native composers have approached. All
this goes to show that even now composers may, if
they have it in them, rise above orchestral technique
and give us works of real inspiration.
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How to Play My Best Known Pieces

WOMAN IN MUSIC.

The preparation of one of Ingeborg von Bronsart’s;
f J the stage in Dessau brings up the sub5K Soman’s achievements in music. Less than
1 century has passed since Mendelssohn opposed h.s
desire to publish her works, and it is only
atew decades since Rubinstein praised Chaminade’s
pieces, but told her that women ought not to com^
It was Ingeborg von Bronsart herself who
astonished Liszt, on her first visit to him, by her
masterly rendering of a Bach fugue. When Liszt
saw the beautiful eighteen-year-old girl, he classed
her as another of the spoiled darlings that were
sometimes sent to him; but he soon saw his mis¬
take “You certainly didn t look like that, he cried,
in admiration. “I should hope I didn’t look like a
Bach fugue,” was the unexpected reply; and a lifelong friendship was begun.
Every fair-minded person will admit that no wom¬
an should be barred from composing, whether on
account of race, color or previous condition of ser¬
vitude. But there are many who think that woman
is handicapped by nature, and cannot reach the
highest flights of achievement. Liza Lehmann her¬
self expresses a belief in such physical drawbacks.
Others claim that women are merely imitative, and
not original in any great degree. It is true that
no woman has entered the first rank of composers,
but that need not prevent one from doing so in the
future.
MAHLER’S NEW SYMPHONY.

The most important foreign novelty is undoubt¬
edly Gustav Mahler’s seventh symphony, which was
brought out by him at the final concert of the Prague
Jubilee Exhibition. Mahler is the only great rival
of Strauss in handling the orchestra, and according to
Dr. Victor Joss, in the Allgcmcine M usik-Zeitung,
this symphony is an impressive culmination of all
the composer’s preceding work. It is in five move¬
ments, which are termed Introduction, First NightMusic, Scherzo, Second Night-Music and Rondo
(Finale). The first movement aroused no special
enthusiasm, but the rest of the work received un¬
bounded applause. The second is in happy mood,
contrasting well with the doubt and gloom that pre¬
cede it. Then the music assumes an ebm; ghostly
character in the scherzo. The fourth movement is
a moonlight serenade, of such. Gharm that the
audience nearly forced an encore; while the finale is
like an ecstatic hymn of life and joy. The critic
notes a slight lack of originality m the themes, but
claims that this is of little account in view of the
skill with which they are built into a great orchestral
work.
Max Reger has set the iooth Psalm for the jubilee
OLDEN-TIME MUSIC.
festival of the Jena University.
In Switzerland,
In the “Kunstwart” magazine, R. B. (is it Richard
novelties for the Basle concerts are Huber's over¬
Batka?) continues his plea for a wider knowledge ' ture, “Simplicius;” Boehe’s “Complaint of Nausikaa”
of harpsichord, clavichord, and other early instru¬
and Haeser’s # “Hadlaub” overture. “The Sunken
ments in connection with the piano repertoire. Es¬
Bell” has been recently set by the Russian, Alexis
pecially is this knowledge needed, he claims, for
Davidson, while Zola’s “Germinal” affords a text for
all teachers and publishers who handle works writ¬
Kaan von Albest.
In Italy, Mezio Agostini has
ten originally for those instruments. This is cer¬
chosen Longfellow’s “Hiawatha” for operatic treattainly a reasonable request; for the effects of the
early keyed instruments differed widely from those
Christiania records a concert of Grieg's unpub¬
of the piano, and shou’d decidedly be taken into lished works—songs, romances, piano pieces and a
account in modern arrangements or performances.
string quartet.
In France, Dubois has finished a
The student would be surprised to learn how
Symphonie Franqaise.” A Dutch concert in honor
large a proportion of our classical piano music was
of Queen Wilhelmina’s birthday included Wagenaar’s
really written before the piano was in use. How
symphonic poem, “Saul and David;” a piano con¬
many, in becoming acquainted with the inexhaustible
certo by Oberstadt, a violin concerto by Elizabeth
beauties of Bach’s “Well-Tempered Clavichord,” can
Kuyper, Koeberg’s orchestral dances, and songs by
actually describe’ the instrument ’ for which this
Zeevers, Spoel and Brandt-Buys. London finds Bal¬
noble' group of fughes was composed? It is barred
four Gardiner’s symphony medtocr:, and York
from the concert room by its extreme lightness of
Bowen’s piano concerto “reminiscent and illogical.”
tone; for its strings are set in motion by tongues of
In Paris, the Neerage apparatus Is being used to
brass which strike against them and stay in position
photograph voices (probably by means of flame
to form one end of the vibrating part.
But in
vibrations),
with a view to testing the accuracy of
smaller quarters its delicate sweetness of tone ex¬
singers.
Doubtless it will be only a short time
erts a subtle charm that would be a source of much
before critics will come to our operas with specially
delight in musical households- of- the present. In
made cameras in their hands, and film rolls protrudthis connection it may not be amiss' tb shake re¬
fr°m their pockets; no self-respecting hall or
newed' mention of the credit' due" -tort Arnold Dolopera-house will be without its dark room; and next
metsch for his work in '-giving- concerts of early
morning the criticism will look like a diagram of the
music on the old instruments. The full, soft tone
as half of the Yale-Princetoa football game.

By MADAME CECILE CHAMINADE
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fEditor’s Note:—Mme. Cdclle Chaminade, the author of
the following article, is without doubt the most successful of
all woman composers. Her compositions have sold enor¬
mously in all countries where the pianoforte Is popular.
She rarely writes for publication, and we feel that our
readers to whom an article of this kind must be of great
usefulness will Join us in our thanks for her time and
attention taken In preparing this article expressly for us.
Mme. Chamlnade's great popularity Is shown by
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In commencing this article I am inclined to hesi¬
tate on account of the difficulty which always exists
in making oneself understood “musically” without
being able to give a concrete example of what is '
required. One is disposed to refrain from the at¬
tempt, and to sum the matter up with the ingen¬
iously simple advice: “Read carefully all that is
written.” The tempo, nuance, accent, phrasing, hav¬
ing all been minutely indicated, the interpreter
ought, with reflection, to achieve technical accuracy,
and to approach very nearly what the author de¬
sires. But besides what is written, there is that
which one cannot write, cannot even explain; that
is, the “soul" of a piece of music. The composer, in
order to be understood,. must count on the intelli¬
gence and intuitiveness of his interpreter.
In order to aid this intuitive sense we are going
to outline a small analysis of each piece, and to
draw attention to the details, the variety of ways
of playing, and of the rhythms to which resort may
be made.
We will take some of the pieces which the public
has taken to itself and received with marked ap¬
proval, both in America and in Europe, namely:
“Pas des Bcharpes” (Scarf Dance), “Pas des Amphores” (Air de Ballet, No. 2), “La Lisonjera” (The
Flatterer), “Zingara,” “Serenade,” “Valse Caprice,”
“Air de Ballet, Op. 30,’’ and “Pierrette” (Air de
Ballet).
THE SCARF DANCE.
The “Pas des ficharpes” (The Scarf Dance) is
taken from my ballet-music to “Callirhoe;” it re¬
quires a well-marked rhythm, like all music written
primarily for theatre dancing. - The two strongly
contrasted themes from which it is constructed need
to be played very distinctly. The first part, in A
flat, requires sonority, “the charm of sound” (le
charme du son); in the orchestra it is announced
by violins; it should be played with a mellow, ring¬
ing tone, and while always maintaining a moderate
waltz rhythm in strict tempo, this characteristic
theme should always be played with a slight
“Rubato.”
The second part, in 2-4 rhythm, introduced in the
orchestra by a few bars of recitative for the oboe,
is full of melancholy. Here, above all, it is neces¬
sary to make the piano “sing” with a clinging touch,
yet, at the same time, keeping the hand very supple,
so that the tone shall be full and penetrating. The
part which precedes the return of the first subject
should be played with abandon, rapidly, brilliantly,
slowing a little towards the end, and when the first
subject, in A flat, makes its reappearance there
should be a slight pause before taking up the
“PAS DES AMPHORES.”
The “Pas des Amphores,” (Air de Ballet No. 2)
another extract from “Callirhoe,” is, contrary to
the first, lively, brisk and light in character. At
the beginning, for instance, the first chord ought
to be “sec” (sharp, clear cut, “dry”) and “fortis¬
simo;” the note F that follows brings us to a
pause which ought to be well sustained. The whole
rhythmic design of the first part is well contrasted
with the second, in which full value should be given
to the notes, and which should be played without
haste. I wish to make a remark on pauses gen¬
erally. Pupils seem to treat them as a negligible
quantity, and consider them as a waste of time.
The pause, on the contrary, plays a very important
part in musical phrasing, and so much are the big
things affected by small ones, the phrasing will be
entirely spoiled if the player does not hold it out
for its full value.

“FLATTERER.”
“La Lisonjera,” which is a feminine Spanish word
meaning “enchanter” or “cajoler,” is easy enough
to play, but very difficult to interpret; here the
composer has to count more than ever on the
intuition and musical tact of the performer, for it
is nearly impossible to indicate very clearly the
humorous allurement and rhythmic quality of this
little piece. Artists have many different ways of
playing it; the composer, however, may be per¬
mitted to prefer that which com“s nearest to her
own. The nuances should be carefully observed,
and also the rubato, stringendo, etc. In order to
give a good rendering, the movement of the piece
should not be too languid.

in a flowing style. This little piece, being brilliant
in its nature, one should guard against too much
petty nuance lest it becomes wearisome.
“AIR DE BALLET.”
I strongly recommend teachers to give the “Air
de Ballet” to pupils able to play works much more
difficult as regards technic, for one needs to be
very much at ease and master of the instrument
in order to give the quality of “allurement” so
necessary to this lively and capricious little piece.
The oft-recurring rapid passage for the left hand
over the right demands natural adroitness. These
passages, if executed with facility, will be light and
supple, but if there is constraint and apprehension
in playing them, the effect will be painful. The
sixteen bars of introduction ought to be played
brilliantly with a keen attack, similar to the “snap”
of an orchestra.
“PIERRETTE.”
Our “Pierrette” is a coquette, fantastic and
despotic. By this is meant that the piece demands
strict observance of its import, the silences, accents,
and in a word, demands “poise.” Beware of a lack
of firmness, as that destroys the peculiar character
it is desired to suggest, which is expressed by the
word “chic,” a banal word, but nevertheless one
well adapted to music, that cannot be replaced by
any equivalent.
The finest pianists and musical authorities have
lent the weight of their precious approval to this
little piece, which has also been considerably mal¬
treated by inexperienced little fingers.
The
wretched simplifications which have been made of
this piece are not done out of disrespect to the
composer, but she may be permitted to protest
against those which have been made, as they have
the effect of disfiguring it.
The favor of the public is not always bestowed
upon the works which their composer prefers. He
is at times disappointed to find his audience indif¬
ferent to one or other of his compositions which
he has the weakness to hold dear. This divergence
of opinion can, nevertheless, be readily explained:
the listener is not obliged to be prepared for and
initiated into the character of the piece he is going
to hear; he listens and is moved—or he is not. The
public, our best friend, on the whole, and our only
impartial judge, is won by an idea that is sponta¬
neous, clear and frank, coming to the composer al¬
most unconsciously; what Schumann calls “a gift
from heaven.” All that the artist conceives in a
moment of intense vitality—joy or sorrow—goe 1
straight to the heart of the public. But the arti t
is normally subtle of thought; vague, nearly alwavs
melancholy, for “to think is to refrain from laugh¬
ing,” and he cannot move his hearers unless they
are in precisely the same moral atmosphere as that
which surrounded him when he wrote the work.
LATER PIECES.

Cecile Chaminade.
“LA ZINGARA.”
“La Zingara” is an orchestral transcription; it
is naturally better understood if heard with the
varied orchestral timbres which color it, and the
vigorous snatches which punctuate the rhythm lend
themselves but imperfectly to the piano. It needs
solid mechanism, and stolid rhythm in order to
render a somewhat “brutal” impression in the part
in A minor. The song in the second part should
be played “appassionato,” the tone always full and
vibrant. It is “La Zingara” of the crisp hair and
ardent eyes: it is not tender, it is passionate; it
is therefore necessary to avoid all coquetry.
The “Serenade,” deeply graven in the author’s
memory, is the exact opposite of the piece we have
just described. While not very diffcult, it needs
to be played by one who can produce a variety of
tone colors from the piano, who also possesses
some facility in the use of the pedals. The en¬
trance of each part of the design should be indi¬
cated, and the melody well brought out, but the
whole should be sweet, and made to “sail” by
the carefully studied employment of both pedals.
“VALSE CAPRICE.”
“Valse Caprice,” like all modern valses, is a
caprice more than a valse; its lively three-quarter
rhythm is the sole justification of its title. The
beginning should be attacked boldly, and the
jangling fifths, which seem a little harsh to some
ears, ought to be well marked, the crescendo very
pronounced, and the organ-point well sustained. The
quick movement, which follows, clearly outlined,
ought to be kept spirited in character, yet played

The “Contes Bleu (Fairy Tales) and the “Poeme
Provencal” are pieces which the author prefers,
because, in some measure, it is her innermost self
which sings them, and by which in playing she
seeks to lull melancholy. They are chimney-corner
dreams, in the twilight ere the lamps are lit; at
that uncertain hour when the soul, pensive, yet not
unhappy, permits itself to reflect lightly on its
grievances. These pieces are the far-off memories
of the “white hour” of childhood! Who among us
has not loved fairy tales (contes bleus)? The Rose
Fairy, Prince Charming, Black Magic; all that is
bizarre and unearthly leaves its traces on the imagi¬
nations of little children, and big ones among the
artists, too; those who hunger for the marvelous,
how frequently they permit themselves to return
to the quaint, foolish enchantment of these old
story-books delightedly unearthed from their hiding
place of old.
The “Poeme Provencal” is also an awakener of
tender recollections; written in a sunny land, it is
none the less melancholy. This beautiful land of
eternally clear skies and eternally green landscapes
affords the writer more food for thought and con¬
templation than any other country. The first num¬
ber is suggestive of a rustic land, poor but floweradorned, and sweet-scented, which invites revery
and awakens regret. No. 2 is a lonely walk among
a forest of firs; within sound of the sea, the sleep. laden trees seem to murmur sadly.
The third number, “La Passe,” is not easy to de¬
scribe; it is an awakening of old memories, of old
regrets and bygone tears. The composer has used
some old melodies which may perhaps be recog¬
nized.
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No. 4, "Pecheurs de Xuit,” is deep-sea fishing,
with the aid of lanterns, on a dark, starless, moonless
night. The sea is dangerous, the fish scarce and the
fishermen wretched; it is a strange, sad fishing, that
fishing by the light of a lantern 1
There is still something to be said on the subject
of these descriptive pieces. It is hoped that the
little skeleton-sketches here suggested will serve to
aid the imagination of the skilled musician, to whom
the sensations and influences under which they were
written have been revealed. It is not for children
that these later pieces have been composed. In the
short serenity of their lives there is no place for
memories. These dream-pictures are for those who
still regret the beautiful years of careless laughter
and happiness; for those who arc acquainted with
grief and who have memories; it is those, doubtless,
who will best understand their inner meaning.
Mme. Cecile Chaminade was
born at Paris, August 8, 1861.
Her taste for music developed at
an early age; the piano was her
favorite plaything and before she
knew how to read correctly or
write legibly she tried to express
by it the naive thoughts which
sang in her childish soul, and she
told to it her confidences as other
children tell them to their dolls.
During her eighth year she
played one of her sacred composi¬
tions for Bizet, which won his
commendation, and he prophesied
for her a brilliant future, advising
her parents to give her a solid and
thorough musical education. They
were fond of music, but little dis¬
posed to see one of their own
family enter upon an artistic ca¬
reer, and they waited several years
before obeying the authoritative
voice.
Then, convinced by the
lively ardor with which the little
girl gave herself to the piano, and
also by the first success with
which she gratified their pride, by
composing for the church at Vesinet pieces which were judged
worthy of performance, they de¬
cided to let her follow her bent.
She studied piano with Le
Couppey; harmony, counterpoint
and fugue with Augustin Savard,
and she finished her education by
playing chamber music with Marsick, Delsarte and Godard.
At eighteen she made her
formal ddbut as pianiste, playing'
as soloist with the best orchestras
in the various capitals of Europe;
she was received at once and
recognized by the foremost critics
of the day to be a phenomenal
musician.
Not long after this she became
famous as a composer, and such
is the virility of her compositions
that many critics, in ignorance of
her sex, referred to her early pub¬
lications as the work of a man.
The pithy dictum of Ambroise
Thomas, that versatile musician,
writer and poet, “This is not a
woman who composes, but a composer who is i
woman,” has become a’by-clause of all critics ii
speaking of Chaminade.
SCHUMANN’S INDUSTRY AS A PIANO
STUDENT.
But for the accident which resulted in a perma¬
nent injury to his hand, Schumann would have
probably been better remembered as a pianist than
as a composer. During the days he was a student
at Heidelberg, ostensibly studying law, we read
that after practicing for seven hours in the day he
would invite a friend to come in the evening and
play with him, adding that he felt in a particularly
happy vein that day. Even during an excursion
with friends he would take a dumb keyboard with
him in the carriage. By diligent use of the instruc¬
tion he had received from Wieck in Leipsic, he
brought himself to a high degree of perfection as
.an executant; and at the same time increased his
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skill in improvisation. One of his musical associates
at this time used to say afterwards that from the
playing of no other artist, however great, had
received such ineffaceable musical impressions.
SCHUBERT’S LOVE OF NATURE.
Few of the great composers have shown a greater
fondness for the great world out of doors than that
which Schubert continually displayed.
Aithough
his means were limited he continually sought the
environs of Vienna and made daily excursions in
the beautiful hills that surround the Austrian cap¬
ital. Sad indeed must have been many of these
excursions even for the optimistic, hopeful, lovable
Schubert. Some writers have said that he made
these trips to the country to get away from the reali¬
zation of his failure, for Schubert received such slight

public recognition that he believed himself to have
been a failure.
At the age of twenty-five his health began to fail
and life became a terrible reality to him. But with
it all he had the memory of the happy hours spent
in the country. Accordingly, when he sought new
material for musical composition he remembered a
set of poems written by Wilhelm Muller, the father
of Max Muller (known as “Die Schone Miillerin,”
“The Maid of the Mill”). These poems told a pretty
rustic story of love, jealousy and the inevitable
tragedy.
They were twenty-three in number
although Schubert used only twenty. The poems
were part of a collection of poems by Muller, entitled
“Poems Found Among the Papers of a Traveling
French Horn Player.” They tell the story of a
miller’s pretty but fickle daughter who is courted by
her father’s apprentice. At first she appears to be
faithful to her lover, but later deserts him for a
young hunter. Finally the young miller in deep de¬
spair throws himself in the mill race and drowns.

, of the cycle is the lullaby of the brook
'
r the faithful lover.
, ^
known to have been exceptionally
Schubert w
we learn that many critics
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the “Wanderer” we have the twilight of the
fofest In the “Maid of the Mill” we have the flowloresr.
jng 0f the brook and the continual
revolution of the millwheel.
Mr. Finck tells the following
interesting story of how some of
the songs in “The Maid of the
Mill Cycle” were written: “When
Randhartinger, who had been one
of Schubert’s school fellows, re¬
sided in Herrengasse, Vienna,
Schubert often called to take a
walk with him. One afternoon he
failed to find his friend in, but
found, upon the table, a volume
containing the
‘Muller lieder.’
After reading a few of them he
put the book straight in his pocket
and went home to compose. When
Randhartinger returned he missed
the poems, which he himself had
intended to set to music, and on
the following morning he was sur¬
prised to find his book on Schu¬
bert’s table. ‘Do not be angry,’
pleaded Schubert; ‘the poems in¬
spired me so that I had to com¬
pose music to them and I scarcely
slept two hours last night, and
now you see the result. I have al¬
ready seven poems set to music.
I hope you will like my songs.
Will you try them?’
Randhart¬
inger sang them and forthwith
gave up all idea of writing music
of his own for these poems.”
The Schubert picture accom¬
panying this article and the Wag¬
ner picture in this issue are taken
from fine large colored photo¬
graphic reproductions of oil paint¬
ings which our readers may secure
from E. A. Walz & Co., of Phila¬
delphia. _
There is nothing more baneful
than misdirected ambition. Life
without ambition -is a purgatory, but
see to it that your ambition lies in
the direction of something that you
have good reason to believe you can
accomplish. Don’t aspire to be a
great composer when common
sense tells you that your greatest
success would be as a church or¬
ganist or a village teacher. We all
suffer from a false idea of the
,
_
importance of certain positions
that seem desirable only until they are attained and
their disadvantages revealed. It is well for the
teacher and student to remember that happiness de¬
pends just as much upon contentment and a condiion of mind as it does upon the acquisition of
wealth or the achievement of great honors.
avid Grayson, the poet of contentment, writes:
joy in life seems to me.to arise from a sense of
being where cme belongs; of being four square with
the life we have chosen. All the discontented peop
1 know are trying sedulously to be something
tney are not or to do something they cannot do.
•
„ ,, ,.e try t0 8row poetry where plumbng would thrive grandly, not knowing that plumbaf, lmportant and honorable and necessary to
tnis earth as poetry.”
ls nothing mundane or insignificant about
who I.
0, m,g’ ,and yet we ha' e known teachers
biisinpcVC
^ d°wn upon a prosperous teaching
triiimoh and ?kerished impossible dreams of future
triumphs as virtuosi.

fEditor’s Note.—The following is from all Interview se¬
cured expressly for The Etude and is designed to assist
pupils and teachers who are confronted with the perplexing
problems leading to public appearance Coming from one
of the reigning virtuosos of the duv who is thoroughly fa¬
miliar with musical educational work In America the article
has especial weight. After this season Mme. BloomfleldZeisler will tour Europe for several years.)
The secret of success in the career of a virtuoso is
not easily defined. Many elements have to be con¬
sidered. Given great talent, success is not by any
means assured. Many seemingly extraneous qual¬
ities must be cultivated; many mistakes must be
avoided.
Let me start out with a caution. No greater mis¬
take could possibly be made than to assume that
frequent public appearances or extended concert
touring in early youth is essential to a great career
as a virtuoso. On the contrary, I would say that
such a course is positively harmful. The “experi¬
ence” of frequent playing in public is essential if one
would get rid of stage fright, or undue nervousness
and would gain that repose and self-confidence with¬
out which success is impossible. But such experi¬
ence should be had only after the attainment of
physical and mental maturity. A young boy or girl,
though ever so much of a prodigy, if taken on an ex¬
tensive concert tour, not only becomes unduly selfconscious, conceited, vain and easily satisfied with his
or her work, but—and this is the all-important point
—runs the risk of undermining his or her health. The
precious days of youth should be devoted primarily
to the storing up of health without which lasting suc¬
cess is impossible. Nothing is more harmful to
sound physical development and mental growth than
the strain of extensive tours. It is true that one
/ great virtuoso now before the public played fre¬
quently before large audiences as an infant prodigy.
But, happily, wise and efficient influences served to
check this mad career. The young artist was placed
in the hands of a great teacher and given a chance
to reach full physical maturity and artistic stature
before resuming public appearances. Had it been
otherwise, it is a matter of common belief that this
great talent would have fizzled out.
By this I do not mean that the pupil should be
prevented from playing at recitals in the home city.
Playing of this kind gives the pupil confidence and
smooths the way for his work as a mature artist.
These performances should be rare, except in the
case of performances given in the home of the pupil
or at the teacher’s home. What. I object to is the
exploitation on a large scale of the infant prodigy.
THOROUGH PREPARATION NECESSARY.
One of the real secrets of success in public appear¬
ance is thorough preparation. In fact there is no
talisman, no secret that one' can pass over to an¬
other and say, “Here is my secret, go thou and do
likewise.” What a valuable secret it would be—t]je
mysterious secret processes of the Krupp Gun
Works in Germany would be trifling in comparison.
Genuine worth is after all the great essential and
thorough preparation leads to genuine worth. For
instance, I have long felt that the mental technic
that the study of Bach’s inventions and fugues afford
could not be supplied by any other means. The
peculiar polyphonic character of these works trains
the mind to recognize the separate themes so ingen¬
iously and beautifully interwoven and at the same
time the fingers receive a kind of discipline which
hardly any other study can secure. The layman can hardly conceive how difficult it is
to play at the same time two themes different in
character and running in opposite directions. The
student fully realizes this difficulty when he finds that
it takes years to master it. These separate themes
must be individualized; they must be conceived as
separate, but their bearing upon the work as a
whole must never be overlooked.
The purity of style to be found in Bach, in con¬
nection with his marvelous contrapuntal designs,
should be expounded to the student at as early an
age as his intellectual development will permit. It
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may take some time to create a taste for Bach, but
the teacher will be rewarded with results so sub¬
stantial and permanent that all the trouble and time
will seem well worth while.
There is also a refining influence about which I
would like to speak. The practice of Bach seems
to fairly grind off the rough edges, and instead of
a raw, bungling technic the student acquires a kind
of finish from the study of the old master of Eise¬
nach that nothing else can give him.
I do not mean to be understood that the stud^ of
Bach, ev£n if it.be ever so thorough, suffices in it¬
self to give one a perfect technique. Vastly more
is necessary. The student who would fit himself for
a concert career must have the advice of a great
teacher and must work incessantly and conscien¬
tiously under his guidance. I emphasize the study of
Bach merely because I find it is not pursued as much

am rather skeptical when anybody announces that he
teaches any particular method. Leschetizsky, without
any particular method, is a great force by virtue of
his tremendously • interesting personality and his
great qualities as an artist. He is himself a neverending source of inspiration. At 78 he is still a
youth, full of ’vitality and enthusiasm. Some pupil
who is diffident but has merit, he will encourage;
another he will incite by sarcasm; still another he
will scold outright.
Practical illustration on the
piano, showing “how not to do it,” telling of perti¬
nent stories to elucidate a point, are among the
means which he constantly employs to bring out the
best that is in his pupils. A good teacher cannot in¬
sure success and Leschetizsky has naturally had
many pupils who will never become great virtuosos.
It was never in the pupils and no matter how great
the teacher he cannot create talent that does not
exist.
The many books published upon the Leschetizsky
system by his assistants have merit, but they by
no means constitute a Leschetizsky system. They
simply give some very rational preparatory exer¬
cise that the assistants give in preparing pupils for
the master. Leschetizsky himself laughs when one
speaks of his “method” or “system.”
Success in public appearance will never come
through any system or method except that which
works toward the end of making a mature and
genuine artist.
WELL SELECTED PROGRAMS.
Skill in the arrangement of an- artist’s programs
has much to do with his success. This matter has
two distinct aspects.
Firstly, the program must
look attractive, and secondly, it must sound well in
the rendition. When I say the program must look
attractive, I mean that it must contain works which
interest concert-goers. It should be neither entirely
conventional, nor should it contain novelties exclu¬
sively. The classics should be represented, because
the large army of students expect to be especially
benefited by hearing these performed by a great artist.
Novelties must be placed on the program to make
it attractive to the maturer habitues of the concert

Mrs. Bloomfield-Zeisler,
as it deserves. That technical finish is of the very
essence of success in public appearance, goes with¬
out saying. It is not only indispensable for a credit¬
able performance, but the consciousness of posses¬
sing it contributes to that confidence' of the player
without which he cannot hope to make an impres¬
sion upon his audience.
LESCHETIZSKY AND “METHOD.”
Speaking about teachers reminds me to put forth
this caution: Do not pin your faith to a method.
There is good, and alas, some bad in most methods.
We hear a great deal these days about the Leschetizsky method. During the five years I was with
Leschetizsky, he made it very plain that he had no
fixed method in the ordinary sense of the word. Like
every good teacher, he studied the individuality of
each pupil and taught him accordingly to that indi¬
viduality. It might almost be said that he had
a different method for each pupil, and I have
often said that Leschetizsky’s method is to have
no fixed method.
Of course there are certain
preparatory exercises which with slight vari¬
ations he wants all his pupils to go through.
But it is not so much the exercises in themselves as
the patience and painful persistence in executing
them to which they owe their virtue. Of course,
Leschetizsky has his preference for certain works for
their great educational value. He has his convictions
as to the true interpretation to be given to the
various compositions, but those do not form what
may properly be called a method. Personally, I

But more important, to my mind, is the other
aspect of program making which 1 have mentioned.
There must be contrasts in the character and tonal
nature of the compositions played. They must be so
grouped that the interest of the hearers will be not
only sustained to the end, but will gradually in¬
crease. It goes without saying that each composi¬
tion should have merit and worth as musical litera¬
ture. But beyond that, there should be variety in
the character of the different compositions, the
classic, the romantic, and the modern compositions
should all be given representation. • To play several
slow movements or several vivacious movements in
succession would tend to tire the listener. Anti¬
climaxes should be avoided.
It may truly be said that program making is in
itself a high art. It is difficult to give advice on this
subject by any general statement. Generalizations
are too often misleading. I would advise tne. young
artist to carefully study the programs of the most
successful artists and to attempt to discover the prin¬
ciple underlying their arrangement.
One thing which should never be forgotten is that
the object of a concert is not merely to show off
the skill of the performer, but to instruct, entertain
and elevate the audience. The bulk of the program
should be composed of standard works, but novelties
of genuine worth should be given a place on the
program.
PERSONALITY.
The player’s personality is of inestimable impor¬
tance in winning the approval of the public. I do
not refer particularly to personal beauty, although it
cannot be doubted that a pleasing appearance is help¬
ful in conquering an audience. What I mean is
sincerity, individuality, temperament.
What we
vaguely describe as magnetism is often possessed by
players who can lay no particular claim to personal
beauty. Some players seem to fairly hypnotize their
audiences—yes, hypnotize them. This is not done by
practicing any species of black art, or by consciously
following any psychological formula, but by the
sheer intensity of feeling of the artist at the moment
of performance. The great performer 'in such mo¬
ments of passion forgets himself entirely. He is in
a sort of artistic trance. Technical mastery of the
composition being pre-supposed, the artist need not
and does not give thought to the matter of playing
the notes correctly, but re-creating in himself what
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he feels to have been the mood of the composer,
re-creates the composition itself. It is this kind of
playing which establishes an invisible chord, con¬
necting the player’s and the hearers’ hearts, and
swayed himself by the feelings of the moment, he
sways his audience. He makes the music he draws
from the instrument supreme in every soul in the
audience; his feeling and passion are contagious and
carry the audience away. These are the moments,
not only of the greatest triumph, but of the greatest
exultation for the artist. He who cannot thus sway
audiences will never rise above mediocrity.
DO NOT ATTEMP THE IMPOSSIBLE.
To those who are still in the preparatory stage
of development I am glad to give one word of advice.
Do not play pieces that are away beyond your grasp.
This is the greatest fault in our American musical
educational systems of to-day. Pupils are permitted
to play works that are technically impossible for
them to hope to execute without years of prepara¬
tion. What a huge blunder this is!
The pupil comes to the teacher, let us say, with
the Second Hungarian Rhnnsndv of Liszt. It takes
some fortitude for
the
conscientious
teacher to tell the
pupil that she
should work with
the C Major Sonata
of Haydn instead.
The pupil with a
kind of confidence
that is, to say the
least, dangerous,
imagines that the
teacher is trying to
keep her back, and
often goes to
another teacher
who will gratify her
whim.
American girls
think that they can
do everything.
Nothing is beyond
them.
This is a
country
of great
accomplishment, and
they do not realize
that in music “Art
is long.” The vir¬
tuoso comes to a
great metropolis and
plays a Moskowski
concerto of great
difficulty. The next
day the music stores
exhaust their stocks
. •
of this work, and a dozen misses, who might with
difficulty play a Mendelssohn “Song With Words,”
are buried in the avalanche of technical impossibili¬
ties that th.e alluring concerto provides.
FOREIGN DEBUTS.
Unfortunately, a foreign debut seems to be neces¬
sary for the artist who would court the favor of
the American public. Foreign pianists get engage¬
ments long before their managers in America ever
hear them. In the present state of affairs, if an
American pianist were to have the ability of three
Liszts and three Rubinsteins in one person, he could
only hope fcr meagre reward if he did not have a
great European reputation behind him.
The condition is absurd and regrettable, but never¬
theless true. We have many splendid teachers in
America—as fine as there are in the world.
We have in our larger cities musical audiences
whose judgment is as discriminating as that of the
best European audiences. Many an artist with a
great European reputation has come to this country,
and failing “to make good” in the judgment of our
critics and audiences, went back with his reputation
seriously impaired. Nevertheless, as I have stated,
the American artist without an European reputation,
has no drawing power and therefore does not inter¬
est the managers and the piano manufacturers who
nowadays have largely supplanted the managers.
This being so, I can only advise the American rrtist
to do as others had to do. Go to Europe, give a few
concerts in Berlin, London, Vienna or Paris. Let
the concert director who arranges your concerts
paper the house, but be sure you get a few critics in
the audience. Have your criticisms translated, and
get them republished in American papers. Then, if
you have real merit, you may get a chance.
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The interest in music in the United St*tes
present time is phenomenal. European pe®Ple®
have no conception^ it. Nowhere in the world can
such interest be found. Audiences in differentpart
of the country do not differ very great V
standpoint of intelligent appreciation.
W nen w
consider the great uncultured masses of Peasan*s 1
Europe and the conditions of our own farme ,
especially in the West, there is no basis of com¬
parison. America is already a musical country,
very musical country. It is only in its failure
properly support native musicians that we are suoject to criticism.
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
To the young man or woman who would learn
“The Secret of Public Appearance” I would say.
i. Look deeply into your natural qualifications.
Use every morsel of judgment you possess to en¬
deavor to determine whether you are talented or
simply “clever” at music. Court the advice of un¬
biased professional musicians and meditate upon the
difficulties leading to a successful career and do
not decide to add one more musician to the world

until you are confident of your suitability for the
work. Remember that this moment of decision is
a very important time and that you may be upon
the threshold of a dangerous mistake. Remember
that there are thousands of successful and happy
teachers for one successful virtuoso.
2. After you have determined to undertake the
career of the concert performer let nothing stand
in the way of study, except the consideration of
your health. Success with a broken-down body
and a shattered mind is a worthless conquest. Re¬
member that if you wish a permanent position you
must be thoroughly trained in all branches of your
art.
3. Avoid charlatanism and the kind of advertise¬
ment that will bring you notoriety at the sacrifice of
your self-respect and the respect of your best friends.
Remember that real worth is, after all, the thing
that brings enduring fame.
4. Study the public. Seek to find out what pleases
it, but never lower the standards of your art. Read
the best literature. Study pictures. Travel. Broaden
your mind. Acquire general culture.
S'. Be careful of your stage deportment.
En¬
deavor to do nothing at the keyboard that will em¬
phasize any personal eccentricity. Always be sin¬
cere and true to your own. nature, but within these
limits try to make a pleasing impression.
6. Always be your own severest critic. Be not
easily satisfied with yourself. Hitch your wagon to
a star. Let your standard of perfection be the very
highest. Always strive to reach that standard. Never
play in public a piece that you have not thoroughly
mastered. There is nothing more valuable than pub¬
lic confidence. Once secured, it is the greatest asset
an artist can possess.

Wagner’s Phenomenal Imagination

pm
The Training of a Concert Pianist

T _u creative work the most important asset that
In all creanv
or artlst can have js
■mazinZT No matter how skillful the creator may
bTfrom the technical standpoint; no matter how
be lrom^
,
have striven to acquire the abilS"’ei'hSlf With accuracy, «... and
Kl surely fail if he has not talent for delving into
fhe nowhere and bringing into existence creatures
of his brain that shall stand out as new, vital and
significant entities.
Creatures of the imagination
are often more enduring than their creators. Thou¬
sands of people have heard of Le Cid,
Faust and
“Rip Van Winkle” who have never heard of the men
in whose brains these figures originated.
Probably no more remarkable imagination has
ever been known than that of Richard Wagner.
Amazing as were the imaginative powers of Soph¬
ocles Dante, Shakespeare, Milton, Victor Hugo and
’
Goethe, when the
enormity
of the
work that Wagner
accomplished is con¬
sidered it must be
admitted that none
of these other great
creators can be said
to have excelled him
in this particular.
Wagner dealt with .
veritable hordes of
characters and when
the limitations of
this world became
too small he broke
through into the
world of fairyland
or the world of
mythology. No less
than one hundred
leading
characters
may be found in a
perusal of the casts
of his leading music
dramas. The stage
pictures that he
created are known
to be unexcelled by
those of any other
dramatic writer.
Shakespeare, with
his
Elizabethan
stage, gave little
thought to a desir¬
able stage setting. With Wagner the stage setting
was everything. His imagination demanded beauti¬
ful pictures. They could not be created by the means
then in existence, consequently he built a theatre after
his own plans in order to put the creatures and scenes
of his imagination into more practical form.
His whole life was spent in creating the means to
express the pictures in word and tone which were
born in his imagination. No matter what limitations
dramatic, poetic or musical technic put upon him,
he always found a means of breaking through these
limitations. His imagination revealed to him that
certain kind of music was required to go with a
certain scene.
Fie wrote the music only to find
that the players declared it to be impossible. That
did not affect the composer in the least. He simply
insisted that the players make the impossible pos¬
sible by additional practice.
One hundred and forty-five motives are given by
some authorities as the number Wagner used to
identify or accompany his leading characters in his
music dramas. This is another instance of his aston¬
ishing imaginative powers. He not only created the
character but accompanied it with a musical theme
which was continually altered to express some
human emotion. Sometimes the motive or theme
1Il,a^e to accompany an inanimate object, such as
the Holy Grail” in “Parsifal.”
Wagner lived' in a dreamland.
His characters
were continually before him like visions. To his
mends he frequently spoke of his characters as
though they were living beings. The remarkable element in his work was that with such an extraordinary imagination he possessed at the same time the
practical ability to put his visions into cogent con¬
crete form.
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complished. I find in my own daily practice that
tnined expressly lor The Etude from the renowned virtuoso,
it is best for me to practice two hours in the morn¬
Emil SauerT Herr Sauer was born In Hamburg, In October,
ik«'>
His first teacher was bis mother. From 1879 to
ing and then two hours later in the day. When I
1881 he studied with Anton Rubinstein’s brother, Nicholas
Rubinstein, and from 1884 to 1885 he studied with Liszt * am finished with two hours of hard study I am
at Weimar Americans who have met Herr Sauer are first
exhausted from close concentration. I have also
Impressed with bis remarkable grasp of the English language,
noted that any time over this period is wasted. I
Indicating a fluency and comprehension of tongues other
am too fatigued for the practice to be of any bene¬
than his native German and an acquaintance with the liter¬
ature of the continental countries. They are next Impressed
fit to me.
with his simple, direct, unaffected manner. There Is nothing
of the poseur about Herr Sauer. Rational behavior, com
bined with sincerity and an excellent Intellectual balance
THE NECESSITY FOR A GOOD GENERAL EDUCATION.
re rare
for the
sensationally successrul virtuoso.
- possessions fc“,n fact, he Impresses one more as an American in his candor
Parents make a great mistake in not insuring the
and Indifference to traits of (esthetic affectation that the
general education of the child who is destined to
virtuoso Is expected to exhibit.]
become a concert performer. I can imagine nothing
more stultifying or mqre likely to result in artistic
One of the most inestimable advantages I have
disaster than the course that some parents take
ever had was my good fortune in having a musical
in neglecting the child’s school work with an idea
mother. It is to her that I owe my whole career
that if he is to become a professional musician he
as an artist. If it had not been for her loving
need only devote himself to music. This one-sided
care and her patient persistence I might have been
engaged in some entirely different pursuit, As a
child I was very indifferent to music. I abhorred
practice, and, in fact, showed no signs of pronounced
talent until my twelfth year. But she kept faith¬
fully pegging away at me and insisted that because
my grandfather had been a noted artist and because
she was devoted to music it must be in my blood.
My mother was a pupil of Deppe, of whom Miss
Amy Fay has written in her book “Music Study in
Germany.” Deppe was a remarkable pedagogue
and had excellent ideas upon the foundation of a
rational system of touch.
He sought the most
natural position of the hand and always aimed to
work along the line of least resistance. My
mother instilled Deppe’s ideas into me together
with a very comprehensive training in the standard
etudes and classics within my youthful technical
grasp. For those years I could not have had a
better teacher. Lucky is the child who like Gounod,
Reisenauer and others has had the invaluable in¬
struction that a patient, self-sacrificing mother can
give.
The mother is the most unselfish of all
teachers, and is painstaking to a fault.

HEALTH A VITAL FACTOR.

SLOW SYSTEMATIC PRACTICE.
She insisted upon slow systematic regular prac¬
tice. She knew the importance of regularity, and
one of the first things I ever learned was that if
I missed one or two days’ practice, I could not
hope to make it up by practicing overtime on the
following days. Practice days missed or skipped
are gone forever. One must make a fresh start and
the loss is sometimes not recovered for several
days.
I was also made to realize the necessity of fresh¬
ness at the practice period. The pupil who wants
to make his practice lead to results must feel well
while practicing. Practicing while tired, either
mentally or physically, is wasted practice.
Pupils must learn to concentrate, and if they have
not the ability to do this naturally they should have
a master who will teach them how. It is not easy
to fix the mind upon one thing and at the same
time drive every other thought away. With some
young pupils this takes much practice. Some never
acquire it—it is not in them. Concentration is the
vertebrae of musical success, The student who can¬
not concentrate had better abandon musical study.
In fact, the young person who cannot concentrate
is not likely to be a conspicuous success in any
line of activity. The study of music cultivates the
pupil’s powers of concentration perhaps more than
any other study. The notes to be played must be
recognized instantaneously and correctly performed.
In music the mind has no time to wander. This is
one of the reasons why music is so valuable even
for those who do not ever contemplate a profes¬
sional career.
One hour of concentrated practice with the mind
fresh and the body rested is better than four hours
of dissipated practice with the mind stale and the
body tired. With a fatigued intellect the fingers
simply dawdle over the keys and nothing is ac¬

the necessity for clean playing. Of course, each
individual requires a different treatment. The pupil
who has a tendency to play with stiffness and
rigidity may be given studies which will develop
a more fluent style. For these pupils’ studies, like
those of Heller, are desirable in the cases of stu¬
dents with only moderate technical ability while the
splendid “etudes” of Chopin are excellent remedies
for advanced pupils with tendencies toward hard
rigid playing. The difficulty one ordinarily meets,
however, is ragged slovenly playing rather than
stiff rigid playing.. To remedy this slovenliness, there
is nothing like the well-known works of Czerny,
Cramer or Clementi. I have frequently told pupils
in my “Meisterschule” in Vienna, before I aban¬
doned teaching for my work as a concert pianist,
that they must learn to draw before they learn to
paint. They will persist in trying to apply colors
before they learn the art of making correct designs.
This leads to dismal failure in almost every case.
Technic first—then interpretation. The great con¬
cert-going public has no use for a player with a
dirty, slovenly technic no matter how much they
strive to make morbidly sentimental interpretations
that are expected to reach the lovers of sensation.
For such players a conscientious and exacting study
of Czerny, Cramer, Clementi and others of similar
design is good' musical soap and water. It washes
them into respectability and technical decency.
The pianist with a bungling, slovenly technic, who
at the same time attempts to perform the great
masterpieces, reminds me of those persons who at¬
tempt to disguise the necessity for soap and water
with nauseating perfume.

Emil Sauer.
cultivation should be reserved for idiots who can
do nothing else. The child wonder is often the
victim of some mental disturbance. I remember
once seeing a remarkable child mathematician in
Hungary. He was only twelve years of age and
yet the most complicated mathematical problems
were solved in a few seconds without recourse to
paper. • The child had water on the brain and lived
but a few years. His usefulness to the world of
mathematics was limited solely to show purposes.
It is precisely the same with the so-called musical
precocities. They are rarely successful in after
life, and unless trained by some very wise and care¬
ful teacher, they soon become subjects for pity.
The child who is designed to become a concert
pianist should have the broadest possible culture.
He must live in the world of art and letters and
become a naturalized citizen. The wider the range
of his information experience and sympathies the
larger will be the audience he will reach when he
comes to talk to them from the concert platform.
It is the same as with a public speaker. No one
wants to hear a speaker who has led a narrow
crabbed intellectual existence, but the man who has
seen and known the world, who has become ac¬
quainted with the great masterpieces of art and the
wonderful achievements of science, has little diffi¬
culty in securing an audience providing he has
mastered the means of expressing his ideas.
CLEAN PLAYING VS. SLOVENLY PLAYING.
In the matter of technical preparation there is,
perhaps, too little attention being given to-day to

Few people realize what a vital factor health is
to the concert pianist. The student should, never fail
to think of this. Too many young Americans go
abroad to study and through indiscretions of bojh
overwork and wrong living they break down the
very vehicle upon which they must depend in their
ride to success. The concert pianist really lives a
life of privation. I always make it a point to re¬
strict myself to certain hjlgenic rules on the day
before a concert. I have a certain diet and a certain
amount of exercise and sleep, without which I can¬
not play successfully. In America one is overcome
with the kindness of well-meaning people who insist
upon late suppers, receptions, etc. It is hard to
refuse kindness of this description, but I have always
felt that my debt to my audiences was a matter of
prime importance, and while on tour I refrain from
social pleasures of all kinds. My mind and my body
must be right or failure will surely result.
I have often had people say to me after the per¬
formance of some particularly brilliant number, “Ah!
You must have taken a bottle of champagne to give
a performance like that.” Nothing could be further
from the truth. A half a bottle of beer would ruin
a recital for me. The habit of taking alcoholic
drinks with the idea that they lead to a more firey
performance is a dangerous custom that has been
the ruin of more than one pianist. The performer
who would be at his best must live a very careful,
almost abstemious life. Any unnatural excess is sure
to mar his playing and lead to his downfall with the
public. I have seen this done over and over again,
and have watched alcohol tear down in a few years
what had taken decades of hard practice and earnest
study to build up.
LONG PRACTICE HOURS.
I have always been opposed to long practice hours.
The students who work eight and ten hours a day
are either absolutely talentless or they are not prac¬
ticing correctly. No more than five hours at most
should be devoted to music, and I consider four
hours adequate in most cases. This must, of course,
as I have previously intimated, be real practice, not
simply running over the keys as a parrot runs over
its pet phrases. Goodness knows—the parrot has
practice enough, but it could talk until the day of
doom without increasing its mental capacity. It
fails to think, that is the point, and pupils who fail
to think while they are practicing may as well de¬
vote their time to some more profitable pursuit.
You should make it a point to learn quickly and
easily. If you wait too long the natural enthusiasm
dies out, and your playing becomes lifeless, and
often worthless. Nothing can be accomplished after
the sacred fire of artistic interest is permitted to
smoulder.
(Part IIof this valuable article will appear in the January issue.)
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“WE SHOOT AT A FLYING

MARK.”
—Crothers.

MBS. LILLIAN M. WHITE.
There are some general problems by which every
piano teacher is confronted, but the writer above
quoted has stated a truth which all writers come to
realize sooner or later.
We may have our theories and methods of im¬
parting knowledge which work perfectly, always
rupposing conditions to be favorable; but locality
and environment of the pupil sometimes combine to
bring special difficulties, which must be met and
overcome.
Contrary to previous experience, my teaching for
the past few years has been done in a large manu¬
facturing center, where about half my pupils have
been young people whose time was wholly taken up
during the day, leaving only evenings and Saturday
afternoons for study and recreation. Yet these
young workers were so anxious to learn that an hour
each evening has been cheerfully given to piano
practice.
If a teacher is working for personal glory alone
not so much could be expected from pupils whose
time for. study was sb restricted,, but there are
better things than personal glory, and I wish here
to state that some of my very happiest hours as a
teacher, and those most filled with inspiration, have
been with this class of pupils; their very limitations
as to time and opportunity serving to double their
attention and appreciation.
Coming as many of them do from homes where
little thought has been given to such things, and in
their eagerness to play something that sounded
musical, the first great difficulty was in helping the
pupils to realize the necessity for a certain amount
of careful preparatory or foundation work, and all
• kinds of illustrations and anecdotes have been used
to help make plain this point, varying these to suit
the development and temperament of the pupil.
THE VALUE OF ANECDOTES.
Sometimes I cite the instance of the little child
just learning to walk, whose mind, hurrying on faster
than its untrained feet can go, is the cause of many
a tumble, just as too great haste at the piano
causes the fingers to be tied into seeming bowknots.
Again, I speak of the famed leaning Tower of
Pisa, as showing the disastrous results of poor
foundation work, or if the pupil expects pieces at
the third or fourth lesson, I remind them of public
school work and how impossible it would be to
have fourth grade results with only first grade
Such mottoes as the following are written on the
lesson slips at this stage: “The way to go fast is
to go slow,” or the old French proverb, “Step by
step one goes far;” then a little later on these
are sometimes given:
“Genius is only great
patience” and “The three P’s—Patience, Persever¬
ance and Pluck—will accomplish anything,” this
last being a saying of E. B. Perry’s, and with this I
usually give a little outline of the method of study
of this gifted musician.
In certain courageous cases I have dared to tell
the legend of the Japanese woman (those gentle
“little people” so renowned for patience and exacti¬
tude in detail work) who was seen day after day
rubbing a bar of iron against a stone. On being
asked her reason for so doing, she replied: “In
order to make from it a needle.”
Duet or trio work is one of the greatest possible
helps during this trying time, as the ear of the
pupil is satisfied at hearing something that sounds
musical and finished as compared with solo work.
As these pupils begin their piano study after a
hard day at routine work it has seemed well to give
what technical exercises were necessary in homoeo¬
pathic doses, both as to size and sweetness. They
are after music, and music they will 'have, and it
behooves the teacher to use all the stepping stones
and short cuts that can be devised to help them in
arriving at the desired end; so, instead of using too
many purely technical studies and exercises, I have
found it expedient, after a certain control of the
fingers is gained, to give bright, interesting studies
and pieces having attractive titles, which invite ex¬
ercise of the imaginative faculty.
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HOW NATURE STUDY HELPS.
For instance, in Mathews’ “Graded Course,” the
little studies entitled “The Charming Shepherdess
and “The Troubadour” give opportunity to call up
mental pictures of those characters, and often
photographs or real paintings can be shown and
incidentally a little talk can be given on the olden
days when other countries had their shepherdesses
and troubadours.
With some pupils the little nature pieces are very
useful, “The Cuckoo Song,” “The Bee and the
Clover” and similar subjects, and always in con¬
nection with these are given little nature talks. I
know of no more helpful thing for a teacher of
young piano pupils than a thorough course of nature
study. One who is a close observer along any line
can more easily help a student to see all there is
to be seen on the printed page. In speaking to pupils
of this habit of conversation I have made mention
of Nathaniel Hawthorne, who once, when seated*
in the shelter of a Berkshire forest, counted within
a radius of a few feet more than forty varieties of
plant life which he could name, where others, haviny eyes,” yet seeing not, would have noticed only
a general array of green herbage.
To return to the idea of technical work, of course,
scales and arpeggios form a part of the daily work,
and are saved from being dull by a history of their
origin and form being given at the start, and also
by. using the metronome to help in obtaining speed.
As. for five-finger work, it is a good plan for the
teacher to look ahead several lessons, and any
study or piece which is likely to present special
difficulty in some one part can be practiced sepa¬
rately for several weeks beforehand, thus smooth¬
ing the way, so when the time comes for it all will
go easily.
Specific work seems in such cases better than so
much general technical work, spreading over so
much surface, and yet perhaps not preparing the
pupil for certain peculiar forms of fingering so often
to be met with.
In some cases where a fairly good start has been
made the pupils begin to hunger and thirst for
“rag-time” and the so-called1 popular music, and
this, to the teacher who by instinct or training
cares for only the best in music, is one of the prob¬
lems that requires unwearying patience and endless
tact, also a careful study of the individuality of the
pupil, in question.
Inherent in every one who can distinguish one
note from another is a love for melody, the song
element, something that can be carried in one s
mind and hummed, or sung, or whistled, and so to
meet this longing piles of good music, with the
melody strongly brought out, are looked over and
some of it offered to the pupil in lieu of “rag-time”
and its kindred.
In the majority of cases pupils must be dealt
with from their own viewpoint of what is or is not
musical. Someone has well said, “To ask another to
conform to one’s own ideas or tastes is, in effect,
like asking him to get himself a new nervous sys¬
tem,” and so in this case it would be as disastrous to
insist on rigid discipline with these pupils as to
adopt that system in the home training of children.
Instead of ridiculing or speaking slightingly of the
pupil’s musical likes and dislikes, quietly and per¬
sistently put before them things which are truly
beautiful, even though they may not come up to our
higher ideals.
Itep by
lalting, withou
Lifting Better up to Best.” ’
In this way the imaginative faculty, which at first
was bounded by material things and places, loses
its restrictions, and as the more spiritual qualities
of mind and heart are awakened, so greater beau¬
ties can be felt in the compositions studied.
FRANK TALKS WITH PUPILS.
Many times, in trying to interest pupils in a better
class of music, I have had frank talks with them
and their parents as well, comparing the best in
music with the best in literature, and likening the
trash sold as music to the worse than trash sold
under the name of literature and making the plea
that we owe it not to ourselves alone, but to every¬
one with whom we come in contact, to try at
least to care for the best. The words of Queen
Guinevere seem to belong to this phase of the
subject:

“

to have loved the highest,
my profit, had I known,
hive beyenPmy pleasu™

_. . „ Vincent in a talk on Sunday-school teach• B'nnce said* “The teacher should form the habit
oTthffikmg intently and sympathetically upon each
ot. , ” :n his class, his hindrances, faults, most
fmm diate need, and then review the already care.
fX prepared -lesson with this thought burning in
his heart, ‘How shaU I make this lesson most profit¬
able to this pupil?’ ”
.
,
Could there be a better question for us as music
teachers to ask ourselves?
PAYING FOR LESSONS.

In ancient times teachers would make an agree¬
ment to teach pupils all they knew for a certain
amount of money. No time limit was fixed upon,
because no certain number of lessons would be
bargained for. In this case, the slow pupil really
came off cheapest and was a losing proposition to
the teacher, unless the dullard saw his unfitness and
quit.
In the present age we have improved upon the
method of compensation, in that teachers are paid
for the time they bestow upon their pupils. But in
spite of this, some pupils cause a teacher more
labor than others. Being paid according to the time
devoted to pupils, teachers must carefully parcel out
the fleeting hours of the day into “lessons,” in order
to gain sufficient returns for their abilities, and for
the time and money expended in acquiring their
musical education.
This is the teachers’ way of
doing business.
The musical season proper starts with September
and ends with June. July and August constitute the
so-called summer or vacation season. Now, if you
do not come to a teacher as an avowed transient,
he takes it for granted that you are going to take
lessons for the entire season.
You apply for a
certain time and are probably very particular to
have a certain day and hour. Now remember that
this time is really your property, because your
teacher cannot give this particular parcel of time
to anyone else. Only protracted illness could annul
your obligation to pay for the time engaged. If
you have to miss a lesson, you ought not expect
your teacher to suffer the loss.
If he possibly can, the teacher will make up the
lesson, because once in a great while he may re¬
quest you to excuse him from giving lessons on a
certain day. I am positive that all teachers are so
regular in their appointments that they would gladly
pay their pupils for ungiven lessons, if the pupils
would pay. for all their missed lessons, should such
an agreement be insisted upon. Paying for lessons
and not taking them shows that you really had to
miss them.
Declaring off a lesson on account of
“inability to practice,” “company’s sake” and similar
flimsy excuses, and then not paying for it, is bad
form.
If you are not as well prepared as you
would like to be, take your lesson just the same;
there is so much to learn in music that if your
teacher will not practice with you, he will instruct
you in other musical subjects than just the pieces
you are preparing.
Missing lessons and not paying for them is like
ordering goods and not taking them. Remember
that your teacher cannot sell your missed lesson,
like a piece of merchandise, to someone else. .Should
you unavoidably have to miss your lesson, let your
teacher know the day before, if you can. It is cer¬
tainly not polite to tell him the day after that you
torgot to let him know, or blame some member of
the family for not doing it.
Have you ever experienced how it feels when you are waiting for
some one, who does not come at the appointed time,
or not at all?
The steady dropping of water will hollow a stone,
egu arity in practicing and regularity in taking les¬
sons are the secrets of successful music study. Now,
!. you exPect your teacher to keep his engagements,
is not expecting too much of you that you should
eep yours. It simply conforms to the Golden Rule
o treat others just as you love to be treated your-

1
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Stocks in
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—Luther.

WITH ANTON RUBINSTEIN IN THE
CLASSROOM
BY ELLEN VON TIDEBOHL

[Editor's Note.—The following was sell :ted from notes
left by Mrs. E. N. Vessel, and translated e>
Ktude. Mrs. Vessel attended the piano '
icord of all the remarks
In 1889-1890 and made-*' 1 in her diary. These
of the great Russian pb
ileal and pedagogical
Rubinstein was very animated while giving les¬
sons. He spoke in figurative and symbolic language
to make his ideas and advice clearer to the compre¬
hension of his pupils. The three principal things
he demanded of them were: (i) The choice of
correct rhythm and time, (2) playing right notes
and all the notes, (3) and careful shading, phrasing
and right expression.
“I really cannot understand what kind of teacher
it was who could not teach a pupil to count while
playing,” he once exclaimed while disgusted at the
playing of a lady who, on account of great nervous¬
ness, did not play in time.
“Oh! I know where I would Send such a teacher!”
And then he spoke emphatically about the necessity
of a musician getting a clear idea of the rhythm
and tempo before setting himself to study a work.
“That is the first thing to do,” he concluded, “and
then try to play ihe notes and all of them clearly—
we must wash the body before dressing it up

front of the middle of the keyboard. “Always take
care how you sit at the* piano. You should keep
your body still while playing, the fingers and hands
only should move.”
, He kept his eye on his pupil during his lessons,
for he sat at a piano beside the one on which the
pupil played, sometimes himself playing the pas¬
sages and pieces which he was explaining.
“Oh! your head!” he exclaimed once, “why do
you nod your head in company to your music?”
And when the pupil repeated the passage without
nodding, he was gratified and said: “You see it goes
nicely without the head!” Here are some other re¬
marks of Rubinstein: “You must not make grimaces
and bite your lips while playing.” “You ought to
set at the piano comfortably, your hands and arms
must be free, therefore place the chair farther from
the keyboard and never lean back in your seat!”

“Play in the beginning slowly, firmly, until the
new piece has entered into your fingers, after that
only must you dare to use the pedal and give ex¬
pression and phrasing to the melody.”
VALUABLE HINTS.
During his classes exclamations such as these
would he heard: “Play clearly!” “Play all notes!’
“I want to hear the chord perfect!” “Oh! the basenotes—they must all be sounded!” “Where is the
principal note?” and so on.
Now let us pass to the remarks concerning phras¬
ing and expression. His own words were: “It is
necessary to pay attention to all the signs marked
by the composer. Don’t play by heart before know¬
ing the piece fundamentally, so that not one of the
signs may be neglected. You ought to enter deeply
into the work, try to guess at the deepest feelings
of the composer.”
Rubinstein had his own way of explaining pp, p,
f, ff. You make no difference between piano and
pianissimo,” he told to one pupil, “the pianissimo
sound must be like a sigh, but much deeper. Piano
on the contrary varies according to requirement,
being sometimes lyrical in character, and at others
dreamy or expressing suffering, etc.
“Mezzo forte” was a soft sound in his compre¬
hension, and “sforzando” had only the signification
of giving greater importance to the note over which
it stood. “Forte” and “fortissimo” he thought
should be very loud, but fitted to the character and
style ef the music.
“Forte is marked! please play it forte, but don’t
thump in that way! Doesn’t it hurt you when you
thump in that way? As for me, I suffer extremely
in hearing your forte, but when I play myself I
do not suffer at all! and I think I play quite as
loud!” he added laughing in a kindly satirical way.
“The forte, like an artillery cannon, does not suit
this dreamy piece well. The lyric ‘forte’ has a dif¬
ferent tone from the forte of heroic music.
He was especially hard on not playing both hands
together. “How is that?” he exclaimed, “the right
hand is dragging behind the left! Oh! that is a
mauvais gout way of playing.
RUBINSTEIN'S REPOSE.
All who saw Rubinstein playing at the piano had
to admire his whole bearing, the complete repose
of his body and head. He tried to train his pupils
to bear themselves in the same reposeful way while
playing. Here is an example of this quoted by
Mrs. E. N. Vessel: “How are you sitting at the
piano! Please get up!” said Rubinstein to a pupil;
he himself took the chair and placed it exactly in
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The poor flower struggles against it, but soon it
grows weary and dies. Or fancy that it is a woman s
soul which has to pass through a hard struggle.
You hear in the music anxiety, passion entreaty.
If the struggle strikes you, try to struggle yourself
in your rendering; if it is an entreaty, a prayerthen pray, supplicate.”
“What is the character of Schumann’s ‘Kreisleriane?’ ” ■
“Passion with dreaminess, a fanciful vision,” was
the answer.
“Well, produce this on the piano. Play the notes
several times over, again and again, listen to them,
until you have found out the right intonation. So”—
and Rubinstein touched the piano—“is this a vision,
a dreamy intonation? No!”—he struck the note
again and the touch was entirely different—“you see,
it sounds otherwise, but st'll it is not a dreamy in¬
tonation—but now listen, this is the expression we
need!”—and he played the piece to the end. It is
unnecessary to add that it was deliciously charming.
On Liszt’s "Don Juan Phantasy" Rubinstein’s own
words: “Do you know the signification of the intro¬
duction? The ‘Commandore’ enters—you must play
this part as if striking marble, not chalk!—without
any pedal, in order to get the sound of a falling
tone. Then you make Ferlina a dramatic personage,
who sings in your rendering like Donna Anna—but
she is a naive peasant girl in white stockings—and
let her remain so! Don Juan is passion personified,
but of the gayest type. Please reproduce all this
on the piano.”
The preludes of Chopin were always followed by
original explanation. We give two specimens of
them:
No. 17. “The music depicts the sufferings of a
soul—a deep tragedy. Tell all about it, declaim it
in your playing. You must shiver yourself, each
sound must vibrate through your heart. The melody
here is not of great importance—the tragedy lies in
the whole—the last Ab sforzando is a funeral bell.
It is a painting in music.”
Prelude No. 23. “The lightness of a sylph. Charm¬
ing! Charming! With the left hand play the melody
more lightly, virtuoso.”
PIANISTIC STYLES.

Anton Rubinstein.
SUGGESTIONS FOR SPECIAL INTERPRETATIONS.
Very interesting were some of the explanations
given by Rubinstein on various works, for instance
of the sonata of Beethoven, Op. 90.
“What is the character of the second part of the
sonata?” he asked. “You say that it is tender and
caressing? Yes, just so, and now produce that in
your rendering. There exists a tale about this
sonata: Beethoven composed the first part of it
during the dangerous illness of a friend. The second
part, on the contrary, he wrote while under the im¬
pression of the news that his friend was saved. I
don’t know whether it was really so, but it does
not matter—the principal thing is, that the contents
of the sonata would answer to such an opinion. So
we must express agitation, grief in the first part—
gladness, sincere joyfulness in the second, on the
recovery of the friend.”
Rubinstein’s questions on the second ballade of
Chopin:
“Please, will you explain your comprehension of
this ballade of Chopin,” asked Rubinstein. “It in¬
cludes two opposing characters,” was the answer.
“But what kind of characters?” he asked again,
and on getting no reply he resumed as follows:
“You cannot define them? Well, I myself will tell
you them: They are a flower and a storm! a sym¬
bolic definition! They might be explained in another
way, but please to catch my idea, the andantino is
a flower of great beauty, sweet fragrance and charm.
Suddenly a hurricane arrives and overwhelms it.

There are some hints of Rubinstein’s on different
piano styles:
Couperin, Rameau, Scarlatti, John Bull—are of the
tag style. They composed for giving pleasure to
the audience, a music which has nothing to do with
passion or emotion.
J. S. Bach, Handel thought out their works, as if
for the organ with registers (stops), great force and
with varying sonorousness.
Haydn, Mozart, Phi. Em. Bach have a gracious,
hearty style, somewhat stilted (formal, maniere) in
peruke and powder.
Beethoven is always dramatic, tragic and some¬
times satiric.
Schubert—A deep, hearty, lyric style.
Weber—A sparkling brilliancy.
Schumann—Quite a fantastic, romantic style.
Chopin—Full of dreaminess and passion.
Liszt—A fantastic, demonic virtuoso.
In conclusion, here are Rubinstein’s own words:
“The piano is a lovely instrument! You must fall
in love with it, the sound of it, and then try to be
tender to it in order to make it sweeter to you
Herein (and he laid his hand on the piano) lies
divine beauty, which can only be called forth by the
player, who must be inspired by this divine beauty!

to How to swim and play baseball” is “He
to read and sing simple music.”
We belie
that the boy of sixteen who has been entitled
modern educational advantages should be able
do far more than “read and sing simple mush
there still remain many educators who are a
parently unaware of the great advantages that
properly conducted course of music study affori
No other study in the school curriculum will gi
the student such exceptionally fine mental and phj
lC*'JSrJW? MUS1C 1S m every way an especial
good study for young men. Aside from its inti
lectuat advantages it also has an undoubted r
fining influence which parents should never fail
consider.
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TEACHING THE
SCALES AND ARPEGGIOS
By E. R. KROEGER
IThe first in an interesting series of short articles upon per¬
plexing teaching problems .J
On examining the passages contained in the great
master works for the pianoforte, we find that they
consist mainly of combination of scales and arpeg¬
gios. With the classic composers such passages
are diatonic and rather regular. With the moderns
they are inclined to be frequently chromatic and
irregular. Scales predominate with the former and
arpeggios with the latter. To meet the require¬
ments of these passages with ease and dexterity,
it is necessary for the student to undergo much
previous practice in similar work. The great
problem is to take the ten fingers—unequal in
strength and agility by nature—and so train them
that they appear equal. The main difficulty is with
the fourth finger.
All sorts of ideas have been put forth concern¬
ing the “liberation of the ring finger.” This will
ever be the hard nut to crack in the technical
development of pianoforte playing. But the fact
remains that a merely good pianist should not re¬
alize that there is a natural difference in the power
of his fingers. He should be far beyond that.
Indeed he should hardly be conscious of the
fingers employed. If he plays through a long and
exacting recital, the fingers should be capable of
further effort at the close. His nervous forces may
be exhausted and his brain weary from concentra¬
tion, but the fingers should be comparatively fresh.
How to secure such results has been the main
1 object of all the “Methods” which have been put
'before the public.
■ When such great pianists as Liszt and Tausighave
written exercises, it proves the esteem in which they
hold such practice. The mastery over the various
muscles and tendons of the hands can only be secured
by long, systematic and patient training. But it is
the same with painting, architecture and sculpture.
None of these can be mastered without a great deal
of preliminary work, which is, no doubt, drudgery,
jut which may lead to great results.
The usual “five finger exercises” given at first are
based upon good sound principles. The main
criticism which may be offered concerning them is
that they commence upon the note C far too often.
However, the principal idea is to get the fingers to
move accurately, equally and fluently. Scale prac¬
tice, which naturally succeeds, is capable of much
variation in the way of accentuation, light and
shade, legato and staccato, tempo, different intervals,
etc.
The writer recommends equality of stroke at first
and a slow tempo. The hands should invariably
be practiced separately before uniting them. Small
distances should be taken and the compass gradually
be increased as facility is gained. As the thumb is
much shorter than the second, third and fourth
fingers, much attention must be given to its cross¬
ing when the fourth degree and the octave are
reached. There are advocates of a rigid straight
wrist with a flexible thumb, in order to attain this
object. Others recommend a depressed wrist with
elbows and wrists curved outward, in order to
aid the thumb in securing its notes with ease.
Others favor an elevated wrist, held perfectly,
loosely, and turning gently as the fingers are suc¬
cessively used so that the thumb may be held over
the necessary note at the required time. The var¬
ious “methods” explain these points of view in this
regard with considerable thoroughness. The aim
wished for is the same, but there is decided diversity
of opinion as to how it is to be attained. To those
who have doubts as to correct principles of stroke,
position, etc., the writer very warmly recommends
“The Act of Touch,” by Tobias Matthay, (Long¬
mans, Greene & Co.), which goes into the subject
in a most dispassionate yet thorough manner.
To those having difficulty in crossing the thumb
easily, the following exercises are recommended:
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These exercises may be practiced in all the keys
major and minor. Begin slowly at first and gra u y
increase in rapidity. Arpeggio work may then De
taken up. The teacher must exercise his own judg¬
ment as to the proper time to begin it. Some preter
to wait until all the scales are studied before starting
with arpeggios. Others prefer employing them m
conjunction with scales.
The crossing of the thumbs again forms the bug¬
bear.” When arpeggios are practiced slowly an
absolute legato can be made. But in rapid practice
it cannot be done. There is a small fraction of a
second when the hand is off the keys entirely. 1°
smooth over this minute portion of time and make
it appear as if a perfect legato is attained must be
the goal to be striven for No pains should be spared
in order to reach it. It will be found that arpeggios
which combine both white and black notes will lie
easier for the hand than those which are either all
white or all black notes.
Seventh chords—Dominant, Diminished
and
Secondary—with their inversions, are much em¬
ployed in arpeggio forms. These consist of four
tones, thereby employing one more finger in each
hand than do common-chord arpeggios. They offer
a great field of valuable practice to the student, and
are indispensable because of their usefulness. Al¬
ternations of scales and arpeggios are greatly to be
recommended, in order to make the progress from
one to the other easy arid fluent.

BY JAMES FRANCIS COOKE.
Although the great virtuosi with few exceptions,
have long recognized the necessity for arm control
at the keyboard, it has only been during the last
quarter of a century that teachers have seriously
considered this important condition a part of the
work which should be given to every pupil. Strong,
well-controlled arms lead to a cultivation of the
right kind of fingemcontrol. Arms that are cramped
or strained or weak rarely make good channels for
the communication of musical thoughts to the key¬
board. The player plays best when the body and
mind are in fine physical condition. The whole body
of the pianist should be finely trained. The great
pianists realize this and aim at superb physical con¬
dition. The thoughtless student neglects this and
hopes to achieve results at the keyboard that must
be unattainable until his body is physically right.
When the body has been well fed, well aired, well
exercised, then the next consideration should be the
largest bodily members directly employed in piano¬
forte playing—the arms.
Those who are ignorant of pianistic conditions
imagine that the arms are used in what they some¬
times term the “arm stroke.” This they conceive
as a blow administered by the whole arm acting as
a lever, while the torso takes the place of a “fulcrum.
It is true that some of our great virtuosi have used
such a stroke in fortissimo passages, and the novice
feels that he is called upon to play his forte pas¬
sages as if the piano were an anvil and his arms
blacksmith sledges. He has seen this stroke duly
portrayed in the cartoons in comic papers, and he
knows that his auditors will be more astonished with
his ability if he employs it. This kind of an arm
stroke is, however, used very rarely indeed by great
artists, and then it is only employed to produce some
special accent in a long forte passage. It is a
Stroke that the novice can ill afford to imitate.
He construes this “arm stroke” to mean arm con¬
trol, and there his arm technic stops. He is not
aware that a fine balance of his arms will lead to
much smoother, cleaner, better-ordered playing.
How can this balance be secured? First by
strengthening the arms, and then by adjusting this
strength and applying it to the practical needs of
the composition being played. The relaxation and
arm dropping exercises very comprehensively de¬
scribed in the first book of “Touch and Technic”
are valuable to the highest degree. Dr. Mason, the
author of the famous series, was known as one of
the cleanest, most rational technicians ever known
While never extravagant or obtrusive, his technic
reached every requirement of modern pianoforte
playing. He always laid great stress upon this par¬
ticular branch of arm control.
The main point of all arm control is to secure as
a basis for future work the right arm balance.

What do we mean by balance? Plainly speaking,
What cl
mental and physical appreciation
the equilibrium between the flexor muscles (the
musHes which pull in) and the extensor muscles (the
L which stretch out). Did you ever watch a
of scales see-saw up and down until finally the
right°balance is reached? Most young pianists’ arms
in the see-saw condition. They never achieve
that relaxation which leads to perfect balance. Con¬
sequently they are nervous, hesitating and uncertain.
They rarely - know what the real matter is, and at¬
tribute it to almost everything but the right cause.
The kind of arm control we most desire is secured
by a training of the sense of resistance in its passive
state
Psychological students in their laboratories
filled with sensitive, instruments are inclined to admit
a sixth sense—the sense of recognizing resistance
or pressure
This is quite different from the sense
of touch, and while we are considering the sub¬
ject it is well to note that the word touch” in its
pianistic denotation does not refer to what we gen¬
erally considered touch, but to this very sense of
resistance or sense of pressure. Touch in its ordi¬
nary meaning refers to that means we have of de¬
termining the nature and shape of a body by feeling
of its surface.
Touch in the pianistic sense is quite a different
thing, and the balance of this kind of touch is the
equilibrium between the extremes of our ability to
push and our ability to pull. The main difficulty of
the pianist is that of training the mind to recognize
this equilibrium. It can only be done by slow,
thoughtful playing and persistent practice extending
over several months. In the end you will attain
results that, are far more valuable than those which
come from careless, hurried jingling of exercises that
have become distasteful to you.
The Chopin Prelude, Opus 28, N.o. 20, makes par¬
ticularly good material for the study of arm con¬
trol. The chords are not very difficult for the pianist
in the middle grades, and it is short and effective.
The melancholy grandeur of the little piece is in¬
spiring and haunting. Adjust the piano stool so that
your elbows will be a little below the keyboard.
Deppe discovered the value of this“ position, and
many teachers have imitated it since that time. In
working for arm control it is particularly valuable.
Next see that your arms are free and unimpeded by
clothing or your nearness to the keyboard. Then
play the prelude very slowly. Largo is not slow
enough. It should be played so slowly that there is
ample time between the chords for you to determine
whether or not you have the kind of right arm
balance.
Strike the first chord, and immediately
after it is struck push down the damper pedal to
keep it sounding. Then place the fingers directly
over the next chord and note the balance of the
arm until the time for the delivery of the next
chord. When the second comes let your arms drop
by releasing the muscular control and permitting
the fingers to press down the keys by the weight
of the arm. The release should seem to come by a
relaxation of the muscles of the back and of the
arm. At no time should there be any exaggerated
stiffness or rigidity. The moment the chord is
struck raise the damper pedal and press it down
again the moment after the chord is struck, and
proce.ed in this way through the entire compositl°n- The important time is the period between the
chords. If you train your powers of observation to
look for the right c'ondition then you will soon note
a lightness and facility in controlling the arms that
Wn tXtenTd t0 the. finger technic
time.
Below I have indicated the mental and physical
operations which should occur while playing the
first chords:
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A LESSON WITH
DR. HANS VON BULOW
By HARRIETTE BROWER
Toward the end of a season, late in the eighties,
the rumor got abroad that one of the greatest
pianists and teachers of the time would come to
Berlin and teach an artist class in one of the great
conservatories there during the month of May. This
master was none other than Dr. Hans Guido von
Biilow, and the institute which hoped to have the
honor of a pedagogical visit from him was the
Klindworth Conservatory, founded by Karl Klindworth, whose name is known in America chiefly
through his editing of the complete works of Chopin
and the sonatas of Beethoven. The two men were
close friends, which is proved by the fact that Bulow
was ready to recommend and use the Klindworth
edition of Beethoven when he himself had edited
many of the sonatas. Another proof is that the
great pianist at the request of the Director was
willing to leave his work in Frankfort a/m Main,
where he was then living, and come to Berlin, to
shed, for a short space, the lustre of his name and
fame upon the Klindworth Conservatory, the
youngest of the many institutes of* that musicsaturated city.
It was a bright May morning when he entered
the music room with the Director.
The Director introduced the Master, who stood
there bowing; a small man with a large intellectual
head and piercing dark eyes, hidden behind glasses.
Every movement was quick and alert, and ex¬
ceedingly bright and wide-awake mentality. He
bowed to the class, saying he was glad to see so
many fleissig (industrious) students.
It had been announced that only compositions by
Brahms, Mendelssohn, Raff and Liszt would be heard
at these lessons, and on this first day all these com¬
posers were drawn upon to furnish forth the repast.
The great master was in amiable mood and made
constant and witty comment on music and musi¬
cians, and especially on the compositions under con¬
sideration. His memory was prodigious. Not a
piece for piano could be mentioned that he did not
know. He played with and for the pupils and was
always alert and on the qui vive. When he played a
passage he made its meaning so clear, so forcible •
that the listener was convinced of two things: That
it was the only way it should be played, and secondly,
that anyone might do it so. That is always the
virtue of clarity—to make difficult things seem easy.
He analyzed everything down to the minutest de¬
tail. It was keen, clear, intellectual playing, of the
head rather than of the heart. What of that? Such
a teacher will illustrate the form and content of a
composition more clearly than one who thinks first
and always of the emotional side. “Clearness, clear¬
ness, clearness,” he would reiterate, “that is- the
first thing—(Deutlichkeit is das Erste). Every line,
every measure must be thoroughly analyzed for
touch, tone, content and expression.”
In scale playing, von Biilow used a slanting posi¬
tion of the hand, with fingers and thumb well curved.

up after each note. What one cannot speak or sing
in one breath, one cannot play in one breath. Pauses,
too, have great value in bringing out the thought of
a composition.”
“It is difficult to play passages where two notes
alternate with three notes. In preparation for such
passages, scales may be practiced in this way.
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Or in this:

[J [IS [S [IS*“We must make things sound well, agreeably, in a
way to be admired. When we find a seemingly dis¬
cordant passage, then try to get the most out of it.
Practice a dissonant chord so that it sounds well
in spite of its sharpness. Think of the instruments
of the orchestra, their different qualities of tone and
try to imitate them on the piano. So, play with
variety of tone (also bitte, colorirenl). Think of
every octave as having a different color.”

Dr. Hans von Bulow.
“When octaves are played in not top rapid tempo,
the first and fifth fingers are always used. The hand
is held in a concave position well arched, and the
wrist action is free and supple.”
“The first time one hears a new work there is so
much for the mind to grasp all at once that there
is not much pleasure. The second time it is easier
to understand, and when one has heard it twelve
times, the pleasure is complete. This applies to the
best in music. Therefore when we play* we must
constantly consider the listener, and put the piece in
the best light. Sing the themes, make the sharp
discords milder.”
The Brahms variations on a theme of Handel
were played at this lesson, also shorter pieces by
Brahms and Liszt. Every work was illuminated by
the keen intelligence of the master. The set of
variations is a scholarly and beautiful work which
deserves to be studied by every pianist and teacher.

AN EXERCISE FOR SMALL HANDS.
As he had very small hands he had used special
and original means to increase their span. One of
these was an exercise in skips of broken tenths.
He recommended their practice with each hand
alone at first, beginning with the lower note and
going up and down the keyboard in a scale of
tenths—and then repeating, beginning with the
upper note. After this can be done smoothly, take
the hands together, in parallel motion. A more
difficult form of the exercise is in contrary motion,
beginning in the center of the keyboard with thumbs
on middle C, and playing the skips for one and
two octaves each way, always returning to the
center. These broken tenths should be practiced in
all keys, and their faithful study would make every
form of skip, in pieces, easy.
The master spoke rapidly, in a quick, nervous
fashion, and in a mixture of German and English.
The keynote of his remarks was a plea for clearness
of utterance on the piano. He used to say “Let us
have music speaking rather than music chattering
(musik sprechen gegen musik plappern). We must
make the piano speak. Music is a language. As in
speaking we use a separate movement of the lips, so
in certain kinds of legato the hand should be taken
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MAKE EVERY MOVEMENT COUNT.
BY FRANK B. AUSTEN.
The great importance of acquiring technical skill
in playing must surely be evident to every thinking
piano student. It is indeed a necessary equipment.
He must realize that, in order to play well, the
muscles used in playing must be trained so as to
be under perfect control of the performer. You
must be able to play what you will to play. This
cannot be accomplished without some technical
proficiency.
But let it be borne in mind that the practicing of
technic is mere muscular development, and that
technical proficiency alone would only be produc¬
tive of a mechanical manipulation of the keys.
Hence, a student might possess great technic pro¬
ficiency and yet not be a great pianist, nor even a
good player. It is but the medium through which
the emotions and feelings of the player are ex¬
pressed. Every finger-stroke and every movement
of the wrist must be made with a definite purpose,
else the tones produced will lack character and the
music will be meaningless and uninteresting The
thought must prompt the action.—B. C. Sunset.

THE QUESTION OF EQUIPMENT.
BY ARTHUR JUDS0N.
One day a pupil came to me for a preliminary
examination before beginning lessons.
Naturally
enough I questioned him as to the studies and pieces
he had mastered; to my satisfaction, I found that he
had studied a very large part of the repertoire neces¬
sary to a good player. With a pleasant sense of
anticipation I remarked to him: “Play me such and
such an exercise,” naming a well-known etude.
“Oh,” said the young man, “I haven’t played that for
a month, and I’m out of practice on it, and can’t
play it!”
It was a ridiculous situation, or would have been
had it not been of such frequent occurrence. Let
me show you how ridiculous it really was. Accord¬
ing to the student, and his previous teacher, the boy
had studied these etudes until he played them well;
he had also attended public school and had learned
to read. Suppose that I had handed him a news¬
paper, in place of the studies, and had asked him to
read to me; would he have said, “I can’t read it
because I never read it before?” Or suppose that I
had handed him a book which I knew he had read;
would he have said, “I can’t read it because I
haven’t read it for a long time?” Ridiculous, isn’t
it?
Perhaps the same young man had gone through
the public schools; what had been his experience
there. Was he allowed to study only reading, or any
one subject? We might well copy the public school
system in our music work. No one subject in that
system is regarded as paramount, and no matter the
talent or taste of the child, he is not allowed to
specialize in one to the detriment of the others.
Each study supplements the others, each trains the
child’s brain in a different way.
When that young man graduated from his public
school, he not only knew the subjects which he had
studied, but he had also built up such habits of
thought and such broadness of vision that he was
ready to cope with any situation which he was apt
to meet. He was able to read a newspaper or a
book at sight, not because he had seen those identi¬
cal ones, but because his basis of perception had
been so developed that his brain worked as readily
with new as, with old material. The systematic
study of the public school had by slow and regular
progress from step to step, with complementary sub¬
jects, built evenly and surely, not a finished edifice,
but a foundation upon which the future structure
could be erected.
The same system should be pursued in our musical
education. Of course, it is a truism that academic
education should go hand in hand with musical
education; that I need not argue, But I do need to
argue that with the lessons on voice, or some instru¬
ment, should go the complementary musical studies
of theory, harmony, counterpoint, composition,
analysis, history, ensemble playing, criticism, direct¬
ing, accompanying. This is a formidable list but it
should intimidate no one; music study is a question
of years, not months. Of course, if a finished artist
is to be turned out in one or two years, such a
course is not possible. If the teacher has not the
facilities for giving instruction in these subjects the
student should purchase books, consult libraries, and
help himself. In this way theory, harmony, analysis,
criticism and history may be studied, the result de¬
pending entirely on the earnestness and concentra¬
tion of the student. Directing, accompanying and
ensemble work can best be studied by actually doing
those things and by observing how others do them.
A teacher is almost a necessity for the other sub¬
jects.
The whole question is one of knowing music
from the ground up.” If a pupil studies a certain
exercise and masters it so that he can play it at a
moment’s notice, he may be sure that his foundation
work has been good, but if he has to apologize and
say that he is “out of practice” on that particular
etude, he had better look to his system of study.
The question' of equipment is not a question of
practice or length of study; it is a question of brain
development. The question is then easy of solution
for the brain develops not by spasmodic effort but
by long and concentrated attention on systematically
arranged complementary subjects. Think it over

itself in the- look of the eye, as well as in th
in the outward bearing and gait.”—Cicero.
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A Musical Comedy of Errors
BY LOUIS C. ELSON

All along the field of music and musical history
there are scattered many errors which are apt to
mislead the student and often the teacher as well.
Many of these errors arise from the fact that the
musician is seldom an earnest student of history, or
of the physical basis of his Art,—Acoustics. It is
the purpose of this article to group together some of
these mistakes, but it is by no means an exhaustive
catalogue of all the slips that great composers and
executants have made.
One can begin with the most ancient school of
music. What is the oldest piece of music now
extant? Probably the “Hymn to Apollo,” which
was discovered at Delphi, in May, 1893, by the
French Archeological School of Athens.
This
hymn is engraved on marble, was composed about
278 B. C., and was written to commemorate the
victory of the Phocians over Brennus, the Gaul. It
is the oldest piece of authentic notation existing.
Yet in many of our Hymnals one can find the tune
“Leoni” spoken cf as “Sung in the Temple of
ancient Jerusalem,” or alluded to as being “4000
years old.” This is an absolute error. No Hebrew
melody of the present can be traced back to ancient
times. The oldest of them all is “Kol Nidrei,”
(beautifully arranged as a violoncello solo by Max
Bruch), which goes back perhaps 600 or 700 years.
THE COMPARATIVELY RECENT ORIGIN OF
HARMONY.
It may be considered a popular mistake to imagine
harmony as existing in connection with the ancient
music. Harmony, in the present sense of the word—
the science of chords and their combination—is far
more modern than most musicians realize. Rameau,
in 1722, may be regarded as a pioneer in this direc¬
tion, and his method erred decidedly in trying to
derive the combination of chords from nature.
Nature gives to man the idea of a chord, in the
overtones of music, but does not in the least indicate
the combination of one chord with another.
Rameau made another error more palpable than
this. He maintained that by his time (the early 18th
century) all possible combinations of music had
been employed and that there was nothing further
to say in it. Therefore it must (he held) soon die
out. Yet the greatest works of Bach and Handel,
and all the works of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and
a whole procession of masters, came afterwards;
when Bach seemed to have set the furthest limit in
one direction, there came Beethoven to give the Ultima
Thule in another; when Wagner had gone far beyond
these there came Brahms, Richard Strauss, Debussy,
D’lndy, to show different paths leading in ever new
directions. In music there will never be any Pillars
of Hercules set up.
Another branch of-errors in the historical field of
music comprises misused melodies, and also those
changelings of our Art—falsely ascribed themes and
works. We have recently written an article in The
Etude describing some of these, (see “False Musical
History”) in which we spoke of the mistaken ascrip¬
tion of Reissiger’s beautiful waltz to another com¬
poser as “Weber’s. Last Thought,” of the fallacy of
imagining “Beethoven’s Farewell to the Pianoforte”
as being in any degree true to its title, and gave the
genealogy of many others of these errors in music.
We can add the statement that the so-called
Beethoven “Le Desir” Waltz belongs to Franz
Schubert.
MISTAKES REGARDING THEMES.
Among falsely used themes one can mention Volkmann’s employment of “The Campbells are Cornin’ ”
in his “Richard III” overture, in the scene of the
battle: A Scotch tune composed in 1568, on the
English battlefield of Bosworth, fought in 1485. This
theme, by the way, has ever been a favorite in
Germany, and Bruch has worked it up grandly as a
triumphal climax in his “Fair Ellen.” Among other
musical changelings one can mention “Robin Adair,”
which poses as a Scottish theme and has been used,
as such by more than one composer, yet it is an
Irish ballad and its true title is “Eileen Aroon.”

A similar change has taken place with a very
pretty Gavotte entitled “La Clochette, and com¬
posed by De Beaujoyeux, whose real name was
Baltazarini. Baltazarini composed this Gavotte tor
the wedding of Margaret of Lorraine and the Due de
Joyeuse, at the Chateau Montiers, in 1581, and called
it “La Clochette” because a little bell sounded the
dominant note of the composition at every measure
of the chief theme.
In spite of all these facts the work has entered the
modern repertoire as “ ‘Amaryllis’ composed by Louts
XIII!" What makes the tangle the more twisted is
the fact that Louis XIII did really compose an
“Amaryllis,” but it was a four-part song, dedicated
to Madame d’Hauteville, whom the monarch cele¬
brated under this title. This was the customary
mode of dedication in France, 300 years ago; the
author or composer gave the lady some fanciful
name, but everyone knew who the Amaryllis, or
Psyche, or Chloe, or Daphne, of the epoch really
UNCONSCIOUS PLAGIARISMS.
Possibly among the errors of music one may in¬
clude the unconscious plagiarisms of great com¬
posers. These are more numerous than might at
first be imagined. A couple of examples may suffice
here. Mendelssohn was the only great German
composer to make an extended tour in Scotland.
Perhaps it was in consequence of this that he
became the only German composer who was able to
reproduce the true Scottish lilt in his music. Beeth¬
oven, Schumann, and Robert Franz all endeavored
to compose in the Gaelic style, but not one of them
ever produced anything as truly Scottish as the chief
theme of the Scherzo of Mendelssohn’s A minor
symphony.
*But while in Scotland he heard the charming ballad
of “Auld Robin Gray,” and this must have remained
subconsciously in the recesses of his mind, for,
years after, when he came to compose his “Elijah,”
he wrote the self-same melody to the words of “Oh
Rest in the Lord.” It was evidently a case of “un¬
conscious plagiarism” and none of his friends dared
to call his attention to it, until finally Chorley
ventured to send him a copy of the old Scottish song
together with his aria (in manuscript) and the fault
was exposed before it reached the evil consequences
of print. Mendelssohn was piqued. He wanted to
leave the entire alto solo out of the oratorio, but
finally thought better of it. Yet even in the altered
version of “Oh Rest in the Lord” there is more
than a suspicion of the flavor of “Auld Robin Gray”
as any of my readers will discover by comparing the
two melodies.
Among other resemblances in music one may men¬
tion the triple case of the figure beginning Bach’s
Fugue, Well-tempered Clavichord, Book II, No. 20,
and Mozart’s Kyrie Eleison” in his Requiem, and
Handel’s chorus “And with His stripes” in the
“Messiah.” Also the “Marche Celebre” of Lachner’s
Suite, Op. 113, may be mentioned as bearing a
striking resemblance to Raffs March in his “Lenore”
Symphony, the latter being the later composition.
Striking also is the resemblance between Bach’s
E-flat fugue, (Well-tempered Clavichord, Book II,
No. 7), in its long subject, and the first seven
measures of the chief theme of Mozart’s “Magic
Flute” Overture.
But the catalogue of “musical
resemblances” would be far too long to reproduce
here, nor would it serve any very good purpose, for
sometimes different treatment may alter the entire
meaning of a theme, as may be seen by comparing
Jensen’s languishing “Murmuring Breeze” with
Bach’s lofty “My Heart ever Faithful,” both begin¬
ning with the same thought.
ERRORS IN TRANSLATION.
Among the errors against which the teacher
should be ever on his guard we may mention that
of mis-translations. These are far more numerous
in modern music than most students have any idea
of. We cite a few, almost at random. Brahms has
set gloriously the poem beginning—“Wie bist du
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KApnisrin.” The translator of an American
m,e'”
Ihns turned this ecstatic phrase, which means
“Ah°how thou art my Queen,” into an inquiry as to
the ’lady^ health-“How dost thou fare, my glorious
Qreen,Tother song, "Ich bitfl euch, liebe Maegdelein”
(“ Veg you dearest maidens”) is turned into “I beg
JLiL=t Magdalene,” the translator having
a no on the resemblance between “Maegdelein”
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Mmund • “=nk ,lngs-“Doch fern, von* id
rieimui ’
f
from me IS love”), which the
Minnf tor nromptly turns into—“But far away is
A song by Raff, “Durch Hain und Buchenhallen” (“Through Grove and Paths of Beeches”)
?s turned by an English poetaster into Through
Groves and Halls of Learning!" the would-be^ trans¬
lator having mistaken “Beeches for Books.
But the most frequent error that is made in trans¬
lating songs is an utter disregard of the composer’s
use of different pitches for different voices. In
Schubert’s “Erl-king” there is a very graphic verse
showing the child in affright soothed by its father.
Naturally the pitch of the voices is made to cor-

((Deep voice)
.
“My son why hid'st thou thy face in affright?
(Higher voice)
“See, father, the Erl-king stands there m the

This has been treated in a prominent London edi¬
tion as follows:—
(The child, in bass register)
“Oh, father, see yonder, see yonder,” he says.
(The father, in a piping treble)
“My boy, upon what dost thou fearfully gaze?”
There is another gem of poetry in this same
edition which gives a verse of the same song as
follows:
“Oh, father, my father, and saw you not plain,
The Erl-king’s pale daughter glide fast through the
Rain?
“Oh, no, my heart’s treasure, I know it full soon,
It was the grey w'llow that danced to the Moon."
Moonlight and a rainstorm together go beyond
even the vagaries of the climate of New England.
One of the most antique errors in music is the
mistake which caused the Germans to mistake a
square “B,” which meant B natural in mediaeval for
music, for an “H,” an error which has been perpet¬
uated even to the present day, although it first occur¬
red before A. D. 1000. This error has made it pos¬
sible for Bach to make a fugal subject out of his
own name, “B, A, C, H.” It was Schumann, how¬
ever, who did the most of this fanciful spelling out
of themes, as “G, A, D, E,” in his “Northern Song;’’
"A, B, E, G, G/’ in h:s variations, and “A, S (‘Es,’
or E-flat) C, H,” in his “Carnaval” may show.
Americans and Englishmen need not be discour¬
aged, however, for there are plenty of words which
can be spelled in musical notation without an “H,”
as for example: Ace, abed, bed, beaded, bad, bade,
bagged, begged, baa, babe, begad, bedad, cab, caged,
cad, cafe, beef, cabbage, dab, dabbed, dace, deaf,
dead, egg, egged, edged, ebbed, added, aged, adage,
Edda, fad, fed, faded, feed, faced, fagged, fee, gab,
gaff, gagged, etc. We leave it to our readers to
think of how many sentences could be evolved from
the above list.
HUMOROUS ERRORS.
If we were to add the errors of artists to the
above comedy of errors we should have another end¬
less list. Our readers may remember Rubinstein’s
remark after being complimented upon a recital in
which he had committed several “indiscretions”
Why, madam,” said he, “I could give another recital
with the notes that I omitted!”
But perhaps the errors that touch the musical
writer most deeply are those which are made by the
compositor.
The present writer has not escaped
scatheless in this ordeal. He once had dealings
with a Celtic compositor who insisted upon setting
the word “oboe” as “shoe.” It seemed rather irrel¬
evant to read of an artist who “made most expres¬
sive use of the shoe,” and suggested kicking. After
earnest remonstrance the aforesaid typo promised
especial attention to that word. He gave it. The
next review spoke of a “solo on the above."

But perhaps his best effort in distorting musical
essay work was in connection with Haydn. The
present writer had spoken of Haydn as standing “be¬
tween the contrapuntal giants and the modern col¬
orists” and felt reasonably proud of his achievement.
The sentence appeared: “Haydn stands between the
contrapuntal grunts and the modern colonists!"
Sometimes, however, the errors of a printed essay
are not all to be laid to the charge of the printer,
as, for example, the celebrated one in an English
musical history which gravely states that “Handel’s
father was over sixty years old when he was born,”
which makes that father the most phenomenal baby
on record. Of acoustical errors in music I may
speak at some future time.
HOW CHOPIN PLAYED.
Interesting Side Lights Upon Chopin and His
Methods of Interpretation.
BY WANDA LANDOWSKA.
[Editor’s Note.—The following Is an excellent collection
playing of
of contemporary opinions upon the
H’“ r'--1--* the great
er, 1Frederic Chopin, whose comPolish pianist and composer,
tly played
by students and teachpositions are more frequently
p._„-,-.
- ---ers than those of any of the other great composers for the
piano. Cihls article Is by a well-known Polish virtuoso, who
has attai ted European celebrity, particularly for excellent in¬
terpretations of Chopin. Translated expressly for The Etude
from Mu.tca.]
The piano was Chopin’s sole confident. Lacking
any ambition for the turmoil of the orchestra, he
resisted the temptation, using Liszt’s phrase, to fill
a hundred writing-desks with each scrap of melody.
He has shown that it is possible to concentrate the
highest order of genius into the smallest forms. His
imagination abounds with sensuous fairy-like songs,
home-sick dreams, with grief restrained by a lofty
mind. His work could only have been written by
a contemporary of Mickiewicz, and by just such
another kind of man. All the misery of exile, sup¬
pressed fury, stifled rage, and the deep sense of
the misfortunes of his unhappy fatherland, all his
high conception of the nobility of ancient Poland
are reflected with a richness, and a majestic sim¬
plicity that exclude all over-emphasis, and highflown emotionalism.
The Polonaises martial and chivalrous, suggest
the lofty bearing of a plumed gallant; in the Ballades
sad phantoms, clad in the national dress of Poland,
parade before us, and the Mazurkas suggest the
national dances of the country, playful, melancholy,
yet full of an air of careless ease and dignity.
The chief characteristics of Chopin’s genius are
a sincerity and buoyancy that give his compositions
an air of being happily inspired improvisations. One
is not conscious of the “development” so dear to
the hearts of the great German Masters, who insist
rn working the theme in and out, tormenting it
until it has rendered its last drop of blood. Htf
rarely allows himself to be hidebound by form. His
freedom of movement, harshness, brusquerie, cap¬
riciousness, make one think of some immense plain,
where the spirit is free to move at will with never
a boulder nor crag to stop it. It is to these plains
that we betake ourselves with our teskuota and sal
(words untranslateable in any language) our dim
regrets, lassitude, and the tears with which our
music and poetry are impregnated.
The works of Chopin give expression to so many
of the sentiments that, performed according to his
methods, display the most characteristic traits of
his race. Dreamily delicate, yet with a refined ele¬
gance, he appeals in his elusive contours, indecisions,
and uncertainties to what is changeful, and sensual
in ourselves.
Played in his own way, the ornamental passages
never interfere with the purity of the melodic out¬
line. His characteristic turns, his arabesques, and
delicate tracery, are all transparent, and never hide
the principle idea. The nocturnes, valses, and im¬
promptus depict for us his most intimate self; his
impressionable spirit expresses itself with an ease
and spontaneity hitherto unprecedented; they depict
his life in society, where “he passionately adored
three women at the same soiree, and ran away
rather than betray himself to one of them,” and
his melancholy return to his own home, where “like
a hysterical woman, he gave himself up to a night
of insomnia, in a fever of mind” (Georges Sand),
Passion with him never descended to prosaic
realism; he revolted from bucolic joviality, and brute
force.
In spite of his admiration. for Beethoven, he re¬
sented the length of some of the German Master’s
works. Schubert appeared to him too much of the
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earth, earthy, and the playing of Liszt rarely gave
him satisfaction. His favorite masters were Mozart
and Bach. For entire days before his own recitals
he shut himself in his room and played Bach with¬
out ever studying his proper work.
His execution, according to his contemporaries,
was perfect, and his touch so beautiful, that at
times his audience was moved to transports.
Moscheles tells us that Chopin’s interpretations cor¬
responded with his appearance, both being delicate
and dreamy. “It was only after hearing him play,"
said Moscheles, “that I commenced to comprehend
his music, and to understand the enthusiasm he
aroused among women. His ad libitum consists of
an absolute distortion of the regular rhythm, and
is not the most fascinating of his peculiarities; cer¬
tain qualities of harshness in the modulations did
not shock me so much, for his fingers glided over
the keyboard with a fairy-like swiftness; his piano
is so gentle that he has no need for a very power¬
ful forte in order to obtain the contrast he desires.”
CHOPIN’S IDEALS.
Chopin held the very highest ideals with regard
to playing the piano. His pupils tell us that the
first few lessons with him were a veritable martyr¬
dom. The touch must always be crisp (sec?) and
the least detail that did not correspond with the
master’s idea was severely reprimanded. In order
to place the hand in a position that was graceful,
and at the same time advantageous, he made his
pupil place it on the keyboard very lightly. His
style always depended on delicacy of touch, and great
simplicity of phrasing. He disliked affectation, and,
in consequence, all grandiose movement.
“How many of the modern virtuosi offer us that
which Chopin dreamed?” writes the famous, bio¬
grapher of the master. Professor Niecks, in his re¬
markable work: “Chopin als Mensch und Musiker.”
In one of the rooms in Pleyel’s house there is to
be seen in one corner, a little old mahogany piano
ornamented with simple bronze. It is the piano
of Chopin, on which he composed the Fantasie in
F Minor, the Funeral March, the Scherzo in D flat
major, and some preludes, nocturnes, and mazurkas.
The pianists and employes of the establishment re¬
gard this relic with reverence not unaccompanied
by compassion. “He plays with elegance,” said
Felix, after Chopin’s first concert in Paris, “but
he gets very little out of the instrument.”
• After Chopin’s first concert in Vienna, we read
in the “Wiense Theater-Zeitung“He played with
the lightness of touch that has caused him to be
so much talked of in distinguished circles, but with¬
out the rhetorical readiness judged indispensable by
all the virtuosi.”
Chopin was well aware of this, but believed him¬
self right and never attempted to correct the alleged
fault; on the contrary, he did all he could to avoid
“piano-fighting.”
“One soon becomes accustomed,” he writes from
Vienna, “to the thumping of the Virtuosi; I forsee
reproaches in the newspapers, the more particularly
as the daughter of one of the editors thumps
pitilessly.” Liszt once tried to encourage him to
perform in the big salons. "No,” replied Chopin,
“a large crowd makes me uncomfortable, but you
are well adapted for it, for if the audience is not
responsive you can always browbeat it!”
Lenz, the pupil of Chopin, once accompanied his
master to the house of the Countess Cheremetiene,
for whom he had promised to play the Variations
from Beethoven’s Sonata in A flat major (Op. 26).
“He played it admirably,” says Lenz. “I was forced
to marvel, but solely at the beauty of the sound,
by the touch, by the charm, and by the purity of
the style.—But it was not Beethoven; it was too
light, too feminine!” On their return, the pupil
frankly told his master of the opinion that he had
formed, who replied: “I only indicate, only suggest,
and I leave it to my auditors to complete the
picture.”
They returned to the house, and when Chopin
had gone into a neighboring room to change his
clothes, Lenz had the hardihood to set himself to
play the same Beethoven theme. The master, quietly
came into the room in his shirt-sleeves, and ap¬
proached the piano, listening intently until the end;
afterwards he put his hand on his pupil’s shoulder,
and said: “I must tell Liszt; it will amuse him; that
was well played, but was it necessary to be so
declamatory ?"
Liszt affirmed that anything in music, literature
and life resembling melodrama inspired Chopin with
a profound aversion. If his pupils are to be be¬
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lieved, his Tempo Rubato had little in common with
that of the modern virtuosi and their
tempo
Epileptic” (the mot is de Willy’s), who play the
figurations and arabesques with exaggerated em¬
phasis. The Rubato Chopin wanted was a fine non¬
chalance, and not disorder; the left hand ought to
keep time, while the right hand moves in sympathy
with the idea. He used to say: “The left hand is
the Kappelmeister.”
All his contemporaries are agreed as to the
clearness and evenness of his playing, and to his
aversion to a high-flown, emphatic style. His pupil
Guttman declares that Chopin’s playing was always
very restrained, and that the incomparable poet of
the piano rarely had recourse to a fortissimo. In
his execution of the Polonaise in A flat major, he
most decidedly does not employ the strength and
heaviness to which certain virtuosi have accustomed
us. He used to commence the famous octave pas¬
sage pianissimo, and maintain it to the end without
any crashing dynamic progression.
He disliked all clamorous effects, and all “fire¬
works” in general. If Chopin were to rise from
his grave to-day, he would certainly be surprised
to find that his works have been made the vehicle
for precisely such purposes, and that they are a
kind of “race-track” (if I may be permitted the
expression) for record-breaking in swiftness, and
acrobatics of all kinds. He would certainly be more
than astonished to find how much useless effort
and bad workmanship is expended on his works.
And the Couperin of the Nineteenth Century would
be surprised to hear one of his valses transcribed
for fourteen clarinets, and his preludes and nocturnes
set to stupid words, and screamed full-lunged by
Italian singers.
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYITIS.
This is a serious disease that affects most all music
pupils. It generally commences about the twentythird of December and lasts until the first day of
January. Its first symptoms are unrest and general
uneasiness. It is particularly grave with young
children. They commence by showing a great aver¬
sion for the works of Bach, Czerny, and sometimes
Cramer. This is thought to be due to the germ
“santaclausus” which, when once inoculated into the
system always results in a hopeless case. The pupil
is also likely to be afflicted with “scaleaphobia” or
fear of scales and in some desperate cases pupils
have been known to go into veritable spasms at the
mere mention of scales. Some pupils are so afflicted
that they are unable to attend to their lessons. This
often results in a serious loss to teachers who do not
charge for lessons that pupils have contracted to
take and which they deliberately miss through self
indulgence. This is the only disease which a teacher
should never accept as an excuse for a pupil’s
absence.
The cure of “Holidayitis” is simple. Have the
parent compound the following prescription and see
that it is faithfully taken:
R Technic Syrup.
Tincture of Etudes.. —
Concentrated extract of Pieces.
Mix well and take twice a day in one hour doses
before and after meals. Shake (the pupil, if neces¬
sary) well before, and after administering.
DVORAK ON “WHY BOHEMIA IS
MUSICAL.”
Bohemia has long been recognized as one of the
most musical countries of Europe.
Dvorak, the
butcher’s son, who became a master, gives some of
the reasons why the people have developed such
unusual musical talent. In “Thirty Years of Musi¬
cal Life in London,” Hermann Klein records the
following interesting statement by Dvorak:
“In Bohemia every child must learn music, and,
if possible, sing in church. I think this law ex¬
plains the development of so much talent for
music in my country. It is not only the gipsies
and their music that are the responsible factors.
There are the beautiful national ‘chorales,’ which
the people so dearly love. They sing them as they
work in the fields, and the spirit of music enters
their souls. Of course they love to dance—are they
not Slavs? Why, after church they revel in music
and dancing, sometimes until early morning! In
fact it is the favorite amusement of the race. Ad¬
mission to these dance meetings is always free, but
a collection is made afterwards for the musicians.
I used to be among the fiddlers and received my
share, which I always gave to my father.”
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WhatTeachers and Pupils Could
Do for American Music
By ARTHUR FARWELL

The following anecdote will give all of us in
America, whoever we are, food for reflection. The
story is a true one, although the name of the
hero_or is he the villain?—who does not appear,
is supplanted by the humble title of John Smith.
A young woman who teaches piano (which, being
translated, means teaches people to play on the
piano) chanced recently to meet a friend of mine
connected with a publishing house in one of the
large cities. “What music do you use,” he asked,
“in teaching?” “Well,” she said, looking at some
music she had in her hand, for inspiration, “here’s
‘Frolicking Kittens,’ by Blankinski; I use that a
great deal.” “Do you know,” asked my friend, “who
Mr. Blankinski is?” The lady didn’t, but said she
supposed that he was some modern Pole or Rus¬
sian. “Well,” said my friend, “he is Mr. John Smith,
and he lives round the corner in the Astorbilt Apart¬
ments, and he will be glad to tell you that he com¬
posed ‘Frolicking Kittens,’ if you want to go around
and ask him.”
Now this little illustration is a condensed pic¬
ture of the whole national situation, or rather it
represents one of the follies of our national artistic
youth, from which it is high time to awaken.
In fact, we are, little by little, awakening from it,
though we are still far from being wide awake.
Mr. John Smith’s apology would be somewhat like
this: “I see that you Americans who aspire to a lit¬
tle culture for yourselves or your families will pay
only for a name that sounds as if it had long hair
and lived at a distance. You parents who do not
care to understand music, what is good and what
is bad, will be sure the teacher of your children
is all right if she gives them music by Blankinski.
You teachers are not any too alert about the art
of music for its own sake, and probably won t
bother yourselves to turn Blankinski down.
“You children, poor innocents, take all that is
given you in good faith. Now, I have a certain
gift of composition, perhaps not a great enough one
to make a great name for myself, but I can write
music of some merit. Why, then, should I, who
want to make a good living through this talent,
deliberately walk into starvation by serving it up
in a package that you Americans won’t buy? No,
I thank you. I’ll label it Blankinski, and sell fifty
copies to one of a composition by John Smith.”
AMERICAN COMPOSERS MUST BE RECOGNIZED.
Up to a certain point this is merely amusing, a
good joke. But what does it lead us to in the end?
for it doesn’t take much of an untruth in the present
moments to get us into all kinds of trouble next
month. And the above transaction is based upon
what is not true. There seems nothing so heinous
in John Smith’s little pleasantry, but think, it
perpetuates in our children, in the coming genera¬
tion of Americans, the idea that Americans cannot
write g<?od music. It downs the man of talent and
genius among us; it blocks his way, makes his road
harder.
And musical talent and genius are ap¬
pearing in America at a surprising rate. The meri¬
torious composer is not so far away from our own
interests as we may think. He is coming to be our
own—our own brother or son, perhaps. We want,
and we must have, fair and happy conditions for his
development and ultimate success. We want all
Americans to believe in him, to help him. We do
not believe in a condition which hampers the prog¬
ress of any kind of talent in our own country. Such
a condition is un-American because it is unfair.
What a service, then, can the great army of
pupils of teachers throughout the country render
to the progress of creative musical art in America!
Let teachers everywhere take the true and honest
stand with parents—that of course American com¬
posers are up to the universal standard—for what
else have we been sending them abroad and spend-
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i„s money on iheir education all the.e year.? Let
them make parents feel that the country
taking pride in the achievements of its comp
at home and abroad. The teacher, to be sure must
back up his stand with actual knowledge, but tne
teacher to-day who has not a fairly broad knowl¬
edge of the national achievement in composition 1=.
behind the times. And let teachers teach that
knowledge to their pupils, and prevent, from the
start, an attitude of mind which later on is going
to work against our progress in composition. A
part of every teacher’s work, of course, is to giv
pupils a considerable knowledge of the wor s
music for their particular instrument, and a ProPor'
ti^n of this instruction should be definitely devoted

„ ,
motto for

student and one he would do well to
t s The one object of a scholar should

4 exhaust his teacher; his point should be the
be
ooint if he would fully search for
interroga
APteac’her is an “information bureau,”
iTIncydopaedic guide-post a person whose aim
^d wish is to help in time of trouble and doubt.
I know a young actress she is a girl with marked
ability but, greater still, she has an insatiable thirst
tn learn Ben Greet, the director of a famous com¬
pany of'actors, spoke of her as “that crazy G-she is always in the flies, whether she is on or not.
Greet couldn’t understand why anyone should hang
around the stage when they weren’t playing Some
dav that girl will “arrive” by dint of study and
GO TO THE BOTTOM OF THINGS.

AMERICANS NOW RANKING AMONG THE FOREMOST.
Let pupils at the outset realise once for all that
American composers are now taking their stand with
the world’s composers, and that there already exists
a very great mass of exceedingly high class music
by Americans, very much more than they can hope
to get an accurate knowledge of in years. Let them
realize that much of this music is of a nature to
be particularly interesting and sympathetic to Amer¬
icans, partly because it has come forth out of the
spirit of American life, and in some cases because
the inspiration has been taken from the simple folk¬
songs about us.
You who are studying music eagerly and are in¬
terested in it want to know all you can about music.
And one of the most interesting facts is the aston¬
ishing way in which Americans, as if in very answer
to the criticisms upon our commercial and material¬
istic age, have risen to the occasion and devoted
themselves ardently and persistently to the making
of beautiful music. It is a splendid thought, this
aspiration to the beautiful springing at last like a
flower from the soil of an industrial activity.
Goethe, long ago, in “Faust,” pointed out that this
should be the true order of things. And it makes
music more interesting to us, and more human, to
know that it is not dropped upon us from some
other sphere or some other continent, but that real
persons like ourselves, about us, are making it, and
striving to make it more and more beautifully.
These are all simple things, for a beginning, but
to think them, understand them and live them will
mean a great clearing of the channel of our musical
progress as a nation, and will have much to do with
the nature and the affairs of our musical life here
in America in a few years. The composer among
us will be cheered and encouraged, both by the
artistic appreciation of his work, and by the greater
financial returns which he will get from it. He will
flourish, and do more and better work. New in¬
terests will be added to our musical activities every¬
where, and we shall have the exciting pleasure of
discovering new masterpieces.

Some one told me the other day of an art student
who was a perfect glutton for knowledge He not
only knew his pigments from a color standpoint, but
was' studying how they were manufactured and
ground. When asked why, he replied naively, “Be¬
cause Michael Angelo and Raphael and all the old
masters ground their own colors, and that may be
the reason—who knows?—why their colorings are
fresh to-day.” That boy has the stuff artists are
made of. He is not content that red and blue make
purple when blended on the palette, but wants to
know about their grinding.
Part of the knack of lesson taking is attention.
Many pupils—they are the two-thirds—lose the benefit
of lessons through inattention, extraneous, irrelevant
thoughts having taken possession of the mind, and
forcing the pupils to miss, perhaps, a valuable sug¬
gestion, bit of advice, a word of warning, that if they
had observed would stand them in good stead at
some future time.
Sometimes a pupil thinks because the teacher has
spoken a word of commendation concerning the les¬
son that he has absorbed all the good and has the
lesson letter perfect, when, as a matter of fact, the
teacher is cognizant of the pupil’s mistakes, but has
only overlooked them and spoken of the improve¬
ments, to encourage and stimulate him. Whenever
a teacher sticks his finger into a flaw, that is the
particular place to be remedied. To err is human
and excusable, but to continue to err in the same
direction is unforgivable. We learn by our mis¬
takes, but we do not learn by repeating them. Some
teachers recommend a book for jotting down the
sins of omission and commission. Such a scheme
is splendid, providing one heeds what one writes
down. It is a good thing to keep tabs on one’s faults
and flaws, to rectify this, improve that, and eliminate
some other things.
Such a course is fraught with good results. It
is obvious, one can receive many valuable lessons
• from a perusal of our errors.
THE TEACHER MOULDS THE SCHOLAR.

FAIR PLAY FOR OUR COMPOSERS.
Of course,. Mr. John Smith Blankinski, although
clever, is not a great man, and we need not put
ourselves out for him. But his existence is a rather
disconcerting commentary upon certain ideas which
we still hold, but ought rapidly to outgrow. And
there are many sincere and highly gifted composers
among us who are not ashamed of their names,
although they suffer for them, and it will help much
for us all to pitch in and give them a square deal.

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF ONE’S LES¬
SONS.
BY HARVEY B. GAUL.
Of all the students you know, how many actually
know how to take lessons? If you have fifteen, your
answer will probably be, “About five know how.”
The ratio, if you reflect a moment, is about one to
three. The reason for this is quite simple. There
is a knack or art in the taking of lessons. The
signed receipt is no indication of “value” received
for it is a fact that if a scholar does not have the
“knack” of taking lessons, he or she will secure but
little benefit from them. This depends as much
‘upon the scholar as from the teacher.
A scholar should be conscientious, receptive and
diligent. He should have the utmost faith in his in¬
structor, should remember he is a seeker for in¬
formation and that the business of the teacher is to
gratify that demand. “Seek and ye shall find, knock
and it shall be opened unto you” is a very good

The good teacher moulds his scholar as the
sculptor does his clay. He can round out, develop
and make, or he can dwarf, retard and break the
scholar.
A great deal is due, however, to the
scholar’s own efforts. It is a good thing if the
scholar is pliable and lets himself be guided by the
master, but it is far better if he assists in the
progress by performing the assigned tasks with will¬
ingness^ A good reporter'is known by the way he
covers” his assignments; a good pupil by the
way he prepares his lessons.
If a teacher is interested enough to advise or lend
books, or compositions, the pupil who is eager for
knowledge will avail himself of the offer. Abraham
Lincoln walked miles for books on law. Nowadays,
thanks to American philanthropy, every hamlet has
its library and the opportunity for knowledge lies
right at our very elbows. It seems almost a crime
if students don’t avail themselves ~r the unlimited
opportunities that we have nowadays. What with
free recitals, libraries, lectures, traveling operas and
symphony
organizations
ct al.. opportunity is
brought to our door, whereas our fathers had to go
tar for their privileges.
Knowledge is power, as someone has said, but
mere is no open sesame, no royal road to it; it is
011 yi ,tb£OUg^ tabor and stick-to-it-iveness. If one
would have knowledge and power, one must be
willing to learn, and of learning there is no end.

GETTING A GRASP UPON A PIECE.
BY FRANCIS LINCOLN.
How difficult it is for some pupils to get a grasp
upon a new piece! They master small parts and
manage to struggle through other parts, but the
piece as a whole is at best a thing of patches.
It has no unity. They do not even consider the
piece as a whole, and the effect upon the hearer
is anything but pleasing or even satisfying.
What is more exasperating that a brilliant run
followed by a bungling passage, indicating that
much attention has been given to the run and that
the simpler passages have been sacrificed solely
to cultivate brilliancy. One of my pupils once took
up the hackneyed but tuneful “Thine Own,” of Gus¬
tav Lange. After two weeks’ practice I discovered
that she had been working upon the showy portions
of the piece and neglecting the easier parts to such
an extent that she was unable to play them effec¬
tively. I at once stopped practice upon the piece
and explained why. She was permitted to take the
piece up again after two or three months, and this
time there were no neglected parts.
A reporter of a newspaper was once interviewing
the famous theatrical producer, David Belasco. In
commenting upon the manager’s remarkable suc¬
cess, he said: “One of the reasons why you have
been so successful with your plays is that you
give such attention to trifles!” “Ah!” said Belasco,
“you are mistaken. I don’t know what a trifle is.
With me there are no trifles, everything is im¬
portant.”
Piano pupils are inclined to consider many es¬
sential things “trifles.” The result is that they never
get a grasp upon the whole piece. There is always
something wrong with it. The piece does not seem
like one whole piece but rather like a mosaic in
which several little parts are missing. After you
have practiced your piece for a time try to get a
grasp upon it as a whole, just as an artist stands
off from his picture and seeks a view, not as a
collection of details but as a finished product.
BIZET AT THE KEYBOARD.
We are not accustomed to thinking of the com¬
poser of “Carmen” as a pianist, but the following
anecdote from the London Musical Standard throws
new light upon the subject:
It may not be generally known that the French
composer, Bizet, possessed to a very high degree
two artistic qualities: a brilliant technique and an
extraordinary skill in score reading. On various
occasions he gave proof of this great ability. One
of the most interesting is the following:
Bizet’s fellow countryman, the composer Halevy,
who filled the position of secretary to the Academy
of Fine Arts in Paris, had gathered a few of his
friends at his house for a little supper. In the
circle were Liszt and Bizet. After they had finished
their repast, the company went to the host’s music
room. Gathered around the fireplace, which in¬
creased the charm of comfort, and with cigars and
coffee, the guests gave themselves up to an ani-j
mated conversation; finally Liszt seated himself at
the piano. The famous master played one of his
compositions which was unknown to those present.
He overcame its tremendous difficulties with the
customary audacity and strength. A storm of ap¬
plause followed the brilliant execution. Liszt ended
with a brilliant passage which seemed absolutely
impossible to mortal fingers. Every one pressed
around the great pianist, shaking his hands enthu¬
siastically and admiring not only his unequaled
playing, but praising also the clever composition,
which could have been written only by so masterful
a composer.
“\es,” replied Liszt, “the piece is difficult, terribly
difficult, and in all Europe I know only two pianists
who are able to play it with the interpretation which
belongs to it, and in the tempo which I have used,
Von Biilow and myself.”
Halevy, with whom Bizet had studied, had also
joined the circle around the piano and complimented
the master. Suddenly turning- to the young Bizet,
whose fine memory and ability he well knew, he said:
Did you notice that passage?” He accompanied
the question ^with a few chords which sketched the
passage in question, which had aroused his atten¬
tion. Accepting the implied invitation, Bizet took
his place at the piano, and, without the slightest
hesitation, repeated the passage which had drawn
out the admiration of his teacher.
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Liszt observed the clever youngster with aston¬
ishment, while Halevy, smiling slyly, could scarcely
suppress his joy over Liszt’s surprise.
“Just wait a moment, young man, just wait!” said
Liszt, interrupting. “I have the manuscript with me.
It will help your memory.”
The manuscript was quickly brought, and placed
upon the piano rack. Bizet, to the general astonish¬
ment, immediately took up the difficult piece, and
played it through to the final chord with a verve
and rapidity which no one had expected from him.
Not once was there a sign of weakness or hesita¬
tion. An enthusiastic and long clapping of hands
followed the playing! Halevy continued to smile,
enjoying to the full the triumph of his favorite pupil.
But Liszt, who always rose to an occasion and
was never chary of praise for others, stepped to
the young man’s side after the wave of applause
had subsided, pressed his hand in a friendly man¬
ner, and said with irresistible kindness, “My young
friend, up to the present time I believed that there
were only two men capable of overcoming the tre¬
mendous difficulties which I wrote in that piece,
but I deceived myself—there are three of us; and
I must add, in order to be just, that the youngest
of us is perhaps the cleverest and the most brilliant.”

SAINT-SAENS AS A PIANIST AND ORGANIST.
BY ISIDOR PHILIPP.
(Translated for The Etude.)
Saint-Saens was an infant prodigy. One of the
biographies of Saint-Saens reads as follows:
“In 1846 his mother gathered together in her
drawing-room some amateurs to hear her son play.
Stamaty, who was his teacher, played with him. as
a duet, a Mozart sonata, and accompanied him in
two concertos, by Hummel and Beethoven. SaintSaens also played several of Bach’s fugues. He did
so well that he at once made his debut at Pleyel’s.
He charmed everyone with his facility of technic,
his force, color and expression.”
Success followed immediately. In compositions of
the most different styles his comprehension of the
works was always equal to his facility in playing
them.
Such was Saint-Saens in his youth, such he is to¬
day. Listen to him play Beethoven’s E flat con¬
certo. Is it possible to play it more nobly, with a
more true and profound sentiment? The suppleness
and sureness of this great artist of seventy years is
so astonishing that in listening one does not ex¬
perience the inquietude usual in hearing difficult com¬
positions. The expression is always within the
limits of the purest taste. There is no pounding in
his technic; his articulation is simple, his arm free,
the touch attacked with such miraculous skill, that

•
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Saint-Saens produces a most beautiful legato, such
as our modern players do not seem to desire.
Under his fingers the piano is transformed. He has
the secret of the timbre of the orchestra, the charm
and persuasive accent of the voice.
His precision, rhythm, the nimbleness of his
fingers, the brightness of tone, the art of modulating
and shading infinite sound, the.assimilation of the
playing with the sentiment of the composition, is so
.perfect that it seems that the interpreter is also the
creator. These are the distinct qualities of the mar¬
velous virtuoso.
Gifted with a prodigious memory, Saint-Saens
was the evocateur of Bach, the truthful interpreter of
Mozart and Beethoven, the fiery and spiritual trans¬
lator of Liszt. He reproduced the fugues of Bach
by reconstructing their powerful architecture; he
gives to Mozart a grace and freshness, he reveals
the depth of Beethoven, he captivates with an in¬
conceivable audacity the traits of bravoure with
which Liszt enriched pianoforte literature, and plays
his own works, no less original than those of Liszt.
Saint-Saens’ work for the piano is extensive. He
has touched all kinds, and in many proved himself
superior to his predecessors.
His five concertos, “Africa, la Rapsodie d’Auvergne,” under different titles, are the most interest¬
ing for piano and orchestra. The first concerto (Op.
17) is charming and brilliant. But what a leap from
the first to the second (Op. 22). What originality,
what life, what force, what brightness, what color
in that work, which has good reason to be the mostplayed piece of the time. The three passages of the
concerto In E flat and the fourth in C minor shine
forth in their grandeur and power with the same
qualities as the second. The fifth, original, colored,
spiritual, in the second part, a Moorish rhapsodie of
delicate poesy in the first passage; of a virtuosity
so wonderful in the finale, will become the rival of
the second in the favor of virtuosos.
The etudes Op. 52 and hi are small masterpieces
of invention. Each page contains ingenious findings
in technic or sound. His transcriptions from Bach,
Haydn, Gluck, Beethoven (finale of the Ninth Quatuor, the chorus of Dervishes), of Gounod or Bizet
(“Scherzo of the Pecheurs de Perles”), as interesting
as those of Liszt or Alkan, retain their original poesy
and power. The shortest pieces, waltzes or mazurkas
the suite (Op. 90) “Isamailia,” “Romance,” are in
turn of a tender and delicate sentiment, colored or
powerful, but always of the finest type.
Saint-Saens has also written a series of works for
two pianos, which are variations upon a theme of
Beethoven, the spiritual “Scherzo,” the “Caprice
Arabe,” the “Polonaise Heroique.”
Saint-Saens is an incomparable organ virtuoso, and
by a prodigious science produces effects in color.
You should hear him play a paraphrase of Liszt on '
the choral from the “Prophet.” His improvisations
are charming, poetic, spontaneous, tender.
His
works for the organ, however, are few; the “Rhap¬
sodies Bretonnes” (Op. 7) are the chief.
RUBINSTEIN ON “MEMORY.”
The famous Russian pianist, Rubinstein, in his
autobiography (translated by Aline Delavo) tells
how his memory, at first a slave, latterly became a
tyrant. This is a common experience of virtuosi.
He wrote:
“My musical memory at the age of twelve, and for
many years later, in fact, until my fiftieth year, was
prodigious; but since then I have been conscious of
a growing weakness. I begin to feel an uncertainty;
something like a nervous dread often takes posses¬
sion of me while I am on the stage in the presence
of a large audience.One can hardly imag¬
ine how painful this sensation may be. I often fear
lest memory betray me into forgetfulness of a pas¬
sage, and that I may unconsciously change it.
“The public has always been accustomed to see me
play without notes, for I have never used them; and
I will not allow myself to rely upon my own re¬
sources or ability to supply the place of some for¬
gotten passage, because I know that there will
* always be many among my audiences who, being
familiar with the piece I am performing, will readily
detect any alteration. This sense of uncertainty
has often inflicted upon me tortures only to be com
pared with those of the Inquisition, while the public '
listening to me imagines I am perfectly calm Yes
this nervous agitation has developed itself since mv
fiftieth year.
J
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Hints, Suggestions and Advice Upon
“The Etude” Music for Students,
Teachers and Music Lovers
By PRESTON WARE OREM

LUTE AND MANDOLIN—L. SCHYTTE.
This is a dainty and characteristic ballet scene,
one of the more recent compositions of this talented
writer and teacher. L. Schytte, born in Denmark,
1856, has had a varied and busy career as con¬
cert pianist,’ composer and pedagogue, and has re¬
cently been added to the faculty of the Stern Con¬
servatory in Berlin. Many of his works have
achieved wide popularity. “Lute and Mandolin,” one
of his most genial inspirations, does not call for
extended comment. It is an idealization of several
of the dance rhythms peculiar to Southern Europe,
together with a clever imitation of tne plucking of
stringed instruments. In the first movement the
mandolin effect is prominent.
This movement
should be played rather deliberately and with grace
and delicacy. The second movement (Presto) is a
wild and frantic dance which should be played as
rapidly as possible, consistent with a clear execu¬
tion. This piece affords splendid study in style and
contrasted effects. It should* go well at recitals.
ALLEGRO, FROM QUARTET—W. A. MOZART.
Many movements from the concerted pieces of
Haydn and Mozart are peculiarly adapted for piano¬
forte transcription; in other words, the idioms are
more or less pianistic. The famous “Gipsy Rondo”
of Haydn (originally a Trio) is a conspicuous ex¬
ample of this fact; also, the popular “Minuet in E
flat” of Mozart. The “Allegro in F” in this number
is taken from one of Mozart’s string quartets. No.
10. It is in the usual classical rondo form. It
should be played in a simple, unaffected manner,
with clarity and precision, bearing in mind always
the effect of the stringed instruments. Observe
carefully the phrasing and all dynamic signs. This
will make an attractive study piece, serving as an
introduction to one of the larger classics.
THE CHRISTMAS PIECES.
The following three piano pieces have been se¬
lected as especially appropriate for the coming holi¬
day season: “In Merry Christmas Tide,” Gaide;
“Christmas Song,” Potjes; “Under the Mistletoe,”
Engelmann. Each will serve its particular purpose.
Gaide’s “In Merry Christmas Tide” is a typical
drawing-room piece, with its characteristic chiming
effects and expressive melodies. This piece would
be effective for Christmas entertainments or for
home playing. The themes must be well brought
out in a singing manner and the tinkling of the bells
must be carefully imitated.
Pctjes’ “Christmas
Song” is a composition of entirely different char¬
acter. This is a “song without words” for the piano¬
forte, pastoral in effect. The theme, first given out
in the treble, is assigned later to what may be termed
the “baritone register” of the pianoforte, and is
here to be brought out almost entirely by the thumb
of the right hand, the remaining fingers playing the
accompanying harmonies: a splendid example of the
art of singing as applied to piano playing. The mid¬
dle section reminds one of a quaint old Christmas
carol. This would make an excellent recital piece.
Engelmann’s “Under the Mistletoe” is of still an¬
other type. This is a lively waltz movement with a
suggestive title suitable for the Christmas party or
dance. Although easy to play, it is brilliant and
full of the holiday spirit. In addition to its value as
a teaching piece its rhythm is well adapted for danc¬
ing purposes.
PERPETUAL MOTION—F. HIMMELREICH.
This is a meritorious and really attractive piano
piece by a talented American player. The figure in
sixteenth notes upon which it is based is very
cleverly worked out and skilfully harmonized. This
number has been played by the composer in fre¬
quent recitals with brilliant effect.' It will make a
splendid concert solo or encore piece. As it lies so
well under the hands it will be possible for pupils
of but intermediate advancement to perform it ef¬
fectively after a reasonable amount of practice.
From a teaching standpoint it offers a pleasant
vehicle for study of velocity, touch and finger facility.
It should become very popular.
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CZARDAS—EDMUND PARLOW.
The “Czardas” is a wild Hungarian dance wit
sudden changes of tempo. It begins wit
a
slow movement (Lassu), full of ornamental flour¬
ishes, gradually merging into a livelier move
(Fris). Throughout both movements the sentiment
is martial and chivalric. The veteran composer and
teacher, Edmund Parlow, gives a fine example or a
modern “Czardas” in this, his most recent work.
The introductory slow movement must be played in
free style with flexible tempo. The allegro must be
taken briskly with firm accentuation. Pieces of this
type demand great variety in tone color in order to
bring out their picturesque qualities. This number
will amply repay careful study and practice.
BY MOONLIGHT—A. O. T. ASTENIUS.
This melodious composition presents several
unique features. The accompaniment should be
played in a rocking manner, suggesting the motion
of a boat, while the themes should be given out in
the manner of voices singing. At the nineteenth
measure the first theme is assigned to the alto,
while above it appears a “counter-theme.”
This
counter-theme is indicated by a series of short
dashes and dots combined. These signify a lesser
form of accent, meaning that the tones are to be
brought out with a pressure touch and slightly de¬
tached. Meanwhile the principal theme continues
on smoothly as at first. The second theme (Andante
cantabile) first appears in four-part harmony, like a
vocal quartet; then it is transferred to the lower
staff and becomes a baritone solo. After an interlude
the principal theme reappears in rippling arpeggios.
A very pretty and artistic bit of tone poetry.
RONDE NAPOLITAINE—H. WEYTS.
This is a taking drawing-room piece by a popular
modern composer, a dance movement in the Nea¬
politan style. It should be taken at a fairly rapid
pace, but with clear and distinct enunciation. The
pedal, as in most pieces of this type, should be used
sparingly, except in the middle section, where it may
be used to bind the melody tones and to furnish
harmonic background.
A JOLLY TOUR—G. HORVATH.
This is a bright little teaching or recreation piece
which affords opportunity for rhythmic study and
for the practice of a variety of touches. It will re¬
quire clear execution and tasteful interpretation.
The general effect' should be one of lightness and
gayety.
STORM AND STRESS—M. BISPING.
This is a characteristic study piece of much value.
It consists of two contrasting sections: the first,
chiefly based on chords and octaves; the second,
polyphonic. The first section calls for little com¬
ment; it requires a bold, free style and considerable
power. In the second section a number of inde¬
pendent voices are woven together in contrapuntal
style. This portion should be played very smoothly,
bringing out all the inner voices. It requires an
organ-like touch. Max Bisping, the composer, is a
well-known German educator.
FLOWERS OF THE ORIENT—A. E. WARREN.
This is a graceful and pretty waltz movement by
an American composer. It should be played in bril¬
liant style, not too fast, but with a steady swing.
All phrasing and dynamic signs must be duly ob¬
served. This piece will afford splendid finger
practice.
OJOS CRIOLLOS (FOUR HANDS)—L. M.
GOTTSCHALK.
This is the famous American pianist’s own duet
arrangement of one of his most popular numbers.
While it is usually known by its Spanish title, “Ojos
Criollos,” its English designation would be “Creole
Eyes.” It is an idealization of one of the character¬
istic Cuban dances, employing a familiar syncopated
Spanish rhythm and suggesting the twanging of the
banjo and guitar. The execution must not be hur¬
ried and the fascinating principal theme, assigned
first to one player and then to the other, must always
be brought into prominence. The banjo effect of
the accompanying figure must also be well carried
out. Observe the passage in which the left hand of
the Primo player crosses the right hand of the
Secondo, and note the beautiful and piquant tonecolor thereby obtained. The final passage in thirtysecond notes for the Primo is a continuous trill.

T)l. method of dividing a trill between the two
Jands is known as the “interlocking trill.” It is an
effective modern device giving peculiarly scintillatmg
ff ct It is really not difficult to execute. One has
only to keep the hands steadily rising and falling in
alternation in the manner of the player making a
“roll” on the kettle-drum. This trill must not be
clayed too noisily so as to obscure the principal
theme played by the Secondo player.

LUTE AND MANDOLIN
LAUTE UND MANDOLINE
A DRAMATIC SCENE

EFSTIVAL MARCH (PIPE ORGAN)—
C. TEILMANN.
This march has proven very popular as a piano
piece both in solo and duet form. As arranged for
the organ by Mr. Maxson it should be found very
useful. It is not difficult to execute, and it may be
played on organs of even limited scope with bril¬
liance and sonority of effect. The registration has
been carefully indicated and should be followed as
closely as possible. The dynamic signs should also
be carefully observed, as this march should be played
in a rather orchestral manner. Organists are always
in search of good postludes for festal occasions.
Here is one that should satisfy every demand.
THE VIOLIN NUMBERS.
There are two violin pieces this month, both by
American composers. As these pieces are in related
keys and of contrasting movement they might be
used together effectively as a double number. Violin
solos of the “Cradle Song” or “Lullaby” type are
much in vogue. This style of writing, in short lyric
numbers, seems especially suited to the instrument
Mr. Atherton’s “Cradle Song” is an admirable ex¬
ample, poetic in conception and tastefully har¬
monized.
Mr.
Franklin’s “Pizzicato Serenade”
affords a pleasing example of the use of the “pizzi¬
cato” device in an easy solo. Students will enjoy
both these pieces.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Three song novelties will be found in this issue.
As is fitting and seasonable, a new Christmas solo
is included, Mr. Stults’ “The Song the Angels Sang.”
This number should appeal to church singers; it is
a simple and unaffected, but very melodious and
expressive setting of some beautiful Christmas
verses. While not at all difficult, it goes with a
broad and festal swing and should prove extremely
effective in the hands of a good singer. Mr. Robert
Coverley’s “Two Eyes of Black” is a clever bit of
characteristic writing, in the early English manner.
This tuneful number should be sung in declamatory
style, giving due point to the piquancy of the verses.
It would make an excellent encore song. Davenport
Kerrison’s “Swing High, Swing Low” may be used
either as a solo or part-song. It is a fine example
of the “plantation lullaby,” quaint and touching.
Used as a part-song it may be sung either with or
without accompaniment.
FAIRY MUSIC.
Ancient myths and miracles have always been
favorite subjects for operas, and the lover of music
does not need to be told that several of our dra¬
matic composers have admirably succeeded in pro¬
ducing music of the fairies and of other aerial con¬
ceptions of the fancy. It is, however, not only in
their great operatic works, but even in ballads with
the accompaniment of the pianoforte, that we meet
with exquisitely enchanting strains of rairy music.
Take, for instance, Franz Schubert’s “Erl-King,” or
arl Lcewe s “Herr Oluf.” Nor have some com¬
posers been less happy in music of this description
entirely instrumental. Mendelssohn’s overture to
A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” his first orchestral
work of importance, and perhaps his best, seems
to depict the fairies dancing in a ring on a rooonig t night. But probably no composer has written
instrumental pieces which might be classed with
fairy music so beautifully as Beethoven has. The
Largo assai in his pianoforte Trio in D major, Op.
f0, ^ L remarkable instance. Beethoven does not
head this movement with words intimating that he
!
t0 teH a fhiry-tale in tones. Very possibly
e 1 not think of the fairies when he composed
this wonderful music. Be this as it may, it conveys an impression more- analogous to the effect
pro uced by some of our best fairy-tales than is the
case with many compositions which avowedly were
suggested by such stories.
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The Teachers’ Round Table
KERRISON

CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY
The Teacher*’ Round Table is “The Etude’s ” Department of Advice for Teachers. If you
have any vexing problem in your daily work write to the Teachers' Round Table,
and if we feel that your question demands an answer that will be of interest
to our readers we will be glad to print your questions and the answer

CLASS WORK.
“I have read the essay on “Class versus Private
Teaching” in The Etude for August with much
Interest. I would like to try the class work, but
have no well-defined Ideas regarding method of pro¬
cedure. I think an article in The Etodb explaining
minutely the best method of starting a class would
be of great benefit to many teachers. Will you give
me the title of a class book that would help to
guide a teacher who Is Inexperienced In class work?
“2. Will you please give me any suggestions that
would be likely to help me in trying to correct nerv°U"8?SWhat Is the best method of developing an
‘ear’ for music In a pupil wholly incapable of
recognizing different Intervals on the piano, hut who
plays second grade music fairly well, although me¬
chanically? She cannot memorize the simplest
piece, although bright In other ways. She Is anx¬
ious to continue her studies, but has been advised

a.
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1. Class work may be conducted in two ways.
The piano has been taught in classes of four or
six, in which cases the students each recite ten or
fifteen minutes, according to the number in the class.
When not reciting, pupils can simply look on, getting
what benefit they can from the teacher’s criticisms
of the various players in turn.
The second way consists in such lessons as apply
equally to every pupil, like the recitations in school,
and which do not require much individual training.
You can readily understand that as soon as the
training must become individual, that is, when the
pupil is advancing to the point where he is playing
etudes and pieces, and needs special attention in
his hand training by means of exercises specially
adapted to his requirements, the lessons can no
longer be made general. My impression of kinder¬
garten work, in which the children are taught in
classes, is that it gives them a thorough knowledge
of the elements of music, knowledge so essential to
musicianship, and yet so neglected in the teaching
of many instructors, and so lays the groundwork
for the individual training that will come later.
Even preliminary hand and finger training, such
drill as beginners should always receive away from
the keyboard, upon a table, could easily be managed
in classes, although they would need to be small if
the work of each child was to be carefully watched.
For a knowledge of this elementary teaching as used
by the kindergartners you would better write to
some of the kindergarten teachers whose advertise¬
ments you will find in the advertising columns of
The Etude. I know of no published books along
this line, and do not know of any other way in
which you can inform yourself. An article going
into the minutiae of this, as you request, would re¬
quire the entire issue of The Etude, if not even
more.
2. The pupil should be in the best of health, must
have absolute control of fingers for the music he is
attempting to learn, must know his music with abso¬
lute thoroughness before trying to play it for others.
Then let him play frequently for a small number
of sympathetic listeners who will make appreciative
comments on his music, such comment being de¬
cidedly encouraging. As confidence is gradually ac¬
quired, let him try a larger and less personally in¬
terested audience.
3- Give much drill on the individual tones of the
scale, and let the pupil sing them also if possible.
Then give drill on the intervals, spending much
time on the small ones, playing at various pitches.
Let the pupil try to name them as you play them,
and also teach her to sing them. Teach her the
major second, or step, for example. Strike various
keys and let the pupil sing the tone and its second.
Practice in this manner with all the intervals, pro¬
ceeding very slowly, however. For the memorizing,
she will have to begin on short phrases of two or
four measures. Take a simple tune in which the
Phrases are very marked and short, and let her learn
fhem one at a time. Work along this line until she
can pass on to more difficult phrases and periods.

STIFF FINGERS.
“As a constant reader of the Round Table, may I
in turn ask a few questions?
“1. I have a beginning pupil about sixteen years
old. Her fingers are very stiff. Would you advise
the use of finger exercises at once? Is there any
book for beginners that is particularly interesting
to pupils of that age, or snail I use one of the
‘methods’?
“2. Do piano pupils, even those having taken
but a year’s lessons, receive any benefit from playaccompaniments to the mandolin?
“3. One of my pupils refuses to practice the
scales daily, maintaining that she knows them.
While it is true that she can play them correctly
in moderate tempo, should she not continue to prac¬
tice them every day ? Should she now begin to play
them in contrary motion?
“4. Could we not have something more In The
Etude In regard to teaching children In classes?”
1. Teaching a person to play the piano might not
inaptly be termed, conducting a hand gymnasium.
That is what it practically is, or should be. Playing
pieces well depends entirely on the condition of the
hand and its muscles. Control of these muscles can
only be obtained after prolonged practice on exer¬
cises, and it is as essential for the would-be piano
player to work over them as it is for the gymnast
to work over his arm muscles. Stiffness is due,
either to lack of sufficient and proper cultivation of
the muscles, or a physical condition that is difficult
to overcome. Some hands are naturally so hard that
it is impossible to loosen them up. I once had a
case that almost amounted to ossification of the
joints, and hence piano playing was an impossibility.
The case you mention would be much benefitted by
a course of finger training away from the piano
until a free control of the muscles is acquired.
Simple exercises and plenty of them should be prac¬
ticed at the keyboard, and entirely without notes,
in order that the mind may be concentrated directly
upon the muscular processes. You can select suit¬
able finger exercises from Plaidy. Have you tried
the Standard Graded Course? Used with Plaidy, I
think you will find that it will answer all require¬
ments and prove interesting to the student.
2. Playing accompaniments is always a benefit to
young players. I see no reason why much good
might not be gained from playing accompaniments
to a mandolin. Of course, an experienced pianist
would find it monotonous.
3. The scales should be practiced daily through¬
out one’s piano-playing career. It is not a question
of “knowing them.” The better one knows them
the more fitted to practice them and the greater the
benefit that will be received from the practice. They
are, when practiced with flexible muscles, invaluable
for muscle training. Besides, one never acquires
absolute perfection. There is always greater veloc¬
ity and evenness to be considered. The scales should
be played in contrary motion, as well as in thirds,
sixths and tenths.
4. See elsewhere in this number of the Round
Table.
HESITATING PLAYERS.
“Kindly answer these questions for me:
“1. What may he done for hesitancy in a pupil’s
playing? I have a girl who Is a very rapid reader,
but who, when she plays at a rapid tempo, hesitates
very badly, I am very much worried about It, as
I have been told by a very good musician that It
will be Impossible to correct the fault, as It Is a
result of neglect of outside education. This girl has
graduated from the grammar grades.
“2. In first reading notes, does It matter If
a child reads partially by the distances between
notes and by fingering? I have noticed that some
of my pupils are playing In this way, but It does
not seem to have done them any harm.”
If defective piano playing was a result of defective
education in outside branches, I am afraid we should
have much more poor playing than we hear at pres¬
ent. I cannot agree with your “good musician,” for
I have heard many small children play delightfully
who were far too young to have acquired any edu¬
cation. Furthermore many very glib players are
very deficient in knowledge of every kind, even in
regard to their own art. Your pupil’s hesitation may
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be due to one of two things: an insufficient tech¬
nique, or a stuttering brain. Have you never noticed
that people who stammer can avoid it by talking
very slowly, and that the faster they attempt to
talk, the more marked the stuttering? Such a thing
is not unknown in music. The first thing to do
is to develop more velocity in technique. All
standard exercises should be worked up to as rapid
a tempo as possible by means of the metronome,
taking everything at a slow tempo, and gradually in¬
creasing notch by notch. This ought to help very
much. Next, you should not permit her to play any¬
thing at a faster tempo than she can play without
stumbling. But for a time try using the metronome
with her pieces also, working them up a notch at
a time, stopping at the point where it is impossible
to go farther without hesitation.
2. This will do.no harm if the student is taught
to read the notes quickly and with accuracy as time
goes on and she becomes familiar with them. Some
methods teach the first exercises simply by figures,
from one to five representing the five fingers, and
of course remaining over five keys. This is an ex¬
cellent idea, as 't enables the pupil to concentrate
his attention almost entirely upon the correct finger
motions at a very critical time in his progress. It
is very difficult for a child (and for a grown person,
for that matter) to fix his mind upon correct finger
action when trying to puzzle out the notes, which to
everyone are at first simply a series of hieroglyphics.
If the pupil does not, after beginning to play from
the notes, gradually begin to acquire facility in read¬
ing them, he will soon be in a bad way, and will find
reading at sight an impossibility. Accuracy would
also be out of the question, for the pupil by him¬
self would never know whether he was getting the
notes right or not. Therefore you will only need to
watch your pupils carefully and see that they grad¬
ually acquire facility in reading the notes, just as
you direct their improvement along all lines.
SLOW PUPILS.
“Please accept my most grateful thanks for the
helpful answers you have given me from time to
time in the Round Table. Will you please help me
to solve these problems?
“1. I have been under the Impression that when
two notes of the same degree are under a slur and
dot, the second Is to he played, the dot being used
to distinguish the slur from a tie. Am I right?
“2. I am much worried over pupils who, though
trying hard, make very slow progress. It seems to
me parents do not realize what it means to become
a musician, and I often feel that I ought to go to
the mothers of these little plodders and tell them
that their children have little chance of becoming
musicians. This, however, would be most awkward
for me In many ways. I do not wish to be a mere
mercenary teacher, while at the same time I do not
wish to unduly discourage patrons.”
1. You are right in your own answer to your first
question.
2. You are expending energy unwisely when you
worry excessively over pupils who are slow, for they
are very numerous. You should be more like the old
lady in Boston who was always saying that she had
ceased worrying about the “inevitable and the im¬
mutable.” If you do your best for such pupils you can
do no more than Spend a reasonable amount of sym¬
pathy upon them. If the fault is yours, you have
true cause for worry, otherwise not, for with many
the slowness of progress is insuperable. Study your
own methods to find out where they are faulty, and
whether you are teaching in the best manner possi¬
ble or not.
It does not follow that you are mercenary because
you number among your pupils those whose prog¬
ress is slow. Neither does it follow that it would
be a good plan for them to give up their study. All
who study cannot become musicians. But this class
of pupils may through their musical study develop
a taste for music that was wholly lacking in the
beginning. They may eventually come to possess
a discriminating appreciation for the best in music,
even though unable to perform. During all their
study the ear is being trained, and they are thereby
receiving much benefit. If many of the unmusical
children could be kept at music study for a number
of years, it would result in the general standard of
taste in the community being raised. It would be
an enormous good to music if it could be taught in
the same manner as literature. Few that study
literature, in or out of school, have any idea of
writing or becoming authors. The desired end is
attained if they acquire a love for good books. It
should be the same in music. Children should be
trained for the sake of acquiring a love for music.
The time may eventually come when this may be
possible. Attempts toward this end are constantly
being made. No systematic course of instructic i
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along this line has ever been laid out, however, and
put in practice, but it has been many times advo¬
cated. You should not think, therefore, that the
time of these slow pupils is being wasted. Even
though their parents may be too uncultivated to be
able to understand the force of what you might say
in this connection, nevertheless, when the children
grow up they will have a much more intelligent
appreciation of music, and may belong to that very
useful class of the community known as music
lovers. Without the musical instruction which you
have given them while young they might have
passed through life deaf to the beauty there is in
music.
The majority of unmusical people are unmusical
because of a lack of this training. It does not take
a very large amount of study to acquire a love for
beautiful music from the standpoint of the listener.
Thousands have grown to love it just from hearing
their children practice. One reason the mother is
frequently more musical than the father is that she
spends her time at home where she hears the prac¬
tice, while the father at work or business rarely
hears it.
MUSICAL SIGNS.
called which consists of two dots
And In another place there were

“There Is another sign that pu
almost like an accent, but I do no
It Is found In the eighth lesson
Course, second grade.’

le. It Is
it is one.
Standard

A dot adds one-half to the value of the note
which it follows. Therefore the value of a dotted
quarter is a quarter and one eighth. A second dot
adds one-half to the preceding one. In the fore¬
going case it would be one sixteenth. This applies
also to the four dots which are puzzling you. The
upper two belong to the B flat, and the lower two to
the G. The value of these notes, therefore, is a
quarter, plus an eighth and a sixteenth. You will
observe that the full time of two quarter notes
is completed by the sixteenth note that follows
the dots. You must exercise care and play the
sixteenths accurately, and not, as is commonly and
carelessly done, like an eighth.
The other sign that troubles you indicates a sharp
staccato. This sign is not as much used as it was
a few years ago, the ordinary staccato mark being
generally deemed sufficient.
SHARPS AND FLATS.
“In Czerny’s One Hundred Progressive S?
Op. 139, on page 62, exercise 92, there are
flats In the first part of the exercise, and five
In the second part. The latter is In G sharp
In what key Is the former? The notes a
same in both.”
Two ways of writing the same tones, called an
enharmonic change. It is written thus in order to
give the pupil practice in reading the two methods
of writing the same tones. To avoid trouble in
future you will only need to remember in such cases
that the complementary flat key to any sharp key
will find its keynote on the opposite name of the
same tone. The opposite name to G sharp is A
flat. Therefore, in your example the first key is
A flat minor. The relative major to G sharp minor
is B major with five sharps. The relative major
to A flat minor would be C flat major with seven
flats, a key, however, that is not in use. Even a
modulation leading into that key would ordinarily,
unless the excursion into the key be a very
transient one, be written in the enharmonic B
major. You are guilty of an error in nomenclature
in your question. The notes cannot be the same,
otherwise there would be no difference in the
printed page. What you meant to say was that
the keys were the same in both cases. I mention
this for the reason that the error of speaking of
the keys as notes is such a common one. Notes,
tones, keys—each refers to a different thing. Notes
are the printed symbols representing audible sounds
of fixed pitch called tones, and keys are the means
provided for producing these tones from the wires.
"In Schubert’s pianoforte music, perhaps even more
than in his other compositions, we find a Slavic trait,
which he was the first to introduce prominently into
art-music, namely, the quaint alternation of major and
minor within the same period.”—Dvorak.

Letters From Our Readers
Comments upon Important Matters in the Musical
Educational Field by Active Workers

CONSCIENTIOUS TEACHING.
To the Editor of The Etude:
Will you kindly forward this letter throug h
columns* to several thousand young
all over the country? It is especially to the you g
country girl with a little musical knowiedge and
desire to impart it to others that I wish, to p
To these young people I say, by all means teach
what Jou knoTto others, but be conscientious
about it. Do not merely sell for fifty cents an hour
of your society at the northeast corner of the piano.
Pupils pay for the time, it is true, but give what they
cannot buy—your interest, sympathy and encourag
mTeach the boys as well as the girls, for their music
will mean many a pleasant evening later in lite
Both men and women realize more and more every
day that the musician stands in the front rank of a
educators who are working for the betterment of
humanity. You have the opportunity to credit your¬
self with a portion of this betterment, so take
advantage of it.
.....
It is rarely advisable to teach any music which is
not fingered, and stand constantly on guard to see
that only the finger which is designated is^used on
its particular note. If you have an old “method
with American (English) fingering (x for the
thumb, etc.), throw it away. If you have a favorite
melody in an old book, unfingered, mark the finger¬
ing before learning and use only this fingering.
Do not start a pupil in any but a beginner’s book,
no matter how tempted you are to get rid of a set of
studies you find a white elephant on your hands.
Be careful in this respect or some other teacher will
say hard things about you.
One of my first pupils, a very bright girl, came to
her first lesson with Czerny Op. 299 under her arm.
Upon finding this too hard for her I asked if she
had any other studies. “O, no!” she said.
“I
haven’t finished this book yet. Miss Blank started
me in it two years ago.” She had actually learned
her notes from it! I still have a sneaking admiration
for her and pronounce her a wonder that she
learned at all!
Have your pupils practice slowly and, above all,
memorize slowly, a note at a time. Do not allow
your pupils to play their piece over and over hoping
that some time or somehow they will stick in the
memory.
Edyth H. Grasse.
THE CARE OF THE HANDS.
To the Editor of The Etude.
Every reader of The Etude knows how impos¬
sible it would be to produce clear, brilliant playing
with the hand encased in a kid glove, yet there
are many students who, especially in winter, strive
to attain, a good technique when the skin’of the
hand is in a stiff, rough, unpliable condition, re¬
sembling the unyielding glove.
It is to these misguided ones that I would address
at once a warning and an easy guide to better things
M c°ur.se’ ,no teacher allows any but the neatest
of hands during a lesson, but even the tiniest pupil
S, '*? t0, feel a P"de in keeping immaculate
hands and nails even without supervision.
In the first place, the making of good winter
hands must begin before the autumn leaves depart;
that is, have your hands in good condition and the
attacks of Jack Frost will be easily repulsed
Avoid dust as far as possible!
Should you fair pianiste, find it necessarv to
assist m household duties, purchase several pairs of
cheap white cotton gloves, rather larrre
*
may perform many tasks without discomfort The
gloves are easily laundered and the r™T The
face makes them really more desirahlo fh jSUF'
work than the expensive rubber gloves
f dUSty
Choose a good, pure, mild soap—cheao snao ■
meal oyr even
S *V^n-and keep Tlhtl^oa"'
meal or even cornmeal, to cleanse the hands tv'
is of especial assistance to school
Th,s
find it hard to get rid of the diet
°} c*1I*dren who
chalk of school
6 dlrt and> sti» more, the
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Beginning in the summer time, rub well mto the
hands every night a small quantity of good cold
cream_a reliable greaseless cream may be pur.
chased for nineteen cents a jar—and massage the
hands thoroughly for some minutes. A faithful per.
formance of this trifling task will, before long, re.
suit in a surprising improvement in flexibility.
As the weather grows colder, change the treat¬
ment by soaking the hands in warm water before
massaging and, if you can manage it, give them
a rub during the day, using, perhaps, some witchhrzel jelly, which sinks directly into the skin.
'Should this treatment be begun early, nothing
will be needed, but if the hands should have
been allowed to become chapped, try the old-fash¬
ioned remedy of mutton tallow for a night or two,
wearing loose cotton gloves, and follow with this
simple and economical treatment.
Purchase a five-cent bottle of vaseline and ten
cents’ worth of glycerine. Use a small dot of
vaseline and a few drops of glycerine nightly and
the skin will become soft, white and flexible.
Scholars frequently state that they cannot afford,
and are not allowed to purchase, expensive cold
creams, but the latter treatment shows wonderfully
quick results, and, as the quantities named last
several months, is within the grasp of the poorest.
In addition to the useful nail brush, a pair of
sharp scissors must be kept and the nails trimmed
so that they will not click while playing.
In conclusion, let me warn all pianists to beware
of hangnails. Should one appear, it must be in¬
stantly and carefully trimmed with the scissors; a
hanging nail or even a loose bit of skin, carelessly
pulled off, often produces a painful rising and may
thus necessitate a week or more of idleness.
M. C. Carrington.
PUPILS SHOULD BE TAUGHT AS
INDIVIDUALS.
To the Editor of The Etude:
No two children can be taught on the same basis.
We formulate rules for one child, but they c;
e the horizon
fit the case of another. Do w<
exactly as our neighbor sees it?
Given the same landscape, do any two of us see
exactly the same things? As horizons differ, and
the sense of perspective varies in different persons,
so children manifest different degrees of receptivity.
One child has a vivid imagination; another is
methodical and logical; another has little power of
concentration. Each child must be met on his own
plane and his needs must be understood. Prodigies
show a sort of sixth sense—a rare tonal receptivity.
Even when they do' not hear great models they
play with rare insight. They are not only imitative
—they are often creative, fanciful, seeming to com¬
pass great difficulties with little effort.
What is conscious effort in the case of the un¬
sifted is spontaneous impulse with the gifted. This
does not mean that the gifted do not require direc¬
tion. No one requires more. They are receptive
to an astonishing degree, but if music study is to
be deduced into a science with them they must
follow logical processes of development and be
guided so that all their powers will be developed
proportionately. Now the gifted child sometimes
arrives at conclusions almost at a bound. He
does not reason things out because he does not
have to, but it is well to call his attention to the
steps by which he came to his conclusions, in other
words, the gifted child must ordinarily be treated
analytically, while the plodder builds bis edifice
brick by brick. Teachers are often deceived by
great imitative powers in children and quite as
often deceived by great technical predisposition—
that is to say, by clever hands. Neither of these are
evidences of genius nor of a high degree of men¬
tality when considered apart from other powers very
necessary to true musical development.
I have very few pupils ranging from seven to
twelve years of age who possess the power c0
centration, very few who phrase well intuitiveIn America we do not find geniuses ready ® j
One thing is certain among all children: the 0
ear can be and should be quickened: a co
- mental, picture can be induced in a child a*
'
and this does away with careless and slovenly r
mg, as. well as lack of concentration. The c
mind is a camera. Tonal impressions shou
accurate from the first. Again, the child’s ,n.
gence and judgment play an important part m
musical development.
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THE TREATMENT OF THE
VOWEL.
It is a mistake to hold, and in teach¬
ing to act upon, the idea that this or
that vowel cannot be snng in its abso¬
lute purity, with exactness. With these
ideal conditions present:
Controlled Breath:
r Larynx, Neck,
Perfect freedom of j Tongue, Palate,
l Jaw, Lips,
the singer can sing any vowel sound
in its absolute purity, because under
such conditions the instrument is free
to make the many and subtle adjust¬
ments of the parts essential to those
uses of resonance chambers which re¬
sult in the intensification of certain
“overtones” of the fundamental tone,
which intensification produces
the
vowel—first one vowel, and then,
with a change of intensification of over¬
tones, some other vowel.
But does the artistic singer really
always desire the closest purity of
vowel sound at extreme high or low
pitches? What is desired is a musical,
that is, an agreeable, sound.
Take the English “Long E,” as in
feet (Continental I), for example.
This vowel exhibits, in its pure, exact
form and quality, the result of the in¬
tensification of a comparatively high
series of overtones. At middle pitches,
sounded purely, it is agreeable. As the
pitch rises, in singing the scale, the
vowel, if delivered with absolute purity,
exactitude, becomes more and more
shrill, because of the increased acute¬
ness of the fundamental and of the
overtones, until it ceases to be an agree¬
able musical sound.
It is not at this point a question of
ability to sing the vowel at this high
pitch with freedom of the parts and
fidelity to the vowel form. It is a ques¬
tion of musicality, of agreeableness, of
artistic value. The genuine artist, pos¬
sessing a cultivated ear for vocal tone,
consciously or unconsciously modifies
the form or quality of this vowel, from
pitch to pitch of the scale, as he sings
upward, so that when he arrives at a
note which is in the high part of his
range the vowel, while still clearly dis¬
tinguishable as the vowel EE, and no
other,' nevertheless retains an agree¬
able quality of sound. The extremely
high overtones have been modified,
more prominence has been given to a
lower series, thus enriching the tonequality on the vowel EE. This is not
changing one vowel for another be¬
cause the singer, by reason of a poor
method of tone production, is really un¬
able to sing the pure vowel at a high
pitch. It is making use of a quality of
tone which is musical in its nature, and
free, plastic medium for further colormg, according to the emotional content
°f the text and music. ’ If a man sings
with such constriction of the vocal in¬
strument that, upon reaching the upper
range of his tones, he is obliged to sing
AW when he means to sing AH, or
AH when he means EE, that is an ent,rely different matter. He had better
re°rganize his method and learn to sing
'v ith breath control and freedom of the
Parts of the vocal instrument. He will

then find himself able to sing any vowel
he chooses in its purity and exactitude.
Only such singers as have mastered the
control of the outgoing breath in sing¬
ing, so as to be able to leave the parts
of the vocal instrument in responsive
freedom in the act of emitting tone and
pronouncing, are able to modify the in¬
tensity of the overtones on the vowel
at high pitches without distorting the
vowel, and further, to give the appro¬
priate tone coloring for the varying
shades of emotion on the vowels. To
methodically change the vowels at high
pitches into AW or AH, as some do,
is to distort the vowel, make many
words unintelligible, and (to the keen
critic) to make confession of a faulty
method, or of a good method but partly
mastered, as the case may be.
On the other hand, to deliver each
vowel as it appears in the successive
syllables of a word with mechanical ex¬
actitude, with absolute purity, at all
pitches, is to make certain that some
tones at some pitches will lack richness
and nobility.
To many singers the vowel EE, with
its cousins, short or close i, as in pity,
e as in let, and the combination eh-i,
as in the a of fate, offer a particular
difficulty. But this is usually because
of individual speech habits. These
vowels are by such persons habitually
spoken with a thin, brilliant, harsh
sound, indicative of rigidity of tongue
and palate, and a too high position of
the larynx, with resultant too great
prominence of high overtones. These
conditions are absolutely opposed to
those laid down as necessarily prece¬
dent to the musical production of tone
on these vowels at any pitch and par¬
ticularly at extreme pitches.
The first thing for such singers to do
is to gain a concept of good tone qual¬
ity on these vowels, together with such
a mastery of the outgoing breath as
makes it possible to leave the parts of
the instrument in absolute freedom
while uttering any and all vowel sounds.
On such a mastery it is possible, by
means of proper exercises, to establish
the habit of leaving the parts of the
vocal instrument in absolute freedom
from rigidity while singing these, and
other vowels, with the result that the
vowel EE can be sung at high pitches
with the utmost purity—exactness—if
desired, or modified and colored for
artistic purposes.
Further: take the word

out distorting these vowels, or render¬
ing them unintelligible (surrendering
their individuality), they will partake
somewhat of the color of the vowel
AH, which is the “Mother vowel.” He
is able to do this if he is master of the
outgoing breath and of that accom¬
panying freedom of the parts of the
vocal instrument to which allusion has
been made.
Now we have an approximation to¬
ward an evenness of tone throughout
the syllables of the word, which is as
desirable for artistic singing as is the
legato delivery of the words of the sen¬
tence or the pitches of the phrase.
Upon this artistic delivery, this
smooth-flowing succession of vowels
in the syllables, may be superimposed
what is called the “emotional coloring.”
In its highest exhibition this coloring
is the spontaneous product of a truly
musical temperament, a fine imagina¬
tion, a capacity for deep feeling. The
word “imagination” may be delivered
with an emotional tone color expressive
of great sadness, or of its opposite,
great joy, retaining at the same time,
in either case, the individuality of the
vowels, the musical quality of tone,
and the smooth flow of one syllable
into another.
THE CRAZE FOR HIGH TONES.
BY F. W. WODELL.

It is quite right to work for the full¬
est development of the vocal range. If
the Creator has endowed a vocalist
with a voice which soars away up
above the “high C” with ease and
fluency, well and good. But it is ever
to be remembered that the very high¬
est tones of the woman’s voice have
less value for the purposes of emotional
expression in singing than the tones
of the great ’middle range. The most
valuable quality of the human voice is
not that which enables the singer to
astonish, as, for instance, unusually
powerful tones, extraordinary facility
in florid singing, or extremely high
tones, but the power to convey and
arouse emotion by means of the sen¬
suously beautiful and fervent tone.
There are sopranos who can emit tones
above the “high C,” some even up to
the G above that note, but it is not
often found that such extreme notes
have any tonal beauty, to say nothing
of expressiveness.
A vocalist for
whom the claim was made that she
could sing higher than any soprano,
past or present, once sang a number
in the hearing of a good critic in which
she reached the “high G” above re¬
ferred to, but her highest tones were
reported as “most filamentous and
phantasmal, sounding like the ghost of
notes,” while the fundamental part of
her voice proved to be really good and
gave pleasure. Let the young singer
build up her great middle range, make
it as full, musical and expressive as
possible, and the high tones, those
which properly belong to the voice,
If sung on one pitch with absolute will need but comparatively little spe¬
fidelity to each vowel this word would cial exercise, and will be available
give for the first vowel (i), bright color, when needed.
with comparatively thin tone; for the
second vowel (a), the sound of AH, as
THE MODERN REPERTOIRE
in Father, a round, somewhat dark, rich
AND ITS DEMANDS.
tone; for the third vowel, again the (i);
for the fourth vowel the (a), a combi¬
A writer in the New York Times, re¬
nation of eh (e as in let) and (i), the ferring to a symposium on singing and
tone being sustained upon the first ele¬ the modern operatic repertoire in the
ment, a rather bright, and somewhat Berlin Signale, says:
thin tone; for the fifth (u), the sound
“The singers are thus between the
of u in cut, a form of AH, a somewhat devil and the deep sea. They must de¬
dark, rich tone.
vote years of the hardest study to mas¬
The artistic singer, consciously or tering the principles and the applica¬
unconsciously, will not so deliver the tion of the ‘bel canto,’ and when they
word, but will modify the vowels (i) have mastered them they come upon
and (e) in such a manner as that, with¬ the stage and find that the operas
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they are best prepared to sing do not
appeal to the public, and that they have
still much to do to learn the declama¬
tory, dramatic style in which modern
operas are written. Worse yet, these
modern operas (in which they must
sing if they would meet the public
taste) perhaps tend to undermine the
principles of pure vocalization, or at
least fail to maintain the principles
upon which -correct singing depends.
Declamation can, for a time, be more
or less successfully, or, at least, plau¬
sibly, practiced by imperfectly formed
or unfinished singers; but none may
ever attempt the florid style without a
high degree of technical mastery.
“It needs only a glance over the re¬
cent operatic lists to perceive the dis¬
taste of the public for all except a few
of the old operas in this style that have
been revived as vehicles for favorite
sopranos and tenors. Besides Mozart’s
operas, which rest upon a very differ¬
ent basis, there are ‘La Traviata,’
‘Lucia,’ ‘Rigoletto,’ ‘II Trovatore,’ ‘The
Barber of Seville’ and ‘Martha,’ which
still keep public interest. Per contra,
the public has viewed with varying de¬
grees of indifference ‘I
Puritani,’
‘Ernani,’ ‘Un Ballo in Maschera,’ ‘La
Sonnambula,’ ‘Dinorah,’ ‘Lakme,’ and
even such sparkling comedies as
TElisir d’Amore,’ ‘Don Pasquale’ and
‘Fra Diavolo.’
“It is, of course, theoretically possi¬
ble that singers correctly trained in the
methods of Italian song should.keep
so strict a guard upon their method,
their practice and their performances
night after night, even if they sing in
‘dramatic’ operas, that they will not
fall into the evil ways and follow the
broad path of negligence that leads to
vocal destruction. But, as has been
pointed out by the editor of the
Signale in the discussion to which he
invited Lamperti to contribute, it is
only the rare and exceptional singer of
whom this can be expected. ‘A few,’
he says, ‘whose voice, technique, musi¬
cal intelligence, will power and indus¬
try reach far above the average, ^may
be able to unite in their singing’ the
most beautiful technique and the most
powerful dramatic expression; but the
great majority cannot do this.’ ”
The lesson for those students who
aspire to operatic honors is this: Study
to acquire the correct and comprehen¬
sive vocal technique, and then, by your
good work in the modern repertory,
show that you are one of the com¬
paratively few who can retain your cor¬
rect production and yet do justice to
the demands of the modern “dramatic”
style of operatic composition.

HOW TO PREVENT COLDS.

When a singer remarks that she is
“always catching cold,” there is good
reason to think that all is not right
with her diet, habits and environment.
If those vocalists who are plagued by
a susceptibility to “colds” will stop
to think about it, they will notice that,
as a rule, they catch cold most easily
when they are “all tired out,” or “run
down.” That is to say, when the vital
resistance is weakened, the general
tone lowered by exposure, fatigue or
excesses. Dr. N. P. Barnes, of Wash¬
ington, D. C., in a paper read before
the Tuberculosis Congress, observes:
“Pe expressions ‘catching cold, ‘cold in the
head, chest and back,’ mean nothing to the
trained mind. If the mucous membranes are
free, open, well drained and healthy, there
lweringnof "rS&tane^b^E^pos^re^to^atmo*
pheric changes or fatigue or hunger to
si'lltTstorI?hteumaItri0smUCtl0n °* bronchltls‘ tonh
prevent colds observe the proper
tlie skin and mucous membrane
avoid fatigue, long hunger, dust, bad air!
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ticing breathing gymnastics (and these
should be part of the daily work of
every singer) the breath should be exhaled, as well as inhaled, through
i , the
uhv
--- cooled
nose. “The turbinates are
by
inhalation, warmed by exhalation, and
dust caught on the nasal hair and mucous membrane will be blown out inThis
stead of drawn further in.” _ This
method of breathing, combined with
washing” of.the Hning ofjhe
nasal passages and throat t
some simple antiseptic solution, as one
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it clean, will be of much benefit in pre¬
venting nasal and throat ^°“bles- £
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sist him to focus his attention upon the
characteristics of each. Thus he may
be led t0 observe and compare and to
form for himself an ideal of tonal
beauty toward which he is tojmL
D
y
with his own voice. Without stl
such an
ideal
is working
more
^ he^
^ ^
.g or
^ less in the
him to think first and then sing; to
hold always in mind a tone of beauti-

ful quality, and to will the realization
, , • -*
t-:„ —n vojce jr.
tHE POSITION OF THE UPPER
7
A
vr- TTnfler in the work al- oi ms
‘
his c n tone, reject-o. ing that which may, by accident, turn
There are good reasons for keeping ready referred to, says. -Th.
***'-{ ““re
the body well-poised, the upper chest closely the laws of v
found out to be unbeautiful, and receiving
the whole figure balanced on the observed the more reasons a
satisfacti0n when his concept of
measurably realized
b*ah of either foot, and alert. In the for developing a voluminous chest ana
first place such a carriage presents
pleasing appearance and wins a mea

acid; dissolve these in a pint of boil¬
ing water; add one teaspoonful of
fifty per c< t. solution of carbolic acid;
add a pint of water, making one quart
in all. Use with a small glass douche,
which may be purchased at a . drug
store for a few cents, first adding a
little warm water to the portion of the
mixture poured into the douche as
cold water introduced into the nasal
passages is likely to cause irritation.
r WILL
DEVELOPMENT OF THEi, Wl L..
Many failures on the part of vocal
students are attributable to a lack o
will power. Let the student think it
over. Is it not a fact that every season scores, yes hundreds the country
over “begin to take lessons in the fal ,
keep up the work more or less fait fully until the Christmas holiday seation, take a two weeks vacation, an
resume lessons, having in tnat
short time “lost interest,”
p ’
in the study. And is not tms even
v
more true concerning the effect upon a
certain class of students of the long
summer vacation? What is the cause,
if it is not a lack of will power, in at
least a majority of cases.
The man or woman who says “I
will,” and whose will power is well de¬
veloped, is not easily turned aside.
The mere coming of a holiday season,
change
with its distractions, will not change
.- f, 2the purpose. Not even very considerable obstacles, such as ttb!h®P^dv of
sinsing. the lack of Ann tor and, and
practice, or even a shortage of funds,
have the power to drive such from the
accomplishment of the desired end.
Before beginning the study of singing the prospective pupil will do well
to ask himself the question, “Am I
willing to pay the price, that is, to do
the things which are necessary to get
find the
for lessons
the money, to hnci
tne time tor
ticing, to
and practicing,
to overcome
overcome such
such ob¬
obstacles as,
a». under my
mv particular
oarticular circum¬
circumstances, are bound to arise? Am I
willing to work patiently and persist¬
ently, without faltering, so that I may
lay a solid technical foundation on
which to build a professional success?”
What
price 01
of rea.
real success
wnat is
is the
me price
success as
a church concert, oratorio or opera
singer? Let the pupil think it over,
face the facts and govern himself ac-
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One the0^

all^h^pointTTnvolved4 in^the's^par- kept Jo a° state^f Responsive freedom
ticular theories, it may be stated that which involves the complete absence of
experience has proven that when the rigidity or strain throughout the body,
singer stands with the upper chest well the resulting tone may be, it is possible
Up (not pushed above the normal so for it to be, beautiful. When this is
that there is a sense of strain in the made clear to the student, and the
chest, as is the manner of some singers necessary drill on proper exercises
and teachers), the parts below which given, so that this condition of responhave properly to do with the taking and sive freedom is attained and retained
emission,
controlling of the singing breath are **
*
*
lijjiB the pupil will
m the
me most
mu.1 favorable condition be able to realize, in. his own voice,
placed in
within the limits set by nature and his
possible for their work. For this
son, if for no other, it is thoroughly stage of development, his concept of
Indeed, under such
worth while for the teacher and stu- beautiful tone.
dent to strive persistently to establish favorable conditions, a student may, or
an habitual poise of the body which occasion, produce a sound of greater
leaves the upper chest well up all beauty than he had up to that time
the time. This should be the position heard or imagined. Having produced
of the chest for health’s sake when this desirable tone quality, his atten¬
standing, sitting, walking, and for the tion will, of course, be called to it, and
tone’s sake when singing. It ensures he be invited to remember to will it
the inflation of the upper part of the again and again, bringing himself each
lungs—the very standing in this man- time into the bodily condition most
ner does that. And further, as has favorable to the utterance of tone of
been intimated, this pose of the upper fine quality.
No exercise, however
chest makes it an easy matter to se- simple, involving the utterance of tone,
cure the full inflation of the lower and should be practiced without the thought
larger part of the lungs. The movable being held upon its quality. And for
ribs are free from constraint, and can the most part, except very occasionally
perform their proper movements in for purposes of strengthening an imrespiration without hindrance. When pression by comparison, the thought
the student stands for singing with the should be held upon the best quality of
upper chest lowered, it is more difficult tone conceivable As a man thinketh,
LU secure me aesirea exnansio
secure the desired expansion of the so is he, in the practicing of vocal«by mea”S °f the continued firraness lower ribs and to control the c
and "outward
*\F“ a"
ch,„ „d ,h, skm whkh , p„pi, is he,d w.u n” “th«, a
p £ . *•."«* “. *!» «*”"». ““‘'a",
ga;ns ;n controlling the slow inward Wodell.
’
■ F. W. for the beautiful in tone the pupil BW
be encouraged to hear singers of W'
and upward pressure or contraction of
__
proved tone, to attend organ recitals
the abdomen.”
Dr. H. Holbrook Curtis, throat LISTEN, COMPARE AND AGAIN where the instrument is known to»'
one finely voiced and kept in good or‘
specialist, a friend of Melba and Jean
’LISTEN.
-der; also to listen to good pjW0’
£>e Reszke, in a lecture reported in the
proceedings of the New York State
upon the flute, violin, ’cello and Frew
horn, observing and comparing,
Music Teachers’ Association, 1893
sa;d;
said:
One of the fire*
taking note also not only of the
tne beam
uw».
“Likewise, to make the purest initial ing is to I t!
T°Cal teach~ of the tones produced, but also «
tone from the cords we must g£t the of gQod
puPl1 * concept the varied tone colors exhibited by tW
utmost possible tension, which may first seldom able
U.P‘.S are at different instruments,
only be arrived at when the thyroid, tween wha^is^
V. S"ln?‘fate be*
When the student has learned
or ‘Adam’s apple,’ is depressed, for in what ,V no
2w
!°ne and know a tone of good quality when '
proportion as the thyroid is elevated voices or in the v!;l= ?
own hears it, whether from his teacher. >
the .cords tend to assume the base of it is absolutely necessarv °fhers‘ Yet other singer, or an instrument,*^
a right angle triangle instead of its and raoid
necessary, for correct his own practicing to keep bis w,"
hypothenuse. Several elements beside as quicklJ «*1®’. at the pupil sha11 fixed upon produeffig in his own volt
this enter into the question of the for himself
C°me t0 know tones of intrinsk beauty througho;
greatest possible tension, one of the lovely vocal tone Characterlsti« of a his practicing, he is a long wav on J
ne must be Riven road toward becoming » 8aod 5108

in the tensing of the
vocal chords and is of particular assistfa securi
powerful tones.
^ R p p Austin> in the British
Mgdical Jowml
September,
1905,
writes;
„In aU vocal egorts the upper part
of the chest should be held up firmly
by keeping the shoulders well thrown
hack, so that breath pressure can be
effectively controlled
from
below,
without a complete mastery of this
fixed high-chest position the voice will
be micertain. Not only does this position of the chest give great control over
breath pressure, but, owing to the
ap}ces of the lungs being always full,
the trachea is drawn down, and the
iarynx js fixed, so that the abductor
muscies Qf the COrds can act to the best
advantage and the greatest possible tension of the cords consistent with the
pitch of a note is assured.”
The late Les Kofler, a teacher of
singing, in his book, “The Art of
Breathing," says:
“The tension of the vocal ligaments
must not be effected by any positive
action of the muscles of the larynx or
throat directly applied by the will
P^WC
t.°i,e gOYerned
a.ut°matlc_| w bU,VS
__
HH|__
Pw
al]y by the lnfluence zeroised over
them by tbe method of slow exhaling
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LIBERTY VS. LICENSE.

VOCAL TEACHER OR DOCTOR?

The charge is often brought against
vocalists (too often with good reason)
that they are not “musicians.”
In a sense it is true that the chief
requisite for a singer is “voice,” and
the second “voice” and the third
“voice,” for without a good voice no
one may expect to make a considerable
success as a public singer.
Further, without a solid technical
training in voice production, the mere
possession of a good natural voice will
not insure substantial and permanent
success. Vocalists are therefore quite
right in concentrating upon the ac¬
quisition of a comprehensive and wellestablished vocal technique.
Yet it is not enough to have a good
voice and to know how to produce it.
The singer should also be a musician.
He should understand harmony, coun¬
terpoint and musical form to a degree
which will enable him to comprehend
the structure of music. Only then can
he know how to phrase, to build up his
climaxes, to vary the tempo, to ac¬
centuate, in fact to really “interpret”
the musical composition. Add to this
the intelligent study of the verbal text,
so as to get its meaning, its atmos¬
phere and the inter-relation of music
and text, and the singer is prepared to
properly interpret the composition as a
whole. Without such knowledge of the
structure of music and study of the
text he is apt to be a lawless “tonemaker,” to let liberty in “expression”
degenerate into license. In his singing
there is likely to be the turning of
pathos into bathos; the stoppage of the
rhythmic flow of the music at any
point, at the mere caprice of the singer,
so that he may display his voice upon
a “high note,” or make a sudden and,
as he thinks, “dramatic” pause in the
delivery of a phrase; the interjection
of a fifth beat into a four-beat measure;
^ lawless hurrying here and slowing
up there. In other words, the desire
to sing with “expression” is apt to lead
the unmusicianly singer into such a
distortion of the music as results in
changing it from a thing of unity and
beauty into a thing of shreds, patches
and ugliness.
Of all the exhibitions of lawlessness
in the delivery of a song that have
come under the notice of the writer
perhaps the worst was that of a lady,
a concert singer of some experience, in
Nevin’s “Rosary.” This piece was evi¬
dently a favorite with the singer, and
she fairly reveled in “soulful” sobbings,
retardations, accelerations, explosions,
swoopings and sudden stoppages. Five
beats instead of four in a measure were
nothing to her. Did she want a full
breath at any point? Very well, let
the music wait while she filled her
lungs. When asked to sing again and
to keep time, and told that she might
have much liberty as regards acceler¬
ando and ritardando and yet really
“kepp time,” she assumed a rather
indignant air, and inquired how one
was to sing with “feeling” and “in¬
dividuality” if she was to be bound
down to cast iron rules with regard to
keeping time. She assured her critic
that she had “drawn tears many a
time” with her singing of this number.
There is no reason to doubt the lady’s
w°rd. A musician could scarcely re¬
frain from weeping on hearing such a
destructive delivery of this beautiful
song. Not long since a lady, on leavmg a concert room after a recital by
Madame Schumann-Heink, said to her
companion, “Wasn’t it grand?” “Yes,”
replied the person addressed, “it was
worthy the price of admission to hear
Nevin’s ‘Rosary’ sung in time.”

In these days leading medical prac¬
titioners are depending less upon drugs
and more upon diet and nursing for
the cure of disease, to say nothing of
the use of “suggestion,” and the like,
As a rule, right living, which means
the use of nutritious food and the ob¬
servance of the ordinary rules of hy¬
giene, will suffice to keep the body in
good health. The singer should avoid
all excess in eating and drinking, and
in his personal habits. He needs a
vital tone, and how can he expect to
exhibit such a tone if he is wasting
his vitality in various excesses? In
the past few years surgery has made
giant strides, and the modern surgeon
is often able to assist the singer with
little interference with his work. While
the vocalist does well to refrain from
coddling himself, and to avoid running
to the doctor or surgeon for advice
at the appearance of every little ail¬
ment, yet, on the other hand, there
are diseased conditions of the throat
and nasal passages which have a
bad effect upon the voice and will not
cure themselves, but steadily get
worse, without skillful professional
attention. There are some types of
these troubles which will yield to
modest home treatment; there are
others which will disappear upon the
acquisition of a good habit of breath¬
ing and “attack” of vowel tone. But
when there is a growing difficulty in
reaching accustomed high notes which
formerly were well within the compass,
the trouble is sometimes one for the
physician or surgeon, rather than for
the vocal teacher.
Dr. Ephraim Cutter, a skillful special¬
ist, discussing physical conditions
necessary to the best work by the
singer, has pointed out that “The
pharynx must be open and healthy.
I have had cases where glandular
adenoid hypertrophies of the pharynx
caused inability to sing the high notes,
solely from sympathy, for the larynx
was found to be healthy. A lady had
lost some of her upper notes. She
had had her vocal cords touched in
Paris and London, but to no purpose,
but now having had the adenoid hyper¬
trophy touched, and the larynx let
alone, she had regained all but two of
the lost notes, and they were expected
soon to return from the improvement
made in the vault of the pharynx.
The nose, too, must be in good con¬
dition for normal voice. If the nose is
occluded by growths, by deviations of
the vomer or turbinated bones, by
rhinoliths, by slugs of secretions of
considerable density and offensiveness,
as in ozaena, by catarrhal thickenings
of the erectile tissues, etc., normal
voice cannot be expected to be pro¬
duced. If the maxillary antra and the
frontal sinuses are closed and diseased,
there is the same interference, chiefly,
I think, because the conformation of
the parts is so changed that the
normal overtones of the voice are lost
or altered, and thus the native timbre
is interfered with.”
A certain type or stage of light
“head-cold” occasionally affects the
higher tones, particularly of the high
soprano voice, so' as to actually im¬
prove their quality, making them more
than usually musical. But, as a rule,
a severe cold in the head makes the
production of the higher range of tones
more difficult and the tone quality
much less satisfactory. Professional
singers, suffering from severe headcolds, usually feel a very bad effect
from the accompanying thickening of
the lining of the pharynx and partial
closure of the nasal passages. Under
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such conditions the higher tones are
produced with difficulty, if at all, and
there is thrown upon the larynx and
the breathing muscles extra and injuri¬
ous effort. If possible, under such
circumstances there should be a total
cessation of the use of the voice, and
if the trouble proves obstinate, refus¬
ing to yield to simple home treatment,
a competent specialist should be con¬
sulted. It is the height of folly for
one who is or expects to be a pro¬
fessional singer to allow head-colds to
develop into a well-marked case of
catarrh. There should be strict atten¬
tion to diet, good petsonal habits, and,
if necessary, treatment by physician or
surgeon.
An abundance of nutritious food
fresh air, deep breathing (much of it
done through the nose alone), a gen¬
erous use of drinking water, much
sleep and regular habits will assist in
curing, as well as do much to prevent
disease of the throat and nose.
THE STUDENT’S AIM.

Naturally the vocal student desires
to develop his powers to the utmost.
If he is looking forward to a profes¬
sional career he is properly anxious to
do everything which shall lead to the
largest possible success. What things
shall he have in mind? How, shall he
know where to place the greatest em¬
phasis in his studies? One way to find
this out is to follow the work'of singers
of established reputation, note what
they do, how they do it, and what is
the verdict of critics and public con¬
cerning their performances. Not all
newspaper critics are competent; not
all are consistently free from personal
prejudice or bias. Mr. Henderson, of
the New York Sun, seems to be one of
the best equipped and fairest minded
of the American professional news¬
paper critics of music, and it is worth
while for the student to take note of
the points he makes when he reviews
the singing of an artist of high degree,
such as Madame Sembrich. It should
obviously be the aim of the student to
endeavor to show in his or her own
singing, as far as may be, those excel¬
lencies pointed out by the critic in the
singing of this great artist. Near the
close of last season Madame Sembrich
sang at the Metropolitan, New York,
in a performance of “La Traviata,” and
Mr. Henderson wrote of her singing!
“The performance of ‘La Traviata’
at the Metropolitan last night was
made especially noteworthy by the final
appearance for the present season of
Mme. Sembrich. This competent ex¬
ponent of the art of finished singing
was in full possession of her* vocal re¬
sources. Her voice had its richest col¬
or and its fullest power. This was for¬
tunate for the audience, for it enabled
her to sing with the greatest freedom
and with splendid brilliancy where that
was required.
“Her ‘Ar, fors e lui,’ perfect in
phrase, quality and nuance, aroused the
audience to a demonstration which she
herself had to check in order that she
could go on with ‘Semper libera.’ That
she sang with superb clan and gorgeous
tone all the way from the bottom to the
top of the voice.”

quality of an admired voice. This is
almost certain to result in an unilateral
adjustment of the vocal apparatus.
Frequent colds, obstructions in the
nasal passages, or any abnormal physi¬
cal condition by which an undue strain
is brought upon some part of the vocal
apparatus, may destroy the delicate
poise of the tone-producing mechanism,
and when the condition has become
chronic a ruinous habit has been
formed.
Vocal poise is often lost when per¬
sons with naturally high voices habit¬
ually pitch the speaking voice too low,
and vice versa
INVALUABLE TO SINGERS

BROWN’S
BRONCHIAL

TROCHES
Are recognized throughout the world as a
UnexPlel1edUforr|™!mg Hoarseness and Sore
Throat: at great benefit in Lung Troubles,
n™,a-d Asthma.
Free from anything harmful
u5l f MO per box
I. BROWN 6 SON
Boston Mass.

SONGS for CHILDREN
By VIRGINIA T. SEISS and GRACE HAVILAND
13 Songs Suitable to Sing to Children
IN THE REPERTOIRE OF

KATHERINE FISK
KITTY CHEATHAM

Price,$1.00 Net
A

Theodore Presser

BARGAIN

The C. & C. Voice-Book tells How to Breathe
for Singing; How to Train the Tencr Voice
How to Treat Children’s Voices ; How to Plac
the Voice; gives instructions and exercises
Price, 50c. A ddress author,
F. W. WODELL, The School for Singer..
12 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mast

Essentials of Scientific Voice Training
a.-'™’"

—’.I gH’-*- ’eriring reprints
• in The Etude

ARTHUR de GUICHARD
TEACHER OF SINGING
.Boston School of Singing
HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS, BOSTON, Masg.
FRANK a. BENEDICT

VOCAL STUDENTS AND ELOCUTIONISTS
SSEft KM.SS.’SS"
Send 'One*lft&r^4 idfSSd^SpSt
KATHERINE WALKER, Bex

HOW BAD HABITS ARE FORMED.
BY FRANK J. BENEDICT.

Of Interest to Vocal Students
Tone-Placing and Voice-Development

The ways in which these troublesome
habits become fixed are many and
various. We can only-’speak of a few
Perhaps the most widespread of all is
imitation. One unconsciously copies the
our1THE ETUDE wllen

THE
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,
carols under the windows for
there is in it,” or in this case
“what he can get out of it.
Of late years there has been
vival of the Christmas Eve service,
the singing of carols. We hav g
ally awakened to the^ charm ^
old songs—more and more
coming to love their picturesque qualities and almost childlike naivete, and
Editor for December, Harvey B. Qaul.
are’affording them their proper place
Choirmasters, the country over are
realizing their value. Many• w
^
not using them
uiciu on
^ Wris
T o
rni
fol_
have a special service the Sunday folWashington
Irving
made : notable iowjngj when the carols are sung.
THE RETURN OF THE CHRIST..
..
T5~"lr ” One church in New York City, famous
MAS CAROL.
mention of it in his Sketch Book.
,,,
. ..
1if„ moves ;n , He writes: “I had scarcely got into bed for its innovations, has introduced the
custom of using candles exclusive y
circle, and relativee to Christmas carols ]£“
thl! aTr“just'“bdSw the at the Christmas Eve service. With
this seems toforthe Pbr-a*? window. I listened, and found it pro- this
JHR[._
„ _ of carols
church the singing
the" carol
ology of the sh*3* *?f needed from a band, which I--concluded irauiuuii.
edition. j.vacwx.7
Many churches,
-. .
neighboring service supplement the organ with
^
~‘*hbori“.•.-“***,h'i
through a nublisher’s cata- village. They went around the house, orchesira, four stringed instruments,

Organ and Choir

-m

loguc"..^! prove*this. “Heretofore the
confined °almost exclusively ^English
America has increased, and it^hrely
has of late years-Tmake the e
t?uSi£X£ZL
It t splendid this re-awakening, for

aside the curtains t
p^THh^TasemeS^plS

^ ‘‘^^^nds' afthey^receded gj.^your ^choir and self a^gUmpseTf
became more soft and aerial, and ®
of the most enchanting forms of
seemed to accord with the quiet and Christmas music, namely The Old
—
tenderll
^.-Harvey B. Gaul

nothing* that* cafcheTthe Td^T more remote, and as theyu Krad“all>
How could
my head^
head sank
than these old carols.
How
could away
away my
sank upon
upon the
the pillow,
pillow,
the'ange’ls^themselves cTrolldSe glad
“they
‘'^jl^ofhiPlowi^sSiffierdfasHthey
Ask yourself if
zi.ni. will drive Twav
there
is anything that will drive away
"old sLSSejXtoS

The more cheerful Anglican chants are
preferable for Christmas than the som£re Gregorian tones. They interpret
the meaning of. the Psalms in better
fashion. As to the responses, those selected for the Christmas service are
obviously the ones to use; as, for instance, “Behold, the Tabernacle of God
“From the rising of the
a.— My name shall be great
among the Gentiles,” and “Behold, I
bring you tidings of great joy.”
The anthem or offertory should be the
.
~dg resjsmce> musically, of the serv;cc.
That doesn’t imply rendition,
which should be uniform, but it means
the musicianly quality of the number.
To my mind, a concerted number for
the offertory is the best form; not an
organ selection,be it ever so appropriate,
or a solo, be it ever so effective. A
chorus or a quartette seems to me to be
the best way of offering praise; just as
Te Deums without solos are the best
form of Te Deum.
By all means have a Christmas Eve
<* *
“
your church, try
You will like that S' '
ad^rtS^nd^wMt Slults. SUffiC16nt than you do the Christmas Day celebra-

PREPARATION OF THE CHRISTMAS SERICE.
Christmas, or the Feast of the Nativ""Thaleray^Dickens, Hardy and many
other English, authors wrote about the ity, as the Church ritual calls
singing of the
and the
old carols, a^festival
festival of which we should make _
Hie waits
waiUand
the'old
Goldsmith speaks charmingly
Vicar of Wakefield of the dtn6iiiiM* ~ - ~- ^
x
■ 1
,
.t.. of .the -*„u,
customs
country folk ,„inr,
who “Kept
"Kept like
»■ Easter,
Enstct, it
,t is
» the
the culmination,
c„l,„n,u„o„. the
the
I Hj love triumphant climax of the penitential
up the Christmas carols,
pancakes season, just preceding it. Easter has
knots on Valentine day,
cn the its Lent, and Christmas has its Advent
_t Shrovetide, showed their

efate le^h°composed of the singing of
carols and congregational music.
church we
have had the
~ —
- jjj
^ Christmas
Eve service for years, and the congrega¬
tion is just as large as at the morning
service, and, I doubt not, they gather as
great a benefit from it.
Very impressive is the early morning
celebration, probably next to the Christ¬
mas Eve service. It is, without doubt,
the most devotional of all the services,
as it is the one that people come to for
the eucharistic office. This service is
greatly enhanced when there is a choir
_,_„
-usually an auxiliary choir takes it.
musjc should consist of a simple,
,jjrect communion service, one which
the congregation can join in, and Christ-

ing of “Holy Night, peaceful night,”
that delightful old German carol. To
e that song is the spirit of Christmas
___
enitnmized
'
first day of APri1’ and religiously
epitomized.
^
^ __, r.rar.]rrA mits on Michaelmas Day.”
preparation.
The music to
for this M
festival should be ^
"TtrVare8
of
In preparing ^
the service list for
a decided contrast to the music of Ad- Christmas the choirmaster should be
begins with the period of Pope Chry- the old carols in “Merne England”
____ They all show, how- vent. It should be joyous, brilliant, and keenly alive to the nature of his service,
sostom, or two or three centuries after he enumerated,
their indescribable charm and have the spirit of Christmas. The hymns, whether it is communion or morning
the Nativity.
„ __generally understood and quaint usage.
chants and responses, which we know prayer. In the Episcopal Church it
accepted that the celebration of ChristThe early Christmas carols were far are sometimes neglected, should be as will, of course, be communion; in the
mas is of nagan origin and was in a from being devotional. They were, for happy and bright as the anthem or offer¬ other denominations it may or may not
way adapted by the Church. As one the most part, secular, and sometimes tory, if we would preach the message of
historian sketches it, the church sought to a shocking degree worldly to wit: peace good will, towards men
This
The choirmaster should at least be
to combat and banish the deep-rooted the early French carols which dealt thought however should be kept in a month beforehand in the preparation
heathen feeling by adding* to its own with merrymaking in bibulous fashion, mind when the Christmas service list is of his service list. He should faithfully
liturgy many purified heathen customs The mediaeval carols offered a wide being made out; for while Christmas is select the hymns, choose appropriate
and feasts
By retaining these and range of feeling and sentiment. From a time for festival and music, it is also a
nen tne
loves to
giving dramatic representations of the a religious “manger song” to the ex- time when
the congregation
congregation loves
to anthems and offertory and consistently
s emotions. Christmas is just as ?rrange the °rgan nu“berVf, he ruld
Nativity and life of Christ, it was to pression of indecent thoughts
.
have a complete service. Below is ap¬
- large extent successful. Hence sprang cry, yet some of the songs went that much the congregation’s festival as the
pended a suggestive list, or arrange¬
the so-called “manger songs” and the length. I have in mind a carol of the choir’s.
multitude of Christmas carols.
long ago, found in Tissot’s collection,
The choirmaster should remember this. ment of numbers. Finally, I would sug¬
gest the use of printed programs conThe word carol comes from “carole” which starts off with a religious first and look to it that the hymns are congre.
.
• £
and the Gaelic “carull.” It is interest- verse and ends with an unmentionable gational, i. e., settings that lie within the Lai"lng the words of the anthem and o
ing to note the kinship of the early last one. This is an extreme case, range of the average voice. Florid LertoryEnglish carol with the French folk- though many of them are rude, crude hymns, hymns with obligatos, and with Prelude—Christmas Pastoral.... Merkel.
song of the same period. It is evi- affairs.
•
verses modulating from one key to an- Processional—“O come, all ye faithful,”
Traditional
denced by the frequent usage in the
Of the countries that have chiefly other, are undesirable.
English carol of the word “Nowell,” a contributed to the lore of Christmas
The best types of Christmas hymns_ Te Deum.IVoodzvard Festival.
variant of the French “Noel.” This carols England, France and Germany and they are the ones that are very dear Benedictus .Woodward Festival
probably came into England as a good are the principals. Russia, Wales, Ire- to the congregation—are such hymns as Anthem—Solo.. .By Standard Composer.
many of the customs did, with the Nor- land and the Scandinavian countries “O come, all ye faithful,” “Hark the Communion Service—“Messe Solennelle,
man invasion.
have given a few. These countries, for Herald Angels sing ” and “It came upon
Christmas carols had a wide popular- the most part, have a wealth of folk the midnight clear.” Our hymn-books Hymn—'"Christians, A\vake”.Tratfi/w««'
ity in the middle ages throughout lore and so have a goodly store of old have many just such delightful
delightful** unfor
unfor- Offertory—“O
Offertory—1,0 Sing to God”.Gounod.
Europe. Though they are especially carols.
getable hymns, and. by the way’ what a Nunc Dimittis.CW
Processional—“Hark, the Herald Angels,”
associated with England, her festivals
The old carols, like the secular folk splendid thing it would be if our Sun
Mendelssohn.
and traditions, they reached the apex songs, are interesting aside from their day-school superintendents would insist
of their popularity in the reign of the historic value, because they are the upon that kind of healthv
Postlude—“March of the Magi Kings,”
Dubois.
Tudors.
heart throbs, the pulse, of a simple, music, in place of the wish/wneb
The Puritans, in their fanatical on- God-fearing people who were rich in stuff they force the pupils to learn’ tW
Harvey B. Gaul
-.<1 n the PuPils to learn, that
slaught on the observance of Christ- tradition and superstition.
i leaflets,” “sheaths,” etc. One
mas, attempted to abolish the singing
In England, carols were generally verse of the old familiarbvmL IT W“e
Music brings us near to the Infinite;
of them entirely, but with the Restora- sung on Christmas Eve and Christmas genuine Christmas flavo/tV.^ ™ 1“°.^
tion, they again found favor. The in- morn. It was, however, the Christmas of these “New-born Kin ,,n \rUndle we look for moments, across the
terest in these splendid old songs flue- Eve singing of the waits as .they sere- Throne,” “Star of Bethl \,S >> Manger cloudy elements, into the eternal Sea
tuates. Just at present there has been naded their neighbors -that has made hymns that are
^ tJTaddly of Light, when song leads and in¬
. a revival of enthusiasm, and the old England world famous in that respect. Hymns like “Brio-bt
po” tbe chlldren- spires us. Serious nations, all nations
carol is coming into its own. Many The waits were usually boys and girls, Sons of the Mornint” =
A/St, .ofJthe that can listen to the mandate of Na¬
writers, English and American, have sometimes men, though I am told that hymns that are mnof
VV,, klnd of ture, have prized song and music as the
touched on the yuletide festival and the the wait
of to-day
professional per- and congree-atinn
w»u ui
Lu-viay is a provisional
te eful for choir highest; as a vehicle for worship. f°r
Christmas Eve carolings.
)n, ofttimes of unpleasant voice, who Pieces oThSTogy Th6y
maStCr- prophecy, and for whatsoever in them
was divine.—Carlyle.

.CHRISTMAS ORGAN NUMBERS.
It is usually quite a task for the or¬
ganist, particularly the organist in the
small city, to obtain suitable organ
numbers for the Christmas festivals or

HINTS FOR CHORISTERS.
Attendance.—If you belong to a choir
be a constant attendant. Be there for
rehearsals and services. Let no ex¬
cuse keep you away unless it be illness
or some other unavoidable reason. The
choir needs your support and the way
to give it, is to be regular and de¬
pendable.
Punctuality.—When it is time for re¬
hearsal or service to begin, see that you
are there on time for there is nothing
exasperates a choir master more than
a tardy choir.
Be prompt and have
your music arranged in order and be
ready for the opening number.
Inattention and Talking.—Why should
choristers be so discourteous as to
talk or indulge in anything irrelevant
to the rehearsal or service. Give your
undivided attention to the business in
hand. Make your decorum flawless
both for your own sake and for the
benefit of others.
Open mouth.—Don’t try to be a
ventriloquist but sing with your mouth
open. Light does not enter a hole that
is closed, nor does tone escape where
there is no opening. If you would
have good tone, give it room.
Attack.—When it is time to sing, start
right, let your attack be clean, for there
is nothing worse than a ragged start.
If you have an independent lead, be
sure of yourself and sing with pre¬
cision. Don’t wait for some one else
to give you the cue, that is, don’t be
a musical “sponger.” After the attack
has been made, keep your part o tempo
and don’t suffer a let down immediately
after the initial note which is all too
common with singers.
Vowels vs. Consonants.—Make the
most of your vowel sounds, try to
make them round and big, and soften
your final consonants such as S, T and
K, make them as unpronounced as pos¬
sible. Do not emphasize the sibilants
as they are apt to be too prominent as

C>True, the publishers present a large
and varied list for that season, but ofttimes it is not classified, but embraces
selections appropriate for any kind of
service from Advent to Septuagesima—
more often the small dealer does “not
carry it in stock” and is himself put to
it to know what is available. Below is
compiled a list of selections that are
standard in quality and of a nature that
will gratify organists:
Offertoire on two Christmas Hymns,
Guilmant.
Second Offertoire on two Christmas
Hymns .Guilmant.
Chant du Roi Rene. .Guilmant.
Noel .Guilmant.
Postlude—“Alleluia” .Dubois.
“Hossanah” .Dubois.
“Hossana” .Wachs.
Christmas March.Merkel.
Christmas Pastoral.Merkel.
Offertoire on Adeste Fideles .Claussmann.
Christmas Offertory.Grison.
Christmas Offertory.Lemmens.
Two Fantasias on Ancienf Christmas
Hymns .Tombelle.
March, “Magi Kings”.Dubois.
Chrisfmas Evening.Mailing.
First Christmas.1 .Mailing.
Second Christmas.Mailing.
Christmas Prelude..Whiting.
Christmas Postlude.Whiting.
Christmas Pastorale.Tho mas.
Prelude—Christmas Oratorio.Saint Saens.
Pastoral Symphony—Messiah.Handel.
Adoration—“Holy City”.Gaul.
Virgin’s Prayer.Massenet.
—ARRANGEMENTSHalleliuah Chorus-.Handel.
And the Glory of fhe Lord,
Handel.
For Unto Us a Child is Born,
Handel.
Pronunciation and Enunciation.—Be
The Heavens are Declaring.Haydn. careful to make your pronunciation
Noel ..Gounod. clear and distinct and don’t slight any
—Harvey B. Gaul.
words. Sing words like glory this way:
glo-ry, sto-ry, not stor-ee, nor yet
storay, gloray, etc. When words hav¬
“GOD BLESS THE CHOIR.”
ing i occur in them as oi, for example,
Under this head a precentor gathers
foire (fire), toire (tire) ahd similar
tip the follows observations:
words. Don’t sing them with a brogue
Many choirs receive more criticisms
but in a natural way. Again avoid a
than prayers.
nasal e as in easy, breezy. Try for
The choir-hater and the choir-wor¬
beautiful tones, and remember that the
shiper are both at fault.
great desideratum is quality, quality 1
The church should show its apprecia¬
Breathing.—In singing hymns, the
tion of the choir and deal liberally
place to breathe is generally after every
with it. Parsimony is most fatal to
two bars, of course there are exceptions
musical progress.
in regard to phrasing, but the rule is to
The choir should have a right con¬ breathe at a “stop” which occurs at a
ception of its place. It does not exist comma, period or semi-colon, and
to exploit its own ability, but to lead which, in church music, such as
worship.
anthems, hymns', chants, etc., usually
The choir should consider its audi¬ comes about every second bar.
ence. Music, to be effective, must be
Phrasing.—Study your phrases, es¬
adapted to its hearer’s capacities.
pecially those that are imitation phrases
The choir should be willing to learn, and those that are contrapuntal; make
and the minister should know what to them intelligible and sing your “in¬
teach it as to its duties.
terrupted endings” with a decent tempo
There is no substitute for congrega¬ instead of the invariable diminuendo.
tional singing. Its effect is electrical. When you come to a “full close” have
A good choir seeks to develop it, and an end and don’t “draw it out forever.”
keeps in touch with the congregation.
Chanting.—Sing the chants and cant¬
The spirit of a choir should be icles with dignity and not with the
devout and reverent.—Central Christian mouthy gabble that characterizes the
Advocate.
__ *
singing of many of our metropolitan
Music is the nearest at hand, the choirs when they sing the psalms. Be
most orderly, the most delicate, and just as careful of your articles, prep¬
the most perfect of all bodily pleasures; ositions, etc., as you would of the more
jt is also the only one which is equally important words. ■ Don’t for instance
helpful to all the ages of man, helpful make such contractions as, “Come let’s
from the nurse's song to her infant, to worship for the Lord, Bless be the
the music unheard of others, which Lord, The Lord is riz again, Glor’ be
ten> ’I not most frequently, haunts the Father” and many other similar
® deathbed of pure and innocent examples that come to hand, but try
to be careful for tone. Strive for
spirits.—Raskin.
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“Matchless, Unrivalled,”—Franz Liszt
“No other instrument so enraptures
the player,”—X. Scharwenka

[

LISZT ORGANS
Furnish the most perfect substitute for
a pipe organ of any instruments ob¬
tainable, and are superior to small
pipe organs in many respects. They
differ materially from all other reed
organs, having a richer quality and
greater body of tone.
No other organ approaches the
Mason & Hamlin in the reputation it
enjoys among the world's most famous
musicians.
Send for illattrated catalogue A

Church Organs

W

E aim to build the highest grade
instruments, embodying sim¬
plicity, durability and artistic
tonal qualities.
Our Universal Air Chest System also
affords easy access to the interior and
exterior of the organ, even while the
During the past month we have com¬
pleted a large four manual organ in the
Brooklyn Academy of Music, and a still
larger one in the Auditorium, Saginaw,
Mich.
Write for descriptive book “A,” giv¬
ing a complete list of organs built by us.

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
' HARTFORD, CONN.

Ulnffoni^aralinto
Church Organs
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS
BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO LOUISVILLE
DALLAS

ESTEY CHURCH ORfiANS

Main Office & Works
ESTEY STANDARD MAINTAINED
MAXIMUM FACILITIES
HIGHEST GRADE OF PRODUCT
PIONEERS AND LEADERS ALWAYS
Examine Key Stop Action and wonder¬
ful Reedless Oboe and Saxaphone

Estey Organ Co., Brattleboro, Vt.
Established 1846

Established 1827. All SI
ORGAN”

HOPE-JONES ORGAN CO.
Send for printed mt

THE WORLD’S
Folding

Pair Prices.
r

ORGAN

EMMONS HOWARD
Westfield, Mass.

Pipe Organs of Hig'hest Grade
ELECTRIC TUBULAR PNEUMATIC
All the latest facilities for Easy Control.
HUTCHINGS

THE LATEST HYMNAL

ORGAN

CO.

Pipe Organs

Church Hymns and Tunes
Edited by H.B.Turner,D.D.,ai
“ I have not met a collection of Church tunes
giving more satisfaction for general use.”
—Alexander Bachman.
Sample copy (returnable) free for examination

A. S. BARNES 6 CO., New York

PIPE ORGAN FOR SALE

evenness and clearness instead of un¬
seemly racing, for if there is anything
that should be treated in a dignified,
reverential way, it is the Psalms.
Shouting and Singing.—You may not
Contains 3 Christmas Voluntaries tor
have suspected it (in fact most
Pipe Organs. Pedal Part on
choristers do not), but there is a de¬
Separate Staff.
The American Organ is a magazine con¬
cided difference between the above.
taining 32 pages of pipe organ voluntaries in
“Vocal repression” is a great thing
each issue, six numbers a year at $1 50 a vear
E.
L.
Ashford,
Editor. The December num¬
nowadays and more to be desired than
ber contains three Christines voluntaries and
a blatant fortissimo. Expression should
also eight for general use. Price, 35 cents per
copy. Sent on approval. No free samples;
be the aim of every chorister, and to
achieve that, he should use intelligently
piano, mezzo forte, forte but never
We publish a great variety of new Christmas
should he be permitted to bawl or
music. All of this is described in our new
sl-r”*- ac it will ruin the tonal effect as
Christmas catalogue. Among the new things
desrrihtfd arfv
6
well as spoil the voice.
Time.—Because the choir sings softly
is no reason they should drag the time,
Choir Cantatas
though this is invariably so. Sing in
Sheet Music—Solos and Duets
Organ Music
time and listen for the other parts; do
AU for Christmas. A copy of this Christmas catalogue
not sing so loud you cannot hear them,
free to those mentionmg «The Etude.”
as you are apt to go off key as well as
THE LORENZ PUBLISHING CO.
throw others off. Don’t anticipate a
I SO Fifth Ave., New York. Dayton, Ohio
lead, nor again be dilatory when it is
time to take it up. Sing with the voice--of understanding and not as if you PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY on page817
were a machine well drilled in your *
- -part.—H. B. Gaul.

December American Organ

New Christmas Music
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,
him through life. The fete Edou d
Remenyi, the
well-known em
violinist, often spoke to me o*
chief which resulted from young ^
linists trying to use bows t
ghi

f-

ijl^
! iBB|

Violin Department

not very different from horse trading,
^ account a reputable music
house Js the best place to buy a violin
where the purchaser is not an expert
judge
violin vaiues.
After the violin outfit is purchased it

--d *at he K“e^tv bowing of
stances in whlch the
lty
fact
violinists could be traced t
& feow
that in eariy youth they bad
the
which was too l0«g-_
A rp£rard to

ROBERT BRAINE, - Editor

THE CHRISTMAS VIOLIN.
of The
By the time the present
Etude is in the hands of its readers,
the Christmas spirit will be in the air,
and the thought uppermost in the
minds of the people will be the choos¬
rupiiavc holiday
llulluaj gifts.
ing oi
of aj
appropriate
No doubt thousands of the. readers
of The Etude are pfenning to give violins and other musical gifts, and a few
words of suggestion and advice on the
subject will no doubt be acceptable.
There
'rU‘" !* cfertainly. no more. apPhr°'
priate tL— jor giving a violin t ^
Christmas. This is especially
case of children and prospective young
students who contemplate studying the
violin. Many a child will remember

THE

ETUDE

1
?f ‘-“hht''Lb
uiring a’ limber wrist and arm.

first place it is extremely fatiguing for
a young child to hold a full size violin
WHAT PRICE TO PAY.
in the proper position for more than
a minute or two at a time. In the
When it comes to buying a violin we
second place, unless his hand is ab
meet with a queer characteristic in
normally large for his age, the child’
human nature. The average man buy
fingers, especially the little fingers.
to° s™a.n’ as a ra
i violin he
aormal intervals of
will continually finger too^hor.,
^ cnsJdHS_
, .
.,
the ground
wQrkj
a cgorrcspondi„g injury ini his
his strument
foment he
ff
^tre whether the child
. ,
t,-,
third nlare that he is not
. .,la.ce’ Sr whom he is buying it will learn
when I child Is obliged to hold his for whom ^
..„_.ght
to its
its or
or not^
not, and
and h
he ^
doesnevef
not wish
]eft arm stretclled
out straight to
thinks of ap.
„3 ....
command the
the fingerfingermoney
away.mnde
fullest _____
extent, to
command
0f reasoning to the
C
Diving this
mode of
b
hig ^
win be
f problem of buying a piano. Probably
stant strain; which will lik
stiffeni ’ o£ the wrist and fingers »e cause is
~^
an

*«■**>
*« *
pairer for examination. Violins of the
cheaper grades at least usually have
some little defect, even when they are
purchased new at the music store. The
sound post. _may
_ be too long
_
short,
the wrong place; the bridge
low or too high; the m
”h“ld
t.he need
!*•“*
and thebepegs, “*c,ly
as a rule,
looking
after, etc., etc. The repairer can also
inform the purchaser whether the
violin is defective or radically bad, thus
giving him a chance to exchange the
instrument for another at the music
house before the violin has been used.
Where violins of the smaller sizes
are purchased it is often possible to
make
an arrangement with the dealer
.
whereby the small violin c
changed for a larger size when it
been outgrown, by the payment of
small additional sum.
One thing the buyer of a cheap
Christmas violin should
snou.a beware
oeware of
ot is
purchasing a violin with mother of

JrsJtXe
Music is the language of emotion, and
•
the pleasurable excitement of the
.
emotional
holiday
season a child’s
nature is just in the right state
turned to a love for music, and for
the instrument which is given to him.
Buying a violin is quite a problem to
wIia bnnw
people who
know nothintr
nothing of the instrument. To most people it is a grab
in the dark, a kind of lottery in which
they have no means of
whether they are getting value paid
E CHILD'S VIOLIN.
y0ungbUstudgent the'^rs^thfeg^to be
J
.. ..
•
n/r__i „

ManY vudm players and even some
teachers have the absurd theory that
if a violin student does not practice
with the-normal stretches of| | full
,sized violin from
.
. his earliest years
never acquire
a perfectmistaken
intona■ he will never
.c ^ ^
^1S “ Lowing child wiVa
,i
good ear adapts himself to the constantly increasing stretches with the
he changes to succes-

etc;, on the back.

^

^

IP. H

* *. irr

from its musical qualities, and purchaser, but they are usually only
nce of one in the house is put on the cheapest grades of v.ohm
£sed to indicate a certain status of and the purchaser is paying for a lot
ggptmty, as well as social and financial of worthless decorations^rheimiy|
stanaing. The^Vmim ha^
J such ad- get a much higher grade of violin for
Yatltage> and tberefore the majority of the same money, since the money ta
would spend for h
PeoPle wdnt to buy cheap violins att the
the manufacturer
mam
workmanship is spent for the decora¬
start. The student who makes the be
ginn}ng on a crude> rasping, cheap tions. Violins with inlaying, inscrip¬
f1,11”111?
fiddle is not likely to be attracted to tions, carvings, etc., are ridiculed by
e ls
the instrument.
If a parent has a violinists and musical people the world
serious idea of his child becoming a over. This sort of thing is left for
Stradivarius
violinist, he should buy a violin with a guitars and mandolins.
CONSULT AN EXPERT.
reasonably good tone.
made his violins plain.
Before the violin is bought the adViolins can be purchased at every
OTHER GIFTS.
really good, experienced price, from $5 to $10,000, and
teacher should be obtained as to the probable that‘the
instrument
,
,
.at the latThere are many other gifts, any of
size of the violin and bow.
it is
wnrth the mnnev
“,caclm"-see“th;
£» = 2. ^thTpuT- ^ich would he much ap.eciated *
student, so that he can examine the chaser has a friend who is a good the violinist and student A violin ho
length of his arms and fingers. It is judge of violins, or if a teacher has makes a most acceptable gift. Every
impossible to fey down a rule accord- been selected, one of these should be violinist should have two bows, as on
*"8 to age, as there are such vast asked to make the purchase. A good may break or the hair may come out.
differences in the sizes of different judge of violins can do more with $io and it is also convenient to have an
children at the same age.
or $iS in buying a cheap violin than extra bow to use while the other ISh*
As a rule the pupil who commences an ordinary purchaser with $20 or $25. ing repaired or rehaired, bows cost
his violin study in early childhood will The cause of this is that violins of the from $1 to $500.
For serious violin
require three violins—a quarter or half same make, which seem as similar as study, even the beginners’ bow should
size at the start, a three-quarter size a two pins, differ so greatly as regards cost at least $5, and for the artistic
few years later and a full size as. soon tone. Out of a dozen violins at the work of an advanced student a bow
as his arm and fingers are sufficiently same price there will be one or two costing from $10 to $50 is required,
large to command the fingerboard. whjch have so superior a tone that The bow should be of Pernambuco
Pupils who commence a little later than 'they are easily worth two or three wood, which of all woods combines the
early childhood will probably require t;mes as much as the rest. It is the maximum of lightness, strength a™
but two—a three-quarter, followed by same with bows; out of a case of a elasticity.
It is remarkable how the
a full size, Starting at a later age, say dozen bows the practiced hand of the possession of a really first-class bow
twelve or fourteen years, if the pupil expert in violin matters may be only enables the player to “draw tone” and
is of normal size, the start may be able to select one or two that are really to effectively produce the various for©
made
on a
full-sized instrument. As good as regards elasticity, weight, of staccato, saltato, spiccato, tremflo
g»de_.<m
a ^-Med
before stated, no rule can be laid down spring and straightness.
bowing, etc.
concerning the size of an instrument.
Where the purchaser has no one to
A handsome violin case makes >
This must all be left to the teacher.
select an outfit for him. he had better much appreciated gift. Really service.
depend on the best musi~ Theco,r'-iti^:,sr,,m“Us
portance in the case of a growing find> one which makes
growing
wbmh
„ specialty of even higher. A good leather cf“'
child.
.
violins
and
orchestral instruments, last for many years if taken c:
The seven-eighth violin
often Ordinary music dealers,
verv notbino-' u --—W ?s a rule* know Papier mache cases should be
called the ladies’ size
become
little smaller than full
most
nuMitiesTh
er-°f V1°lm a"d_,
b°W as....
they scuff badl>'~
iiiusi qualities,
so a mnery and
1 appearance. Cases c<
ladies use full-sized instruments, al-

send to a mail order house for one
without specifying the size, with the
result that after the violin arrives it
moves to be the wrong size, and has
to be returned and a new bargain
made with all the inconvenience ami
expense involved
Many a child acquires faults which cling to him for
life because he has a violin or bow
which is too large.
Leading music
houses have violins and bows of every
possible size, from full size to the
miniature sizes, suitable for the smallest
child of four or five years of age. I
have before me the catalogue of the
wholesale department of one of the
largest music houses in America. Violins are classified as regards size as
follows : Full size, seven-eighth size
half
(ladies’ size),. three-quarter^^ half
The minia; and miniature
_follows: Onetotal
length
i8j4
inches;
quarter siz
one-eighth
“”ix14& inches; one-thirtyteenth siz
second six., 1354
— inches; one-sixtyfourth size, 12 inches; one-one hundred and twenty-eighth size, u inches,
It is very rare that a violin smaller
than one-eighth size is used for practical purposes. Bows are listed as full though where a lady is petite, and has
size one-eighth, one-quarter, one-half very small hands, the slightly smaller
and’three-quarter sizes.
instrument is desirable.
A young violin student should have
The importance of having a bow exa violin of exactly the right size, which actly the right length is also of the
should be gradually changed to the utmost importance. If the bow is too
he grows and his arm, long, the pupil, in attempting to use it
larger s
hand and fingers develop. I have often to its full length, will infallibly draw
•e children struggling with a full his elbow backwards, thus making his
in which,
wtiirVi for
for several
several reasons,
reasons, bowing
bowing crooked
crooked at
at the
the upper
tinner third
tViirri of
nt
: violin
de good orogress impossible. In the the bow, a habit which often clings to

£

"7

a good exoert atthTwTri -f"0. n,as
department is th th ” u- ?f ltS vlolln
patronized
A
be
nothing of vi^lir.
WV° knows
somewhat warv of b,-eSr sho"ld be
and acouaintp^Jc
wg, r°m fr,ends
seems to have a viol'f Y e.very one
the general imnrec •
i,°r sa^?’ and as
rency that a • 1.l0.n has Sained curviolin is WOrtb
worth what
what it
it
will sell for^IonlT
aterl n-:_P P e otten ask exagger-

WIth all,Kator
leather, oiaW -.
leather, pebble leather and seal gr
leathcr wear "’onderfully well. ani
really worth their somewhat nign
For a professional violinist or
amateur who does much public pW'
the violin cases arranged to hold v
ttrenA I
violins and four bows are ext
useful, as in case of a broken n.-niu ... there is another vi
accident
diately available. With an <
and bows the player f«ls P

afe These double cases are not much
heavier or more bulky than an ordinary case.
A metronome, a handsome nickelplated telescopic music stand, and a
musical dictionary are three indispen¬
sable articles wh-ch every violin stu¬
dent needs.
Among other acceptable gifts would
be a set of Italian strings, a carved
ebony chin rest, or tail piece, a soundpost setter, a string jar, a string gauge
either plain or arranged as a watchcharm. A violin blanket to cover the
violin as it lies in the case makes a
suitable present. It can be purchased
in the music store or can be made of
quilted silk, which, when embroidered
and worked with the initials of the
recipient, makes a handsome Christmas
gift.
When it comes to music and musical
literature there is no limit to the num¬
ber of books and musical compositions
which can be given. A volume of
sonatas for violin and piano, a folio of
short pieces, a concerto, a volume of
etudes, or a noted violin solo in sheet
form are all acceptable. Then there
are lives of great violinists, hstories of
the violin, works on violin technics,
etc., etc., in endless profusion, any of
which would make a valuable addition
to the musical library which every
violin student should have, even al¬
though it contains but half a dozen

AN ELECTRIC VIOLIN.
Violinists all over the world are at
present greatly interested in an auto¬
matic electric violin recently perfected
by a young Swede named H. K.
Sandell, after many years of experi¬
ment. Numerous attempts have been
made to produce an automatic violin
player, but up to the present time they
have almost universally proved failures.
Mr. Sandell’s player is operated by a
one-half horsepower electric motor,and is played by a perforated paper
roll. The left hand work is done by
sixty electric finger stops, each con¬
trolled by a tiny magnet, connected
with a separate wire. The bow work
is done by four celluloid discs, one for
each string, and automatically rosined.
In addition there are devices for the
production of staccato, pizzicato, glissando, tremolo, etc. The violin plays
its own accompaniment, the music,
being arranged as complete in itself.
It will be readily perceived that effects
are possible that would be beyond the
human performer, as any note on any
string can be performed simultaneously
with any notes on the other strings.
Full quartets can be played in this way,
the notes sounding simultaneously and
not as broken chords, as in the case of
a human performer.
Of course the automatic violin can¬
not be compared for a moment to the
playing of a good human performer,
out its marvelous ingenuity makes it
of the greatest interest to musical peo¬
ple everywhere. King Edward of
England recently listened to it and
greatly entertained.
Bernhard
. stemann, the eminent Boston violinlst> writes concerning it: “It is a
marvelous invention. The peculiar nafere of the violin tone, as produced by
a good violinist, appears here so faithfelly reproduced that even the vibrato
and the glissando are in evidence. Certainly the melodies as played on the
automatic violin cannot be very well
improved on. To give a more or less
Polyphonic character to the selections
Payed, the inventor has provided for
th .?roper accompaniment, utilizing
Pe different strings in a most judicious
ay' Fr°f- Hugo Heerman, the emi¬
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nent Chicago violinist, finds the instru¬
ment “an improvement on the violin
reproductions of the gramophone” and
thinks that it will become popular.
The instrument is very expensive,
the introduction price being $750. As
yet it has only come into general use
in cafes, restaurants, hotel lobbies, etc.,
where it is operated on the “nickel in
the slot” plan. Whether it will ever
get beyond this stage and attain the
vogue of the automatic piano player is
a question. In ingenuity it certainly
surpasses all other automatic instru-

THE GREAT VIOLIN MAKERS.
The great violin makers all lived
within the compass of a hundred and
fifty years. They chose their woods
from a few great timbers felled in the
South Tyrol, and floated down in rafts,
pine and maple, sycamore, pear and
ash.
They examined these to find
streaks and veins and freckles, valu¬
able superficially when brought out by
varnishing. They learned to tell the
density of the pieces of wood by touch¬
ing them; they weighed them; they
struck them, and listened to: judge how
fast, or how slow, or how resonantly
they would vibrate in answer to strings.
Some portions of the wood must be
porous and soft, some of close fibre.
Just the right beam was hard to find.
When it was found it can be traced all
through the violins of some great
master, and after his death in those of
his pupils.
The piece of wood was taken home
and seasoned, dried in the hot Brescia
and Cremona sun.
The house of
Stradivarius, the great master of all,
is described as having been as hot as
an oven.
One was soaked through
and through with sunshine. In this
great heat the oils thinned and sim¬
mered slowly and penetrated far into
the wood, until the varnishes became
a part of .the wood itself.
The old violin makers were ac¬
customed to save every bit of the wood
when they had found what they liked,
to mend and patch and inlay with it.
So vibrant and so resonant is the wood
of good old violins that they murmur
and echo and sing in answer to any
sound when a number of them hang to¬
gether on a wall, just as if they were
rehearsing the old music that once
they knew.
It was doubtless owing to this fact
that when the people could not account
for Paganini’s wonderful playing, they
declared that he had a human soul im¬
prisoned in his violin, for his violin
sang* and whispered even when the
strings were off.
There have been experiments made
with all sorts of woods by the various
makers. An Earl of Pembroke had
one made of the wood of the cedars
of Lebanon, but the wood was so dense
that vibration was deadened and the
violin was a poor one.—Music.
ANSWERS TO VIOLIN QUERIES.
D. W., White Oak, N. C.—Possibly
the reason your gut strings break so
frequently is that your fingers perspire
very freely, or it may be that you do
not get first-class strings. Real Italian
gut strings are hard to find in some
cities, as many dealers do not handle
them owing to the high price they have
to pay for them. In certain states of
the weather, also, gut strings absorb
moisture from the atmosphere and
break frequently, seemingly without
cause.
This occurs in excessively
damp and hot weather. Do not use
wire strings, try gut for the A. D. and
G., and silk for the E. string.

A $25.00 ^

VIOLIN OUTFIT
For S12.SO
INCLUDING:—
A FIRST-CLASS VIOLIN
GOOD BOW
BLACK WOODEN CASE
AN EXTRA SET OF STRINGS
BOX OF ROSIN
A COMPLETE INSTRUCTOR
FOR VIOLIN
All sent securely packed byj express for 112.50

Violins

STRADIVARIUS

quality and gen¬
eral principles.
Over 200 sold to and used by Roch¬
ester violinists. Amber oil var¬
nished.
Prices, particulars' and
testimonials furnished on written
request. Instruments sent on ten
days’ approval.

JOEL B. SWETT
107 State Street, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

A Splendid Christmas Gift
for Student or Music Lover
THEO. PRESSER
1712 Chestnut St. -

Phila., Pa.

VIOLIN £nSeTone

The purchase of a violin is an important thing.
Why not get the best musical value to be had?
The Lyon & Healy Cremonatone Violin is worldfamous and if you will read its history you will

FROM iliS

The student Violin is also the leader in its class
—price $15. Let us send you our Musical Hand¬
book, which tells all about violins and all other
musical instruments. 312 pag:es, 1100 illustrations:

LYON
& HEALY
87 Adams Street, CHICAGO

' $1.00. A ct quickly.
H. BAUER MUSIC CO.,

High Grade Violins

j»{ VIOLINISTS H
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY onpage8!7
Inserted 12 Timet Before Half Million Musical
People for $12.00
servatory of Music; Prof. Isidore Troustwyk,
Yale University, and many others.
Every claim guaranteed or money refunded.
Send for a Jree booklet. Insist on getting it

ROOT VIOLINS

A. Goldenberg Thumb-Rest Co.
916 BROADWAY, BROOKLYN, N.Y.
Special advertising price, 75c, postpaid
BAUER’S NEW

UNIVERSAL SHOULDER REST

perfection.

0

unen a?isk—You
uuuuuiiu iium your jeweier, with the under¬
standing that you can return it at any time
Write for our Catalog and particulars about our
VIOLIN INVESTMENT OFFER

E. T. ROOT & SONS
8 Patten Bldg. Established 1857. CHICAGO

VIOLINISTS!

SOUVENIR DE WIENIAWSKI..WI.

A FAMOUS

Violin Solo
With Piano Accompaniment
This is one of tbe most celebrated
Solos ever published. While it
presents no difficulties, it is won¬
derfully effective and splendid to
show off the ability of the soloist.
SPECIAL PRICE:

30c™£^a“?30c
T.B. HARMS CO.
1431-33 Broadway
NEW

YORK
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hpe.et with found useful by both those who are
ter’s morn smiles like a fie
merry
pupils as well as teachers. I found
;/j, •;*-gig®N
corn,” by going together,
. f
’ mjne very much so. My little girl covholly-laden little group, s‘nging
oc„ ered a square of stiff cardboard with
J the homes of your fnends, ana
v
goft paper in a delicate shade of brown;
daily. I hope, before thea°°*
a^d to this she fastened securely a small
I one whom you know to De 101
bjock 0f paper and tied a little brown
| perhaps sad, on this goo
a?' _b 0i pencil, and over the block she printed
1 laying on the doorstep a bu
in gilt letters, “She looketh well to the
-* holly, to which a bright gr®e
g me ways of her pupils.” If you make some
gift,” and sitting down he played a lit- been tied, scamper^ »
f bunch of these for your friends who are takON CHRISTMAS GIVING AND
tle selection from memory. Was not P ace eshe. A Omstnuw J & kind ing lessons, use some of these mottoes:
HOLIDAY PRACTICE.
that a pretty gift from pupil to teacher? of Christama
g . WgUld not be the
Practice makes perfect.
Be assured that a nicely prepared Christmas W1S^ .
th
? Truly, the
Genius begins the work, but it is
r HELENA MAGUIRE.
lesson at the end of the holidays will happier for receiving these.
industry that finishes it.
—-1'1
were gooa ways.
^ u ^ n
“Music is the essence of order and
music
teacher
more
real
old
ways
Lo' now Is come our Joyful’st Feast,
would leads to all that is good, just and beauLet everyone bo Jollte
Each room with ylvie leaves Is clrest,
■
t be tiful.”
nSw alf'our'neighbors’^chimneys’ smoke,
1
*
“He who would do a great thing well
And Christmas logs lu'e^burmng. ^
w e V
° must have done the simplest things
spend
some perfectly>.
And If, for cold he hap to die,
Wec'l bury him in a Christmas pie,
t1 m e prac
“Beauty is visible harmony.”
And evermore be merrie.
_
—Old Bong.
ticing the
Children’s gifts should be simple,
ompani- Tbe iove tbat you put into them will
Truly, children, Christmas is our
n
t
s
of
mabe
them rich and of priceless worth
“joyful’st feast,” and is not this be¬
i
e
s
e
to
those who receive them,
cause it is the kindliest feast of all the time from
m n s on
So remember, children, that we
year? And surely those children are
your prac“grown-ups” are depending upon you,
happiest who, during all the Christmas
music teachers included, for our Christ¬
holidays, try to make joy for others as
Mirid, I
mas joys, and that, while we wish you
well as for themselves.
to have the merriest kind of a Christ¬
Do you know, almost everyone be- d o
not
mas holiday, we want you to give us
lievcs that all the real joy of this world mean to
the joy of finding that, in the midst of
is in the hands of you children; that discourage
without you there simply would not be the giving
your pleasures and fun, you have made
any joy at Christmas or at any other of gifts. 1
ti e time to do your duty at the piano also,
time! Is not that wonderful? Is it believe in
n g You will give us this good gift, will
not a great thing to be possessed of i t v e r y
the you not?
the power to give, to disperse joy?
m u c h m"The most joyful hours of my life deed, but 1
PORTRAIT PUZZLE PICTURE.
have been those that I have spent with think that
The picture upon this page repre¬
children,” said one, and I believe that we perhaps
sents the name of a famous composi¬
every “grown up” who knows and loves need to put
tion for piano which thousands of the
the children that are reading this will a b i t of
agree with him.
thought
readers of The Etude have played. Con¬
So, realizing this, children, why not i n t o t h e
cealed in a part of the picture you may
resolve that you will make the Christ- question as
also find a portrait of the composer.
mas holidays this year more abounding to what
Find out the name of the composition
in joy for others than ever before?
really will
and that of its composer and send them
It is so specially easy for you chil- give those
to the Puzzle Department, The Etude,
dren who are studying music to do we love
1714 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.
this. Because, of all that goes to make most
In an ensuing issue we will publish the
merriment, jollity or a good time gen- joy. And I
names of the first ten who send in cor¬
erally, there is nothing so good as do
rect answers.
one c
music. For the real, old-time Christ¬ that you
mas festivities music is simply indis¬ musical children should try in every sing well to a poor accompaniment.
way possible to make your music a And it would be well to practice transSINGING AND PLAYING,
pensable.
It is very pleasant to note that in
Old chronicles of Christmas festivi¬ means of joy to others. Gifts of joy posing these hymns, for some are sure
to wish to sing the hymns either lower many of modern ways of teaching chilties invariably commence something are so eminently satisfactory.
higher
than
they
are
written,
and
you
dren
how to play the pianoforte the
like this—“We were ushered in with
:ady to play them in any teacher is expected to require the pupil
the sound of minstrelsy,” or “As we A PRETTY CUSTOM OF OLD ENGLAND, should be
One old custom that it is very pretty key required.
to sing the melody. Some children ar
approached the manor house the sound
for the children of to-day to revive is
what is known as “tone-blind.'1 They
of music burst upon our ears.”
musical CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
are unabie to carry a melody Such
Washington Irving tells us that, in that of being “Christmas Waits.” In
...
.-r
the old country, long ago, the little chilBut to return to gifts. Make them, children are unfortunate and need much
olden
times, “the
harp and
carol
sounded all day long, all during the dren made the rounds of their neighbor- as far as possible, musical.
Almost assistance.
twelve days of Christmas,” and that hood very early on Christmas morning, every-little friend you have is studyIf the little folks learn to love the litsong, as well
[- stopping at each friend’s house to sing ing music, and of the grown up friends tie tunes they play at the keyboard they
portant part i
Christmas carol, and then scamper off there are many who would be pleased always practice with so much more inthrough the frosty air to another
have their love for things musical terest. The thoughtful teacher knows
PREPARATION FOR CHRISTMAS.
friend’s,
by aa little
little musical gift this and picks out tunes that children
. ,• where they would stop and sing
- complimented
, Hphmented by
railed “the
the from
^”
from ^a i;++lP
little ™.,„:_1
musical friend
These
like.
Do not forget this children, do not “ before. These were called
forget that, in the preparations for wa,7ts”
.
,
, ..,
.
s,hou!d not be expensive. Do you know
The great Beethoven once said:
Now. why cannot you children do that in the Perry and the Brown Penny “Good sfnging was my guide. I strove
Christmas, and in the enjoyment of the
vacation days that follow it, if you th,s- Slx or e‘ght of you practp?®
---co ections
of pictures there are many to write as flowingly as possible and
wou.d give real ic
a,l yo„ l.v, yo,
your mounted or,mHSl-Cl SUb^CtSJ?
These' trusted in my ability to justify myse1'
t neglect your music practice.
Do all that you can to prepare and Sunday-school hymn books, or in the with a^not of'^bbo^^m^kr”1011"/!5’ before the judgment seat ol sound«
..
*
a"d g°°d taStC'
> keep in practice _
some bright
music Christmas magazines, or which you can gifts. Or, for a friend who L
for Christmas eve, for New Year, and purchase at the music stores for eight ested in musical biography six or
for “Little Christmas” or Twelfth cents, apiece and perhaps one of you of the great musicians’ pictures from
DISGUISED MUSICAL TERMS.
these Col,ections>
collections,
Night, also. This is one way that you could play the guitar or violin also, *ese
one of the dark
What musical terms are these?
a give joy to the “grown ups,” your I-hcre is one lovely old carol—“Sing, green paper covers, which come with
1. A signed name.
music teacher included, for what My Soul- lnT Adoration —which was the pictures at two cents ani^-e , 5
2. The number twenty.
pleases a teacher more than to learn ™tte" by . Johann Kruger in 1657. tied with Christmas ribbon is verv ”
3- An “I. O. U.”
that her little ones care enough for Then there is the lovety ^frk! What propriate. Then there is a belutif.T
4- A stitch in crochet.
the rlktrnr, beautifully
o practice even during the
distrac- Mean Those Holy Voices,” “See! Amid colored set -f
5- Acting by choice.
the Winter’s Snows,
s of the holidays!
6. To move round; to change.
1 Know one uttie Doy wno made nis
*,v.umc, in ttiese come Q• ,
- t- 1 ■ >
,
holiday practice a New Year’s gift to A11 Ye Faithful,” and many, many and with them
S'cal subjects,
£ To bind together,
his teacher. He had heard her say otbers which are beautifully appro- the daintiest littii t
b® purchased
8' A ,onS ca"e.
that “it would give her much pleasure priate for early Christmas morning.
match the or d
. raiJles ln colors to
—Elma Iona I
if John would memorize,” and he really
Just think what a good time you can picture
Tb»! onllnatlng color in the
,
. T _ MS
did want to give her pleasure, so he have, and how much joy you can give card VL I* are ten cents for the
6
readers of The bn
spent one hour of each of his precious to others by going together very early very accent^/^ ‘5® frame' and make
COITec.t answl'r> !?.' y
holidays at the piano, and on New on this morning that “Sees December
CW
pta^]e and artistic little gifts
??u1 haVe thelr name5.pilb.; .,
Year’s day he said to her, “Here is my turned to May, when the chilly win- pupUs
W.U.a* year
of my This \s o eT"
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A Musial Christmas
Eve Party
By Mrs. Hermann Kotzschmar
Aft. and Mrs. Behr were devoted to
their four children, Hermann, Doro¬
thea, Henrich and Gretchen. In their
affection for their family they were not
unlike the majority of parents; but
there was this great difference—their
devotion took the very practical form
of giving their time and thought to
advancing their children in all their
studies, but especially in that of
music. Mrs. Behr realized thoroughly
that her responsibility did not end by
providing suitable instruction for her
children, but that it was her duty to
oversee and in all ways cooperate with
Fraulein Schmit, the faithful, painstak¬
ing teacher who so patiently drilled
the four young Behrs in scales, chords
and finger-work, and polished unremit¬
tingly their “pieces” so that they could
perform them with pleasure to their
family and friends, and with credit to
themselves and their teacher.
Late in the afternoon of a beautiful
October day, as Gretchen and Henrich
finished playing Engelmann’s “Santa
Ciaus March,” Gretchen exclaimed, “I
just love that duet, it makes me feel
so ‘Christmasie!’”
“And it’s only October,” laughed
Mrs. Behr, as she entered the room.
“Well, you know, mother,” explained
Henrich very soberly, “if we don’t be¬
gin early we can’t learn our Christmas
music well enough to play to you and
father and Fraulein Schmit on Christ¬
mas Eve.”
As the children scampered off for a
race homeward, Mrs. Behr turned to
the music teacher. “I came early,
Fraulein, as I have a project I want to
talk over with you, and I want your
help.”
“You are sure of that, dear Mrs.
Behr. I can never repay you for your
sympathy and interest in my work. I
feel that more than half the progress
your children have made is due to your
keeping such watch and ward over
their practice hours, and giving your
time to listen to their playing.”
Mrs. Behr flushed with pleasure at
these appreciative words. “Why, don’t
all mothers do the same?”
“Indeed, they do not! If they did,
teaching would not be the drudgery
■t so often becomes—but do tell me
your plan.”
I know it will appeal to you, for
’ts to be a musical party for my chil¬
dren, witb eight of your pupils to
assist, and the parents as audience.
Isn’t thirty a sufficient number to be
dignified by the name of ‘party?’ ”
„ ‘Surely,” laughed Fraulein Schmit,
and together I know we can evolve a
delightful and original Christmas Eve
party.”
T]Jke following weeks were busy ones,
ne children who had been most faithul in their practice were invited by
ruulein Schmit to prepare Christmas
Pieces, and they went to work with
enthusiasm. Mary Ricker spent every
,?are m°ment at the piano imitating
e deep-toned clang of the church
“v, 'n Kohler’s “Christmas Bells,”
;n"e Jennie Pope played McDougall’s
rastorale” with fine shading, so that
sh' ^asdy could imagine hearing the
CmndS
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ra- lehr’s plans were all made with
j , uim°st simplicity. “I must not
ake lt a burden to myself or to the
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children,” was her constant thought,
for that defeats the whole spirit of
joy and light-heartedness, of kindliness
and love, that must radiate at Christ¬
mas;” and when this thought came to
Mother Behr, she stopped short in
what she was doing, exclaiming, “1
must ask the little Turners and their
parents, and the Nortons, they have so
little. Dearl dear! why can’t I ask
everybody!” and the loving woman’s
face for a moment lost its bright,
cheery look.
Through the long November even¬
ings preparations were made, so that
all might be in readiness by December
twenty-fourth. Mrs. Behr determined
to make each little costume herself,
and, as they were most simply fash¬
ioned, they were not a great tax. The
twelve little garments of white cheese
cloth were simple slips that fell in
straight lines to the children’s feet,
with long, flowing angels’ sleeves that
reached to the hem of the garment.
“You see,” exclaimed Mrs. Behr to
Fraulein Schmit, “I want the twelve
children to reflect the spirit of ‘Christ¬
mas Eve.’ There are just twelve let¬
ters in the two words, and each child
represents a letter.
Fastened to the
front of the white slip of each child
will be a long, slender letter, cut from
thin green cardboard and covered
with evergreen, and each child will
wear a delicate evergreen wreath on
the head. Mr. Behr represents the
Spirit of Christmas Eve, which idea 1
like better than that dear old fraud
Santa Claus—don’t you, Fraulein?”
“Most assuredly,” was the emphatic
rejoinder.
“Of course,” continued Mrs. Behr,
“his hair and long beard will be snow
white, which, with his long white fur
coat, will give him a decidedly wraith¬
like appearance. Instead of the rein¬
deer sleigh, he will have to make use
of prancing steeds, and at half-past six
o’clock ‘Christmas Eve’ is to go in
state and gather all the children into
a capacious sleigh and bring them to
our house for an evening (I hope) of
unalloyed pleasure.”
The week of the twenty-fifth, to
everyone’s joy, there was an even fall
of snow, and the morning of Christmas
Eve dawned clear and cold. Bright and
early Mother Behr was busily at work,
her four children being efficient aids.
What fun it all was, getting ready!
The Behrs lived in the good old
Pine Tree State where pine and fir,
spruce and evergreen, can be had' for
the asking. Hermann had gone days
before into the woods with Zephyretta,
the old family horse, and cut down
quantities of lovely fir trees whose
cross-tipped boughs say ever, “Jesus
came to save!”
These the children
placed in every available nook and cor¬
ner of the house.
By means of a little mucilage, Doro¬
thea fastened large-sized brown pic¬
tures of the Madonna and of our
Saviour on the glass of the framed
pictures on the walls, and where these
were not large enough to wholly cover
the glass, the intervening spaces were
framed in fir, while large boughs were
placed over the tops of the frames.
The dining-room table was a picture
in itself, with its delicate tracery of
evergreen upon the white cloth. From
the chandelier depended four broad
scarlet satin ribbons which were fas¬
tened at the four corners of the table
with large bows, and in the center hung
an evergreen ball—Gretchen’s handi¬
work.
The refreshments were sandwiches,
dainty cakes with red frosting and
sprigs of fir standing upright in the
center. There were bright scarlet tarletan stockings filled with candy on one

end of the table, and on the other
bags made of green tissue paper in per¬
fect imitation of ears of corn, filled
with popcorn. The ice cream was
vanilla, with a beautiful rich red coat¬
ing of cranberry sherbet.
The pride and joy of Mrs. Behr’s
heart was the bona fide German Christ¬
mas tree that gracefully spread its
branches almost from the ceiling to
the floor of the large music-room. All
its beauty and symmetry were kept, for
it bore no gifts—only wonderful orna¬
mentation of every conceivable glitter¬
ing variety: glass stalactites hung in
frozen profusion; snow and ice gleamed
on every bough; spun glass in scarlet
and green, made in wonderful flowers,
filled the tree with more than tropical
bloom; while peeping out beneath a
mass of fir on the floor under the tree
could be seen fascinating boxes which
foretold that each guest would be re¬
membered with a gift.
At seven o’clock the tree was a blaze
of light, as well as the entire house,
and Mrs. Behr, with beaming smile and
“Merry Christmas,” was welcoming
her guests. As the last one entered a
rush of sleigh-bells sounded; then
there was a moment’s hush, and, loud
and clear upon the frosty air, fresh
young voices broke forth in that glori¬
ous old carol:
“God rest ye, merry gentlemen,
Let nothing you
For Jesus Christ. 0>ur'saviour,
Was born on Chr:istmas Day.”
In an instant tears sprang to Mrs,
Behr’s eyes, for this was a complete
surprise to her, and the effect in the
open air of the children’s voices was
very beautiful.
“I have you to thank for such a
treat,” murmured the mother, pressing
Fraulein’s hind gratefully.
By a preconceived arrangement the
children entered by a side door, and,
as the front door was opened wide,
“Christmas Eve” entered, bowing joy¬
ously right and left, and crying “Merry
Christmas to you, one and all!”
The dear old gentleman was wonder¬
fully imposing, and looked like an ani¬
mated snowdrift, with his long white
hair surmounted by an immense white
fur cap, and with a white fur coat that
touched his heels.
After a moment’s chat, “Christmas
Eve” spied the tree. “Well, well! this
does look like Christmas. I wonder
if I cannot summon my twelve Sprites
to dance and sing this Christmas Eve.
“What ho! Sprite C, appear!”
Immediately a dainty m&iden ap¬
peared, all in white and crowned with
Christmas green, and took her place
beside “Christmas Eve,” who sum¬
moned in turn “H” and “R,” and in
order all the twelve letters which re¬
flected the Spirit of Christmas Eve. As
the last one entered, all stood in a ring,
and, clasping hands, circled about the
Christmas tree, singing, “O Tennebaum, O Tennebaum!” Then came the
following program:
Pastoral Symphony, from Handel’s
“Messiah”
Duet: “Christmas Eve”.Reinecke
“Christmas Bells”.Gade
Pastoral . McDougal
Duet: “Yuletide Bells” .Goerdler
Christmas Song .Gade
Duet: “Holy Night, Peaceful Night!”
(Old German air)
“Christmas Eve” ..Eyre
“Christmas Bells” .'...Kohler
Duet: “Chime of Bells” .Horvath
“Christmas Chimes”.Goerdler
Carol: “While Shepherds Watched
Their Flocks by Night.”
One and all acquitted themselves
admirably, and received hearty ap¬
plause.
After the program was finished, the
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fun became unrestrained, and joy and
merriment reigned supreme. Each child
chose a favorite game, which was
played five minutes. “I do love ‘Hunt
the Thimble,’ ” cried Ruth Bachelder,
“on account of the music being soft and
loud as you’re near or far from the
thimble.” Nathaniel Wilson surprised
them by his choice. He gave each one
a slip of paper on which were five
questions about Christmas. The one
having the most correct answers re¬
ceived a cake. These were the ques1. How many years ago was the first
Christmas?
2. In what town was it celebrated?
3. In what building?
4. Who sang the first Christmas
song?
5. Who heard it?
“Christmas Eve” was the life of the
party. Such queer pranks he played,
such funny stories he told!
The gifts were exactly what each
child most desired. Molly Brown could
not understand how Mrs. Behr knew
she wanted just such a music roll.
Little Nellie Norton almost wept for‘
joy when she unwrapped her package.
“Oh, oh! it’s a lovely new metronome,”
she cried, breathlessly; “what I’ve
wanted for months and could not get.”
The climax of the evening’s fun was
reached, however, when at supper a
loud, heavy ring startled the company.
“Christmas Eve” alone seemed to un¬
derstand its meaning, and followed the
maid to the door, reappearing a mo¬
ment later in the music-room with his
arms piled high with twelve little
brown packages of uniform size, from
which issued every now and then a
queer sound. “Presto! Sprites, as¬
semble!” was his Command; and im¬
mediately he was surrounded by the
twelve happy boys and girls. “Dear
Sprites, here is something for each one
of you to tend and teach the coming
year, and I hope in 1909 each one of
your pupils will wish us all a ‘Merry
Christmas.’ ”
What a shout went up as the twelve
children simultaneously tore off the
wrapping and disclosed, in twelve tiny
.cages, as many young, handsome, green
and red parrots! The children’s delight
was unbounded, and their reiterated
“You dear, dear ‘Christmas Eve!’ how
can I ever thank you?” was sweetest
music to Mr. Behr’s ears.
All too fast the hours sped, and, as
the last “Good-night” was said and the
last “Merry Christmas” wished, each
child exclaimed, “Never before was
there such a wonderful Christmas Eve
party!”
__j_

rule. He was systematic to a fault
everything that he did. In the mornii
he dressed for the day instead of fc
lowing the contemporary custom
lounging around half the day in dres
ing gown and slippers. He had litt
use for tawdry finery in his dress a
though he did curl his hair and wear
diamond ring, presented to him t
Frederic the Second. His study is d
scribed as a “paradise of neatness.” t
always carried a note-book with hi
and methodically jotted down ideas f(
future works. The paper he used w;
always of the whitest and finest. H
own notation was so neat and clear th;
it is said to have been the envy of tl
best coypists. His scores are filled wii
traces of the pious and thankful man th'
he always aspired to be. Haydn wa
above all things, an optimist. He i,
vanabiy looked upon the bright side «
things. Perhaps that is why his mus
is so happy.
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It all others interested is directed to the
ffill be found occupying a full page in Christmas music, including solos, an¬
another part of the journal. This list thems, cantatas, etc., advertised in an0f musical works and merchandise is "other column of this issue. We are
possibly the most valuable that can be prepared to send material of this
collated and is the result of the sifting nature for inspection subject to the
of many years. Everything on the list usual discounts.
js 0f value to the average teacher and
Our stock includes practically every¬
lover of music. The prices on the list thing of a standard character as well
are very much reduced for the holidays as the novelties of all publishers. Pa¬
and will only hold good during the trons may therefore order from us with
month of December. After that they the assurance that all regular or spe¬
can be had only at the regular rates.
cial wants will be satisfactorily met.
This is the time of year when teach¬ If you are looking for an easy and
ers increase their libraries. It is inter¬ pleasing Christmas cantata that can be
esting to note the increase of a love prepared for public performance with
for musical literature among the pro¬ a few rehearsals, we suggest trying
fession of music. Every teacher should “Santa Claus’ Party,” by Gottschaik
have a music library, it matters not and Gardner, a little work designed for
how small it is. Why not begin this use in Sunday-school, church or schoolyear to found a small library of your house. No scenery is required, and the
own by ordering some of the books simplest of costumes may be used.
from this list, that you are sure you Price, per copy, 10 cents; per dozen,
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ported a few selected the city teacher, by the young and
postals of musical composers. We sup¬ comparatively inexperienced teacher
plied a want for an artistic reproduc¬ or for self instruction. All the ex¬
tion of musical celebrities, suitable for planations are perfectly straight and
framing, at a minimum cost. The de¬ to the point. It should prove one of
mand exceeded our expectations, and the most successful volumes of this
to-day we carry the largest and most successful course of the Technic and
complete list of musical post cards in Art of Singing. For introductory pur¬
the country. At present we have over poses during the current month the
150 cards of various composers and a special price for this volume will be
large and varied list of scenes from 30 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies
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operas. The latter is a unique de- .. the order.
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Salome, six cards. The price of the best compositions by classical writers
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not be surpassed.
sold and we mention it here in this
School of
The special offer on this particular manner because of the pleas¬
ure
that they would give to every
Technic.
new work will be conBy PhHipp. tinued during the winter pianist. Six volumes, a grade to each
months. The finishing volume, $1.75 for the set or 35 cents
touches are being made, and the work each, postage paid if cash accompanies
? about ready to go on the press. This the order.
js a complete, modern school of technic
A number of our 1
y one of the greatest modern authori- Unmounted
■cs on pianoforte playing. All possible Photographs, trons during the last
two years at Christmas
P ases of technic and mechanism . are
time
have
made
use of the eight v
exemplified. The exercises are
orked out completely in all keys and mounted photographs which we gave
as supplements in December, 1906, and
brL -,ted in various rhythms. The
ok will be handsomely gotten up and 1907.
We have gotten them out in
substanhany bound. It will be a valuJn f audition to any musical library, superior manner, the whole eight <
com Wben.once put into use will be- one sheet, and the price is 10 cents p
sheet.
The portraits are of Bach, Beet¬
daiL an lndispensable adjunct to the
mF., Practice. During the current hoven, Chopin, Liszt, Mendelssohn,
JFth *his book will he offered at the Mozart, Schumann and Wagner, each
about cabinet size.
POstna'I'^f r'^y *°W price of 50 cents>
These pictures can be mounted,
If til u d cash accompanies the order.
framed and used in various ways for
use as small Christmas remembrances.
*>11 be Additional. ^
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Follow the Flag
and are entitled to the distinction of
having been chosen as

The National Candy
The U. S. Government has waived
the question of higher price and
placed quality first in its selection.
The great fleet of battleships in the
Pacific has received shipments of many
tons each at Hampton Roads, San
Francisco and Manila. Shipments
of “LOWNEYS” go forward to the
Philippines monthly for the army.
Wholesome as well as Delicious

The Walter M. Lowney Co„ Boston
MAKERS OF COCOA, CH0C0LAIE AND BONBONS
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SHEPARD PIANO SYSTEM
HARMONY
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ing at Musical Clubs.
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Beethoven

INSTITUTE,
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he
excited*mother, “go right in the sittingroom and I’ll call Sadie.” Mrs. Jarrnw then stood in the hall, and trumpe°ed like a rogue elephant. “Sadie,
Sadie Sadie,” until a little girl of eleven,
with ’pigtails hanging out of the rear
®in the

Wi

Conservatory of

Music

of1niushftta^ught.^^^dbf^^i^o^ne?y M^^rlt^^ciitalogue^o^he

ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

FINEST CONSERVATORY IN THE WEST

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
530 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

to play red

SoSr^si

perpetual

DANA’S

sir—we want^Sadie

“This is her,” said the proud mother,
“Come in Sadie, and see your purfesser.”
Sadie came into the room as if she
were trying to squeeze herself through
the atmosphere.
“Well, I do declare,” snapped Mrs.
she hasn’t got a pickle! Put
pickle at once. Not on the
That’s a good girl, put it on top
e piano. Aint it funny how all
girls like pickles; I ate them by the
barrel when I was her ’age. Children
are a great trial, Purfesser.
that I’ve only got seven; I c
what I’d do if I had a large

•.’tsrwss

thing. Won’t you oblige, purfesser?”
The “purfesser” sat down before the
keyboard, and played Mendelssohn’s
“Spring Song.” Mrs. Jarrow listened
with
that’s
.. ..
the birds sing, an’ see the-daisies-nsddin’ in the field. Why do they play
classical music when they can play
things like that? Play something else,
The “purfess
from the Liszt
“My, but you ^can whoop it up all
right!” shouted Mrs. Jarrow, at the end.
“I thought you didn’t play ragtime,
Now, Sadie, be a good girl, and in a
few months you’ll be able to play like
that, too.”
“What! the whole time for the lesson has gone? Do you mean to say
outrage in all my life. My name is Mrs.
Jarrow, not Mrs. Rockefeller, nor Mrs.
Vanderbilt. And Mrs. Jarrow ain’t the
United States Mint. Well, I don’t care

spent forty of the best years of his
life trying to coax obstreperous chil-

sougbt for withm the depths of the $ou{
but ag they do not a], speak the !Mr,

proud motner, 'do you Delieve that
music makes the hair grow? I read
about it in the paper once; I don’t believe it! Pa’s been playing the concertina for forty years, now, and he aint
got no more hair on his^ head than

tUrn11fyl,
mrKit mvstprmiiQ analnm*
•
i? c
nil
nnlv pdain!
VJJE?Zr”“
°
7 P
»tselt. -Georges i>and.
NEW LIFE
^

grandmother. She allows that a girl
stands a better chance of gettin’ married if ,h.-, musical, and you've go. to

After one suffers from acid dyspepsia,
sour stomach for months and then
C„,]s
remedy.!, in getting *.#>

don’t intend to
mine go ‘toodle

others to know how to get relief. She
writes:

VTE2...

Wag.

.h«y .» onl,
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TAPPER’S GRADED COURSE

Practical Correspondence Lessons
For Teachers ar * “

’
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RSTRY OBP.AW PnMPiNV

Estey Organ Company,
Brattleboro, Vt.

NEW YORK,

April 19, 1907.

My two manual practice organ, which I have been
it thorfor my own work, merits a note of appreciation. I u'
that I
ough tests from every standpoint, and can say without
am delighted with the instrument in every respect, and congratulate you
on the results you have obtained. I do not hesitate to tell you that it is
the most satisfactory reed organ I have ever played. I consider it a new
high-water mark in reed organ manufacturing. It has none of the char¬
acteristics of the typical chapel reed organ, and has many tonal virtues
comparable to those of the very best pipe organ. I felt confident when 1
gave you this scheme that if it could be successfully carried out it would
be of great value from the standpoint of the modern organist. You have
certainly carried out my ideas to the letter and far exceeded my expecta¬
tion in every particular as to voicing, instantaneous response, general
appearance, compactness, portability, and blowing arrangement. I am
sure any organist fortunate enough to possess one of these practice organs
would never again be without one, at any cost.
. Yours very truly, .
S. ARCHER GIBSON,

THE
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Ideas for Music
Club Workers

STACCATO AND LEGATO.
Humor, Wit and Anecdote.

BUSH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY
NORTH CLARK STREET AND CHICAGO A
WM. LINCOLN BUSH, Founder
^
KENNETH^M

K U|
UOoh

following weil-kn_
of over 40 teachers of m
MME. JTULI
A. WILLETT

MAXIMILIAN D
DVORAK

S. SCHMIDT, S

MR.D.AaCLIPPINGER’S

HARRISON M. WILD

SCHOOL of SINGING
Season began September First

Conductor Apollo and Mendelssohn Clubs

ORGAN M2 PIANO

JUST OUT-STUDIO NOTES No. 3

LESSONS

410 Kimball Hall,

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Chicago, Ill.

—t EVANSTON-CHICAGO==

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
^UIH?SrannVusicSteftL?fa.

The Chicago Piano College

is an incorporated school with a thoroughly graded course
of instruction and huilt upon pedagogic principles which
itecFupoi

Bachelor of Music.
III. Post-Graduate Course.
IV. Literary Musical Course.
V. Course in Public School Music
Methods.
Courses I, II and V include literary studies in
he College of Liberal Arts or Academy with-

P. C. LUTKIN, Dean, Evanston, III.

J, and ohildren^are graded accord-

Kiniball Hall : CHICAGO, II

Chicago Conservatory
Auditorium Building,
CHICAGO, ILL.
1866
42d SEASON
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MUSIC and DRAMATIC ART
Send for Catalogue
WALTON PERKINS..

THE ANNA GROFf-BRYANT INSTITUTE jggvfflg^ningof

MARIAN G. GROFF, Mgr.,

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL

e CHICAGO

t

PIANO.—William H. Sherwood, Director; Georgia Sober, Bertha Stevens, >
Amanda McDonald, May E. Sellstrom, Lucy B. Seator. VOCAL.—Arthur Beresfoi
D. Lash, Mr* Arthur Boresford. ORGAN.—Walter Keller. THEORY.—Dan
Joseph Chapek, John Mallek. PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC.—Wm. Apmadoc.
Fine Arts Bldg., CHICAGO

=0,U8N86ED AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
MUSIC, DRAMATIC ART, MODERN LANGUAGES
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AMERICA’S BEST AND GREATEST

TWO ENTIRB ELOORS

SCHOOL
Indorsed by Press and Public

Stage Dancing, Etc.
Dramatic Art,
Vocal Culture
Buck, Jig, Skirt, etc.. Opera. etc^Eloeution,
Singing and Rag-Time Songs. Vaudeville
&^,eSuk,?tches- Monologues. Etc. NO

a: All first-class managers in Americi
ic Mirror. Cincinnati Billboard. The on
n the stage. 127 La Salle St., near Madison'sC Chics
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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, , ._,u.an ” caid
the young^manwith the picture hat,
her eyebrowT contracting slightly,
"Show^me some of the best you’ve
g°“Yes ma’am ” said the salesman.
“May I ask how high you care tp go?”
“Me? Oh, I only go o 'G, but I want
one with all the octaves just the same.
—Chicago Tribune.
“Music,” remarked the man with long
hair, “ is the language of the heart.”
“In that case,” replied the man who
takes things literally, “the person who
likes rag-time must have * terrible
pulse.”
Though the late Lord Kelvin had his
merry moods, according to an ex¬
change, he was not very much of a wit.
However, he once made a joke that was
very characteristic in its completeness.
While he was working at his famous
deep-sea sounding apparatus a brother
scientist asked him the use of a big
coil of piano wire he was carrying with
“It is for sounding,” was the reply.
“What note,” said the questioner.
“The deep
came the answer.—
Baltimore News.
Stranger: “This village boasts of- a
choral society, doesn’t it?”
Resident: “No; we just endure it with
resignation.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
The paragrapher was engaged in fil¬
ing up a lot of old saws.
“Let me write the songs of a nation
and I care not who makes its laws,”
Then he got busy with his file and—
behold the result:
“Let me pipe the lays of the land
and I care not who lays the pipes.”—
Chicago News.
_
Mrs. Warble (at the piano) : Will you
lo-o-o-ove me when I’m o-o-o-o-old?
Mr. Warble (looking up over his
newspaper) : I’m afraid not—unless you
ask me in a different style from that.Louisville Courier-Journal.

. rITjB meeting devoted to
A WOMEN composers.
No more fascinating and instructive
subject could be taken for a club projjim than “Women Composers.”
A
Haifa century ago, while such a subject
m\i not have been altogether impos¬
sible, it would, however, have been one
very difficult to treat in an entertaining
ad educational manner. Music has
I been associated with women since the
jrst evidences of the art. In fact, in
w own country, up to within a com¬
paratively few decades, it was looked
apon as a somewhat effeminate occupa] jon. Dudley Buck, the oldest of our
j better known native composers, once
told the writer that when he first ac¬
quainted his family with his determi¬
nation to take up the study of music
ibey were horrified at .the idea of his
undertaking an occupation so unmanly.
There are traditions associating
women with music as far back as the
ancient Hindu mythology. The study
of the relation women were supposed to
have to music in Grecian, Chinese, Ro¬
man and other mythology, while purely
speculative is highly entertaining. The
following, which is given in Mr. Arthur
Elson’s “Woman’s Work in Music,” is
an instance of the quaint traditions
which may be revealed by this inves¬
tigation.
The Foagg-Hoang or sacred bird ofChinese mythology appeared with its
mate and perched upon a neighboring
tree. The male bird sang a scale of
several tones, while the female sang an¬
other composed of different tones. The
first note of the male bird coincided in
pitch with the tone emitted by a split
bamboo tube, which a Chinese philoso¬
pher, Ling-Lun, had invented. By cut¬
ting other tubes the erudite investigitor proceeded to reproduce all the
tones of both birds. By combining
these he was able to form a complete
chromatic scale. But, owing to the*
Oriental prejudice against the weaker
sex, the tones of the female (called
feminine tones even to-day) were dis¬
carded in favor of those of the male
bird. The latter, the basis of Chinese
music, correspond to the black keys of
°ur piano, while the former were equiv¬
alent to the white or diatonic notes of
°m scale,”

“This lullaby doesn’t seem to soothe
the baby.”
“Wonder why not?”
“I suspect he takes it for competi¬
tion.”—Pittsburg Post-Dispatch.
“My daughter,” remarked Mrs. Nexdore, “has developed a perfect passion
for music.”
“Yes,” returned Mrs. Pepprey, Til
warrant it isn’t as strong as the pas¬
sion your daughter’s music arouses in
my husband.”—Philadelphia Press.
CLEVER WIFE
Knew How to Keep Peace in Family.

It is quite significant, the number of
persons who get well of alarming heart
trouble when they let up on coffee and
use Postum as the beverage at meals.
hJhtTe \ n°thing surprising about it
^T’ bec™s* the harmful “
p
,s. n°‘ PreSenf “
h . ’ W^IC^ 1Sj made of clean, hard
W Ca ‘
“Two years ago I was having so
much trouble with my heart,” writes a
lady in Washington, “that at times I
Aerial Spirit: “Is this paradisei
felt quite alarmed. My husband took
Peter: “Yes.”
me to a specialist to have my heart
Aerial Spirit: —thought so. Tt
examined.
Peter: “Not coming in?”
“The doctor said he could find no
Aerial Spirit: “Not much, Down below I played the harp on a i excursion organic trouble but said my heart was
irritable from some food I had been
steamer, and just how I’m
accustomed to eat, and asked me to try
Washington Post.
and remember what disagreed with me.
“I remembered that coffee always
“Where have you been all aftersoured on my stomach and caused me
trouble from palpitation of the heart.
“Music hall—piano recital.”
So
I stopped coffee and began to use
“Infernally tiresome, wasn’t it?”
‘‘Not at all. I was the pianist.”— Postum. I have had no further trouble
Chicago Tribune.
“A neighbor of ours, an old man, was
irritable from drinking coffee that
Mrs. Bricabrac: “And what is vour
objection, Edward, to buying a piano ~ls.
e wanted him to drink Postum.
for Muriel?”
This made him very angry, but his wife
Bricabrac: “I’m afraid she mieht ?ef,ured some Postlim and made it carewant to play it .’’—New Orleans Picavune
,!?, according to directions.
*
He drank the Postum and did not
“What shall I play?” asked the organ- know the difference, and is still using it
his lasting benefit. He tells his wife
“WW ab!enft’minded clergyman.
What sort of a hand have you got?” that the coffee is better than it used to
the unexpected reply.—London Tele- be, so she smiles with him and keeps
graph.
Peace in the family by serving Post#*
instead of coffee.” “There’s a Reason
Stag
_ow Jj I
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
reek, Mich.
Read “The Road10
heA°cfe“ ySU Pl” 'he
Wellville,” in pkgs.
Ever read the above letter? A i*»
Stage Manager—That’s fine
ne one appears from time to time. TW
formJceT
are genuine, true, and full of humjn
interest.

0

By MRS. JOHN OLIVER
(Press Secretanr Nadona^ Federation of

Sousa tells an amusing story of a
German trombone player whom the
composer-conductor knew m the early
days when he was leading the United
States Marine Band in Washington.
The old trombone player was named
Backenblasser-a fact he
"
: occasion Sousa s;
help—and c
him standing outside the theatre where
he had been playing for several weeks.
Backenblasser was swearing very un¬
musically for a man who knew all
about harmony, and he shook his fist
at the theater and even administered
one or two kicks to the unresisting
brick wall.
“What’s the trouble, Backenblasser?”
asked Sousa, stopping in surprise.
“I will nefer play in dare again!”
shouted the German.
“Why not?”
“Nefer, I tell you, nefer!”
“But why not?” persisted Sousa.
“Because I haf been dischargt.”—
Cleveland Leader.

mythology and fact.
The dividing line between mythology
p fact is so slight that ancient hisrj of music is not altogether depenao«. In mediaeval music, however,
®oman commenced to take a more im| ^nt part. In the time of Queen
I uzabeth it became a fashionable acpplishment for the ladies of the day.
l e *'rgin Queen herself was said to
I v[Ve Performed upon the virginal.
| 'ary Qyeen of Scots wrote
orne
I fiay?S W“cb at1ained popularity in their
I
I
I
I

*16

the ^St woman composer to attract
w„P0Us attention of great musicians
com . r.a Schumann. Her published
frnmP tS fions number over thirty. Aside
of m bemg a fine P’anist and a teacher
tl, °at excellent reputation she edited
“Br^i, tmd works of her husband for
ilJ'j °P^ and Hartel.” Wherever she
Played
Europe she was invariably
“SitJ,a large and enthusiastic audiThe beautiful romance of her

1
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married life is one of the most striking
stories in musical history.
We give a few names of women com¬
posers who have composed works of
genuine merit and whose works are suf¬
ficiently practicable to make up a good
concert program. In another part of
the journal you will find an article by
Mme. Cecile Chaminade upon those very
pieces which are most in demand. Mme.
Chaminade is unquestionably the most
popular of women composers of the
day. Among others who have achieved
fame are: English-—Liza Lehmann and
Frances Allitsen and Maud Valerie
White. Germany—Adele Auster Ohe.
France—Agusta Holmes, Guy d’Hardelot. America—Mrs. H. H. A. Beach,
Margaret Ruthven Lang, Julia RiveKing, Marguerite Melville, Mary Knight
Wood, Clara Kathleen Bartlett.
PREPARING A PROGRAM.
In making up a program for a woman
composer meeting you will do well to
devote a considerable amount of time to
preliminary investigation. In doing this
you will find Mr. Elson’s book, men¬
tioned above, a very valuable guide.
“Woman Composers,” by Otto Ebel, is
also an excellent little handbook for
the student who desires to have his
matter in encyclopedic form. When
you have decided what composers you
desire to have represented upon your
program consider the pupils who are
to take part. Determine the grade of
each pupil and then request your dealer
to send you music of the grades you
require for the composers mentioned. It
is better to take pieces with which you
have become acquainted and Chaminade
forms an excellent foundation for the
teacher to work upon. A good postal
portrait of Chaminade or some other
woman composer makes an excellent
souvenir to give to your pupils.

MAY E. PORTER
^

Teacher of Piano

Teachers
Pianists

85 Valpey Bldg., DETROIT, MICH.
TESTIMONIAL. ^ ^
^

Organists
Singers
Music teaches most exquisitely the art of development—D'Israeli.

SCHOOL OF MU SIC EDUCATION
CALVIN BRAINEFID CADY, Principal
For Students and Teachers of Music—Pianoforte, \/ocal, Violin, Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition.
A Special NORMAL COURSE for Teach®r. of Music—Pianoforte, Vocal, Public School and
Kindergarten—opened September 30th. The cou rse will include six hours of instruction per week
for thirty weeks. Send for Announcements to

School of Music Education

::

:j

225 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

thf madv wnnn miUF
MARY WOOD CHASE, Director
Instruction la ^nterprotiitljin^TechnJc, ®“r"jonr'T-J’‘0°^'si0o“|

pays for a sample copy of the Musical
|*|| Observer, a monthly musical maga^Ee
^ I la ing a free music supplement valued
^ w at $i.oo. Mailed upon receipt of 6c.

“

CARL FISCHER, CooperSq., New York

School of Arlislic Piano Playing

I especially prepared assistants, under direct supervision

$400 YEAR
Including Room and Board
Three Partial Scholarships
to Be Awarded
Teacher. Educated in Europe
Leschetizky Piano Technic
Teachers’ Courses
Elocution and Languages

Marks’ Conservatory of Music
2 West 121st Street

Special

Mr. and Mrs.
JOHN DENNIS

Midwinter Course

New York

MEHAN

under the direction of

ROBERT G. WEIGESTER

He is a good musician who under¬
stands the music without the score, and
the score without the music .-Robert
Schumann.

-

Carnegie Hall, New York

Voice Culture
^

Absolute legato is often impossible.
Chords and octaves are frequently
marked legato, when' a mechanically
correct junction cannot be made.
Let the hand cling as long as possible
and then transfer it to the next note
with lightning speed. A lapse some
time is inevitable between the end of
one tone and the beginning of another,
but if it is minimized so that the ear
will not notice it, no one will criticise
the defects which delicate instruments
might detect. The above applies also
to legato notes separated by a wide
skip. The hand should reach as far as
possible before moving, and also cling
to the note, so as to make the break
inaudible.
The imagination creates false diffi¬
culties and augments real ones. A
player should try to convince himself
beforehand that the difficulties are
either imaginary or trifling. If he can
acquire and retain this fixed conviction
a much easier and better performance
will be assured.
Some players, when they break down
in their practice, will try to recom¬
mence where they stopped, and after
one or more unsuccessful attempts they
will go back and get a “flying start,
and consider the trouble fully rem¬
edied when they are successful in this

“
Protess.onal

Jan. iSth to March ist (6 weeks) at
862-863 Carnegie Hall
NEW YORK

OUSTA V L. BECKHR~Tc„Thper
n and

Write for circular gP,rm"
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CATALOGUES FORWARDED

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MUSIC
(THE METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
EDGAR O. SILVER, President
212 W. 59th St., New York City
THE FACULTY AND EXAMINERS

Sept. 16th. 1908
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Specialties
Art of Teachi
Public Perfor,

PIANO SCHOOL and CONSERVATORY
MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director

19 West 16th Street NEW YORK
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,Apt qoLDMARK’S REMINIS¬
CE
CENCES.
foi. Goldmark, who is now more
eighty, has begun to write his
moirs and the first instalment, ap®e ■ - in a German musical magazine.

iVacner, Liszt ana nmuu jxuuiiistein.
, tos on the other hand, who left
a large fortune behind him, led as sim-

-

Jlite'leed of Elegant and luxurious
sittoundings is well known. This in¬

^°dU
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kuenstlerverein in Vienna, and the three
sat together. ‘The triumphirate,’ said
somebody, pointing to the spot at
which they sat. ‘Yes,’ answered Rubin¬
stein, pointing to Liszt, ‘there sits
Caesar, I am Brutus, and there,’ indicat-

your °.*n way>

ideal in front bm observing8nmL

i' SiszThl tuTpartkuTarT^Onfe
{ concert tour he played in a small
t which the hall was wrta ' ' '

Dunning System of Improved
Music Study for Beginners
Notwithstanding the Dunning System is but fiye yeai
old it is now acknowledged by the renowned musical
educators of our day to be all that its name implies, an
IMPROVED, SYSTEMATIZED PLAN OF MUSIC STUDY
and conceded by them to be the best in use as to results.
Many of the leading educational institutions in America and
Europe, with hundreds of Sisters of the following Orders,
are using it after careful investigation, claiming the Dunning
System the only one to prove results it claims to do for
both pupil and teacher.
Sisters of Charity, Visitation, St. Joseph, Presentation, St.
Mary, Benedictine, Sisters of Mercy, Ursuline, Holy Names,
Dominican, Nardius.
The only system endorsed by the world-renowned musi¬
cians; such as Leschetizky, Scharwenka, Carreno, de Pachmann and many others. Booklets, with letters from these
representative musical educators, sent upon application.
Normal training class in New York in January.

All teachers must

realize the advantage of a course of study in New York during
the season when the best of the musical privileges may be enjoyed

. the stage he stepped forwa
I the utmost seriousness, said: ‘May I
have the pleasure of inviting this re¬
spected audience to supper with me to¬
night?* Nobpdy accepted, but Liszt
'“Rubinstein had this same microbe
in his blood. During the time he spent
in Vienna as conductor of the Society

MRS. CARRIE LOUISE DUNNING
225 Highland Avenue - BUFFALO, NEW YORK
MUSIC AND MILK.
The mother of one of my pupi
very proud of her little daui

SEE “THE ETUDE” PREMIUM LIST ON THIRD COVER PAGE

don with an elaborate buffet supper

MUSICAL MOMENTS WITH CHILDREN
or the Art of Developing the Musical Side of Child Nature

after being convinced against her will,
the secret came out.
“Well,” she ex¬
claimed with a good deal of feeling, “I

<d£Sir.=sUr'
milk.” She then expla^d^hat theTroceeds from the sale of milk had been

227 Irving Avenue

Providence, R. I.

Scribner’s Musical Literature List

.flrtrher fgusic W&ctM
Do you sing ?
Do you study any b

You will find what will help you, interest you and give you pleasure in

Teachers than I can fill, even with the constantly increasing
number, I invite intelligent and capable music teachers to
correspond with me in regard to joining the Fall class and
preparing for this work.
EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP
Address Brookline, Mass.
or P. O. Box 1336 Boston, Mass.

MUSICAL LITERATURE LIST
isof over 1,000 of the best books in every department
of music, including the most recent publications.
SENT FREE UPON APPLICATION

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS
153-157 Fifth Avenue

::

”

New York

Mp BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY.
instruction for Teachers by Home Study.
five boofclet will I

KATHARINE
nention THE ETUDE when

BURROWES,

A" mnvt<4re\T,sare«j:ied
Ss

SewYorkCity

THE ETUDE

Correspondence Music Lessons-

PIANO
By William H. Sherwood

HARMONY
By Daniel Protheroe and Adolph Rosenbecker

SINGING
By George Crampton

REED

ORGAN

By Frank W. Van Dusen
Solo Organist Bush Temple, who embodies new ideas and modem methods in this course

CORNET
By A. F. Weldon
Teacher of th. Soloist, of Sousa’s, Kryl’s, Inne..', Kilties’ and other Bands, and Victor Herbert Orchestra

*

See also our full-page advertisement, in July, October and November ETUDE

Normal Courses lor Teachers in the above and other subject.
Prices nominal.

Terms to suit your convenience.

Address, stati„8 the particular line

of study in which you are interested

SIEGEL-MYERS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1 2 05

STEINWAY

HALL,

CHICAGO

ILL

highest in honors

Baker’s Cocoa

)u Want This Beautiful Art Calendar ?
New -England Confectionery Company, makers

,ox Chocolates and Necco Sweets, will mail post3 anv address this beautiful art calendar shown
size two feet long by ten inches high, lithographed
in fourteen colors.
No adverUsing on the face of calendar. An
artistic decoration for mantel or
wall of the living room or den.

A Mfctl writer
ure of .
preparation of coco, should be universally
Ubo„,o,y
the consensus of opinion among medical men a™Waker Baker a
workers that the breakfast cocoa manufactured by ^
& Co Ltd., not only meets the indications, but accc
-s_
more than is claimed for it.

Walter Baker & Co., Liu.
ESTABLISHED 1780

DORCHESTER, MASS.

NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY CO.
boston, mass.

IVERS & POND
PIAN

BO RATED TALCUM

Piano-buyers should send for
our new catalogue picturing and
describing entirely new models of
Grands, Uprights, and the popular
Player Pianos, especially designed
for 1909.
Never in the history of
our house have we made pianos so
superlatively fine musically or
so handsome in case design.
Our
1909 models contain recent im¬
provements which enhance the
tone quality, time-staying capacity

TOILET POWDER

and durability
to a degree we
believe hither¬
to unattained.
Information About Buying.
If we have no dealer near you, %ve can
ply you directly from our large Host'
iishmenf, guaranteeing entire satisfaction, or
the piano returns at our expense. Attractive
j arrangements for time - buyers available
, throughout the United States.
Full Information If You Will Write Vs.

Best F>lend”
Chapping.

^^

put up in non-refillable box
udai“25 cems? SamfiO/rrr.
MENNEN CO..
ell’s Sen Vang Toilet 1
en’a It orated Skin Soa

IVERS & POND PIANO COMPANY,
141 Boylston Street, Boston.

'dd

PIANOS
\

evervbfa^iuS-ablishfdover 55 YEA*S. Bv our system of payments
takc nlri lln moderate circumstances can own a N OSE piano. \Yc
home free ™itruments m exchange and deliver the new piano in your
VrtCP jr*
Wnte Ior Catalogue D and explanations.

VO:
VOSE & SONS PIANO CO.. Boston. Maw

